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THEME

The pace of development of new technologies in communication networks and information delivery systems has
been extremely rapid over recent years and it was the purpose of this Symposium to review these developments and the
ways in which they are being, and can be, applied to increase the effectiveness of managers, engineers and scientists.

Attention was directed particularly to the interconnecting of data bases and information centres within communica-
tion systems that will permit the retrieval and post-processing by end-users. Other papers dealt with ways and means by
which intelligent terminals, micro and mini computers can be used in the actual aggregation and post-processing of data
information. Examples of how the new technologies can increase the productivity of scientists and engineers to improve
the decision-making capabilities of programme managers were provided.

Le rythme auquel se sont d~veloppdes, ces dernieres annies les nouvelles technologies dans le domaine des rdseaux de
communication et des syst~mes de dissdmination de l'information a Wte extr~mement rapide. Le Symposium organis6 se
proposait de passer en revue ces divers d~veloppements et les m~thodes suivant lesquelles ils sont, et peuvent 6tre
appliques pour am~liorer le rendement des administrateurs, ing~nieurs et scientifiques.

L'accent a 0t6 mis tout particuli~rement sur l'interconnexion des bases de donn~es et des centres d'infonnation A
l'intdnieur des systtmes de communication, qui permettra l'extraction des donndes et leur post-traitentent par les
utilisateurs ultimes. D'autres expos6s d~criront les procddures selon lesquelles les terminaux intelligents et les micro et

* mini-ordinateurs peuvent etre exploit6s pour v6ritablement amalgamer et post-traiter les donnees et les informations. Des
exemples ont Wt donn~es quant aux modes d'utilisation des nouvelles technologies permettant d'accroitre la productivWt
chez les scientifiques et les ing~nieurs et d'amdIiorer l'aptitude i la prise de decision chez les responsables de la gestion des
programmes.
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OPEN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECfION
FOR THE DEFENCE COMMUNITY

by
N. B. (Jove

Computer Sciences
Oak Ridge National Laboratory*

Post Office Box X
-Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

United States

10
SUMMKARY

S - .The area of Open Systems Interconnection is a very active area. This paper attempts to give some idea of what is going on but
does not claim to be complete or current. oy r now arde. discsio will be changed or dropped.) However, the concept

of a layered approach to communication standards is generally accepted and the OSl Reference Model appears to be successful as a
i working approach toward integration of the many standards involved in open connection. The Reference Model is not in itself a

communication standard but rather a framework for standards development. As such, it will permit evolution of standards as
needed in a changing technology, while providing a coherent approach to the many problems involved in Open Systems
Interconnection.

-A

i. INTRODUCTION

Open Systems Interconnection (OS) is a conceptual architecture for information exchange consisting of seven layers of protocol
following existing and proposed ANSI and ISO standards. The division into layers is intended to facilitate standardization activities.
Each layer interacts only with its adjacent layers. The International Standards Organization (ISO) has prepared a Basic Reference
Model for OSI.' The OS! layers are summarized in Table I.

Layer Nihair Layer Namesi,..
I Physical Layer Transmission of data bits.

2 Data Link Layer Transfer of blocks of data reliably.

3 Network Layer Routing and switching of blocks of data.

4 Transport Layer Provide full-duplex transparent pipe for data exchange.

5 Session Layer Establish and manage communication dialog.

6 Presentation Layer Resolve differences in data structure.

7 Application Layer Perform information exchange for application process.

Tais I. &SO Ms fr Ope. System lareesimction

Most ntwo-k protools have used some form of ',ayerin$. The advantages of a layered approach are summarized by W. E.
Davison:

2

* The ability to divide and conquer" a complex technical problem.

* Reduction of complexity by imposing a discipline on the interactions between system components by defining and limiting those
interactions.

* Definition of a standard nomenclature for discussion and design of network systems.

D Definition of a standard architecture that facilitates ad encourages the development of standard procedures for all levels.

* The ability to replace any single building block with a better one without disturbing any of the others.

• Simplified error detection and progrm debugging.

R. deaardins' describes a concept of "Universal Federal OS Connecivity as a goal of the existing standardization activities:

* As a result of universal connectivity, a Federal remote terminal operator would need to be concerned only with the identity of the
pr to which he had to connect; his own terminal' authorizsd ideit, function and priority and whether the network was
able to accommodate his request.

The an of OSl in a military environment is discussed by Davis and Bats 4 with emphasis on system survivability and dynamic
reroting. Practical experience with the ARPA netwok is also discussed.

RV € af"Wf of Vht W"Clo. 1he
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2. OSI SIANDARDIZ~lnON

Within each layer, international and national standarda organizations are active in various stags of preparing, testing, and
pr sin tandards. The Reference Model of 061 is used to provide protocols for standardization and to relate the standards to Ofte

ech other. T'hus, progress is being made in all layers independenitly; yet, all standardization activities are coherently working
toward a common goal of open communication. The overall architecture is being developed by the Open Systems Interconnection IO
Subcommittee of the International Standards Organization, IS0 TC97/SC16, Rt. desiardins, Chairman. Regicnai standards
orgnizations, eg., CCI~T NDS, ECMA, ANSI, coordinate their activities through ISO.

The sequence of ISO standardization typically begins in a Working Group (WG) of a Subcommittee (SC) of an iSO Technical i

Committee (TC). The WO prepares a Draft Proposal (DP), which is submitted to national reresetatives for discussion, testing,
and voting. If approved, the Draft Proposal is issued as a Draft International Standard (DIS). After more extensive testing,&
revision (usually), and voting, a DIS may become an ISO Standard. The Baki Reference Model of OSI is now a Draft ~
International Standard, DIS 7498.

Tables 2, 3, and 4 show some of the many standardization activities in different layers. This list is intended to be illustrative not
comprehensive or up-to-date. It is expected that Draft Proposals in most of these areas will be approved in 1933 or 1934, and that
'by the end of the 1980's all egmets of the Federal government will be using teleprocessing to conduct their day-to-day operations

j in a universal 061 connectivity mode"

fNAME AND SOURCE DECErlO AND 9FATUS
CCITT~ Recommendation X.25 The X-25 Packet Level covers packet formats, virtual calls,

*Interface between data terminal equipment ad data data flow, call manahemeet. Proposed by CCITr in 1976,
circuit-terminating equipment for terminals operating.m upatedverion approved in 1930.
the packet mode on public daa networks The X-25 Link Level cover link management andero

mVOOY.
Other CCITT *X-Seriu* Recommendations X.3. X.2S. X.29 concern start/stop" terminals. X75

cosnts multiple X.25 networks. X.121 is an international
_________________ aimberiag scheme.

IEEE Projec 30 Established i 1980; draft IEEE standard expected 1983.
*Local area networks. IEEE 302 standards are split into the following three areas:

(1) 302-3 is a carrier-sense multiple access with collision
detection network (link ethernet); (2) 803-4 is a token-
passiog bus network 803-5 is a token-passing ring network

___________________(favesed by IBM).

ISO TC97/SC 13; ANSI/X M Stanidard for hog-to-host cable bus; draft ANSI standard
- Loca distributed data lesetnes __ expectedl 1983.

NS; ANSI /X383 Cooaecs agency, Public, ad prvt networks
*Federal intene proltneeL

CCITT Working Goup Iacudss voice message, and data. Preluimr standards In*Integrated Services Digita Netwrko 1964.

Tdb 2. ON~O11d Auiels In Lays. 1.2 Xmad 3

ISO TC97/SCI6 DP1072,073 Draft proposal approved Jue 1932 currently in balloting for a Draft

Transport Protocol Speelfia
ISO TCP7/SC16 DP3326A1327 Draft proposal 1983.

Isession pretecol
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2. OSI STANDARDIZATION

Within each layer, international and national standards organizations are active in various stages of preparing, testing, and
proposing standards. The Reference Model of OSI is used to provide protocols for standardization and to relate the standards to r"
each other. Thus, progress is being made in all layers independently; yet, all standardization activities are coherently working
toward a common goal of open communication. The overall architecture is being developed by the Open Systems Interconnection ,"
Subcommittee of the International Standards Organization, ISO TC97/SC16, R. desJardins, Chairman. Regional standards '

organizations, e.g., CCITT, NBS, ECMA, ANSI, coordinate their activities through ISO. f'-,

The sequence of ISO standardization typically begins in a Working Group (WG) of a Subcommittee (SC) of an ISO Technical ,.-,
Committee (TC). The WG prepares a Draft Proposal (DP), which is submitted to national representatives for discussion, testing, V*
and voting. If approved, the Draft Proposal is issued as a Draft International Standard (DIS). After more extensive testing, ,
revision (usually), and voting, a DIS may become an ISO Standard. The Basic Reference Model of OSI is now a Draft ,
International Standard, DIS 7498.

Tables 2, 3, and 4 show some of the many standardization activities in different layers. This list is intended to be illustrative, not
comprehensive or up-to-date. It is expected that Draft Proposals in most of these areas will be approved in 1983 or 1984, and that *.

"by the end of the 1980's all segments of the Federal government will be using teleprocessing to conduct their day-to-day operations
in a universal OSI connectivity mode.' 3

NAME AND SOURCE DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
CCITT Recommendation X.25 The X-25 Packet Level covers packet formats, virtual calls,

Interface between data terminal equipment and data data flow, call management. Proposed by CCITT in 1976;

circuit-terminating equipment for terminals operating in updated version approved in 1980.

the packet mode on public data networks. The X-25 Link Level covers link management and error
recovery.

Other CCITT 'X-Series' Recommendations X.3, X.28, X.29 concern "start/stop" terminals. X.75
connects multiple X.25 networks. X.121 is an international
numbering scheme.

IEEE Project 802 Established in 1980;, draft IEEE standard expected 1983.
* Local area networks. IEEE 802 standards are split into the following three areas:

(I) 802-3 is a carrier-sense multiple access with collision
detection network (link ethernet); (2) 803-4 is a token-
passing bus network; 803-5 is a token-passing ring network
(favored by IBM).

ISO TC97/SC1 3; ANSI/X3T9 Standard for host-to-host cable bus; draft ANSI standard
- Local distributed data interface, expected 1983.

NBS; ANSI/X3S3 Connects agency, public, and private networks.
• Federal internet protocol.

CCITT Working Group Includes voice, message, and data. Preliminary standards in
• Integrated Services Digital Networks 1984.

Tae 2. Stindarditati Aciidys In Layrs 1, 2, aed 3

NAME AND SOURCE DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
British Post Office User Forum Flexible addressing structure. Issued February 1980.

A network independent transport service.
U.S. Department of Defense Adopted

Transmnision Control Protocol
ISO TC97/SC16 DP8072,8073 Draft proposal approved June 1982 currently in balloting for a Draft

Transport Service Definition International Standard.

Transport Protocol Specfication
ISO TC97/SCI6 DP8326,8327 Draft proposal 1983.

Session Protocol

Ta". Stmafrtad Aeddas Im Lays 4 md S Li



NAME AND SOURCE DESCRIPTION AND STATUS
ISO/TC97/SC16/WG5 Abstract data types. See reference 5.

The Presentation Service
ISO/TC97/SCI6/WG5 Includes methods for transmitting a variety of data types

DP8211 - Specification for a Data Descriptive File for and structures.

Information Interchange.
NBS File Transfer Protocol COPY, APPEND, APPEND-EXISTING, DELETE,

RENAME, LIST, KILL, RESTART, SUSPEND,
STATUS, INTERRUPT

Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) Program in cooperation with NBS.
Federal Telecommunications Standards Program Project of National Communications System.

Table 4. Stadardlzatlon Activities in Layers 6 and 7

3. AN EXAMPLE

The Washington Library Network, the Research Libraries Group, Inc., and the Library of Congress began in 1980 to plan an
OSI-compatible network linking the three systems. This became known as the Linked Systems Project (LSP) and is described in
Reference 2. The first goal is to share an authority rile, the Name Authority File Service (NAFS) as a step in reducing system
incompatibilities. Later, retrieval services and bibliographic data will be shared. The LSP is being designed to be extensible to more
systems beyond the initial three.

The linkage will be via Telenet using X.25 protocol. The Transport Layer and Session Layer will follow the ISO draft proposals.
Specifications for the Presentation and Application Layers were prepared by James Aagaard of Northwestern University Libraries,
in cooperation with the Bibliographic Interest Group in Canada. Bibliographic records will be transferred in the MARC format.
The use of a Data Descriptive File with ile interchange is not planned.

The user will communicate with the local system via a terminal. The local computer communicates with the target computer.
At most, two systems will be involved in a given session. Any user can search any authority rile using the local search language
which is translated into the language of the target system. Distributed file maintenance will also be possible. Contributed records
are placed in a queue in the sending system and transmitted one at a time. Each record is checked for integrity. Operation in 1983
is planned.

4. BIBUOGRAPHIC STANDARDS

For most of us, it is hard to remember that there were once more than 20 ways of representing characters on punch cards and
more than 60 internal representations in computers.6 One of the early (1958-59) code standardization projects occurred in the U.S.
Department of Defense and resulted in the Fieldata Code on Military Standard 188, which was later used as internal code in
Univacr 1107, 1106, and I 110. Some features of Fieldata are seen in the ISO code.

* There were also code standardization projects at the British Standards Institution (BSI), SHARE (for IBM equipment),
American Standards Association (ASA, now ANSI), Business Equipment Managers Association, Electronic industries Association,

*, Consultative Committee International for Telegraph and Telephone (CCITT), European Computer Manufacturers Association
(ECMA), and the Electrical Engineering Association of the UK. No code would please everyone.

This was the situation at the first meeting of ISO/TC97 Working Group B in 1962. Out of this confusion eventually came a
standard code, ISO 646, Data Processing - 7-bit Coded Character Set for Information Interchange.

As mor characters and alphabets becam needed, methods for "etending" the code were developed and eventually standardized
as ISO 2022, Information Processing - ISO 7-bit and 8-bit Coded Character Sets - Code Extension Techniques. An ISO
international register of escape sequences was established based on ISO 2375, Data Processing Procedure for the Registration of
Escape Sequences. Many escape sequences have been registered; but, as far as this writer is aware, not many exchange projects are
actually using escape sequences.

Two alphabets can be procesed without escape sequences and, for most projects, two alphabets are sfTaient. For example,
ISO-646 ad GOST 13052-74 (USSR National Standard Cyrillic Set) can both fit on an ISO-2022 8-bit cha t if the exchanging
parties agree on ISO-646 as the 00 set and GOST 13052-74 as the GI set.

One gal of standardization projects is to reduce the ned for special agrements on message formats between exchaaging partic.
For example, in an exchange following ISO/DPt21 I, the above-mentioned agreement is not necessary. In a specified location in the
DDR (Data Descriptive Reeord), the seder can indicate that GOST 13052-74 or any other registered st is to oocapy the 01

* . . . - - - - - - - " Il~l~ - H . .. . . .. .. . .



The use of ISO 646 in an 8-bit environment has been formalized as ISO 4873, Information Processing -- 8-bit Coded Character
Set for Information.

Present standards for character exchange refer to the character itself and not to its appearance on a printed page or display
device. Various suggestions have been made for exchanging character printing fonts (e.g., boldface, italic, superscript, subscript),
diacritical symbols, or superposition of characters (see, for example, reference 7).

The major standard for bibliographic record formats is ISO 2709, Documentation -- Format for Bibliographic Information
Exchange on Magnetic Tape. It was issued in 197' and most international bibliographic exchange projects now use the ISO 2709
format or something close to it.

An ISO 2709 record consists of a record label (currently called a leader), a directory, and contiguous data fields. There are four
types of data fields, according to the use or non-use of internal indicators and identifiers. Except for the leader, all fields are
variable in length. This format is well suited to library-type files, where many variable-length fields are possible but usually each
record contains only a few fields. If a possible field is not present in a given record, it is simply not mentioned in the directory;
there is no 'overhead' for missing fields.

Although designed for one-dimensional text data, ISO 2709 records can also be used for numbers, vector, arrays, sequential
structures, relational structures, hierarchical structures, network structures, and indexes as shown in ISO/DP821 I.

A small but perhaps interesting point concerns the interaction of ISO 2022 and ISO 2709. An escape sequence in ISO 2022 is
intended to last until another escape sequence or data link escape occurs. Thus, if the receiving party wishes to make some selection
from the incoming data, a full scan is still necessary and a situation could occur in which it is necessary to insert escape sequences
with corresponding recalculation of directories. It is generally assumed that for any extensive processing, the records will be
converted to some internai format. Therefore, processing efficiency in the exchange format is not considered a major factor
However, for purposes of selection and sorting, and for case of conversion to internal formats, it may be desirable to start each
record or each field in the default character sets. ISO/DP8211 specifies that an escape sequence used within a data field governs
subsequent characters until the next escape sequence -- the end of the field, whichever comes first.

Several approaches to standardization of content designators (tags, indicators, identifiers) have been sugrs- The
International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) has developed a content designator format called UNIMA I patterned
after the US MARC format in conformity with AACR (Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules). UNIMARC is widely accepted but
not widely used.

The UNISIST/ICSU-AB Working Group on Bibliographic Descriptions prepared a Reference Manual for michine-readable
bibliographic descriptions, designed to accommodate abstracting and indexing services. The Reference Manual is widely accepted
but not widely used.

A symposium entitled *Towards a Common Bibliographic Exchange Format' was held in 1978 to bring together proponents of
UNIMARC, the Reference Manual, and other formats, such as CMEA's MEKOV-2. The symposium formall) agreed on the use
of iSO 2709 and that the search for a common bibliographic exchange format should continue.

In addition to institutional differences, the library community and the abstracting and indexing community have an important
conceptual difference. Library records traditionally refer to objects in the library (one object - one record) while abstracting and
indexing records traditionally refer to authored works (one article - one record). Thus, conversion from one system to another would
be difficult even if the formats were common.

The present writer was involved in preparation of a Common Communication Format for exchange of bibliographic information
between the USA and USSR.7 The adopted approach was based on UNIMARC, modified slightly to accommodate USSR
standards, mainly GOST 7-1-76 Bibliographic Description of Printed Matter, and extended to include articles, reports patents, and
industrial catalogs. Bibliographic experts from GPNTB (USSR State Public Library for Science and Technology) and VINITI
(All-Union Institute for Scientific and Technical Information) participated in the format design. Aside from some minor tests, this
Common Communication Format has not been used.

When a new standard appears, there may be a time lag before its general acceptance. Appearance of a new standard does not
automatically provide the funding and the respite from daily activities needed for the conversion to the new standard. The 'wait and
see" or 'if we get some requests we'll open a new output stream' attitudes appear typical.

However, installations involved in data exchange typically have a sizable budget for format conversions. There is also a delay
involved in writing software for format conversion. Some potential information exchange may not occur because of these costs and
delays. Progress toward Open Systems Interconnection should help in these areas.
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OSumma ry
'1-The INet Gateway is an intelligent network concept developed by the Computer Communications GroupO GG) of the TransCanada Telephone SystemJYe"9,) i iNet has evolved in recognition of the

requirement for more universal accessibility to information providers and other computer-based
n services. The iNet Gateway is designed to simplify the process of gathering, using and

communicating information by offering a single point of access to satisfy the information needs
of a user.

In order to test the concept of intelligent networking a one year field trial is being conducted
from July 1982 to July 1983. 400 triallsts from the banking, communications, energy, real
estate, legal, travel and bibliographic sectors are participating. The Bibliographic Common
Interest Group ?rIBG is undertaking a series of specific projects to evaluate the utility of
gateway technology to the information transfer process. ,.I'I,
In February 1982, the Computer Communications Group (CCG) of the TransCanada Telephone System
(TCTS) officially announced the iNet Gateway trial. The TCTS is an association of 9 provincially
and federally regulated telephone companies. The Computer Communications Group is an association
of the data transmission service components of the telephone companies within the TCTS. The
trial conmenced on July 12, 1982 and will terminate In July 1983.

Purpose of the iNet Gateway Trial

The purpose of the trial is to provide the business and information communities with a single
point of access to a great variety of computer systems including international, national and
local networks as well as "offline" services provided by information specialists or
intermediaries. The trial is expected to further define the requirements for value-added network
services (I NK, 1983).

Information resources accessible through INet correspond to the following broad categories:
finance, economics, industrial, general business and industry, news, scientific and technical,
legal, government, professional services, entertainment and consumer information.

Market forces

Market forces leading up to the development of intelligent networks can be summarized as follows:
- rapid growth in the electronic information industry
- proliferation of computer-based applications
- popularization of data services
- increasing trend by the general office worker to utilize and apply computer based
communications services.

INet responds to the above market forces by providing:
- a single point of access for the information user
- a means of facilitating user access to multiple services
- a means of adapting data networks to office comunications and support for value-added services
- a gateway that accepts user access via a variety of terminal types and communications

facilities supporting graphic, numeric and textual/bibliographic applications.

* Participants

* LParticipants in the trial fall within two distinct categories.

a) Common Interest Groups representing private or public organizations with similar information,
* messaging and service requirements. In the iNet trial seven such groups represent the

following sectors: banking, communications, energy, real estate, legal, travel and
bibliographic, with the latter being coordinated by the National Library of Canada. The
Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical Information, the National Library of Canada and
the libraries of the University of Guelph, Carleton University, Universitf du Qu6bec and the
University of Waterloo are participating triallst and information providers within the
Bibliographic Common Interest Croup.
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b) 35 Information Providers (IP's) which sustain network content, by giving acceas to over 500
databases and services in INet.

Network Components

iNet consists of three technical components:

a) Terminal/communications access to the network

b) Intelligent network

c) Information services connected to the network

Terminal/Comunicat ions Access

Users can access the iNet Gateway via DATAPAC, dedicated circuit services, private branch
exchanges (PBX's) or via the public telephone network.

iNet supports a wide range of standard ASCII and alphageometric (VIDEOTEX) terminals. For -9

example, the prototype Displayphone developed by Bell Northern Research permits access to
*alphanumeric and alphageometric applications through one integrated voice/data terminal. In

order to allow trialists the use of all applications in iNet, 250 alphageometric terminals
including 150 modified Displayphones have been made available by the TCTS to members of Common
Interest Groups for the duration of the trial.

Intelligent Network

The Intelligent Network component performs the following functions:

a) A Trial Network Access Node (TNAN) computer provides authentication and security services
which uniquely identify all users. It controls their authorization level for access to
network connected host.

b) Directories

Network resources are described by and accessible through a hierarchy of electronic
directories of which there are three types:

I) Public Directory

A consolidated listing of all Information Service Providers participating in the iet
trial with descriptions of services that can be accessed by a user. Each will list the
name of the information provider, database description, scope, content, frequency of
update, conditions of use and other Important details. Databases and services are
categorized under broad subject headings and a user can obtain additional information by
selecting a menu number preceeding the desired service. Connection to any host can be
achieved at the Public Directory level by authorized users.

II) Organizational Directory

The content and structure of this directory is defined by a user organization, is seen
only by members of this organization and my, in addition, include exclusive access to
company owned and maintained computer systems as well as services listed in the Public

Directory.

III) Personal Directory

The content of this directory is defined by individual users, includes frequently
accessed databases and services and is an efficient way of being automatically connected
to a host.

c) Auto Access

A user signs on to the network only once per session. Access to authorized hosts through the
gateway is automatic when a directory item is chosen. No additional Identification from the
user is required since the network intelligence stores the user's profile which in turn
provides si'.n-on codes and passwords required by the target system.

Ie



d) Management and Administration

System messages, such as host downtime and system updates, are presented to the user after
signing on. Additional support information provided to a user Includes help functions, hours
of operation as vell as operating instructions. User profile updating, changes to directory
information and general support are provided by system administrators. The management
function Includes identification and disconnection of malfunctioning terminals and hosts and
notification of affected users. Statistical information for billing and traffic studies are
being processed by this network component.

L 'Information Services

Messaging

Electronic messaging is available to all iNet trial participants via the ENVOY 100 service of the
TCTS. Designed to meet the needs of the Canadian public and private sector to effectively anage

their Increasing flow of information, ENVOY 100 provides a wide range of customer-selectable
features and options. Users may prepare, correct, send, distribute, access and file messages
destined within and between subscribing companies, and retain permanent records of Important
communications. Users of the service are independent of time zones. Messages can be put into
the system, any time, from anywhere and held until the addressee is available, or optionally,
messages can be delivered automatically to designated auto delivery stations. ENVOY 100 can
support custom-made electronic worksheets for the transmission of structured or scripted
financial, textual or bibliographic data.

Information Retrieval

Over 500 databases are accessible in the iNet trial spanning full-text, scientific/numeric,
bibliographic and videotex applications. Information providers include B.C. Telephone, Bell

Canada (VISTA), Canada Systems Group, Infomart, Informatech, Info Globe, I.P. Sharp Associates
Ltd., Mew Brunswick Telephone, Official Airline Guides, QL Systems Ltd., the Financial Post, the
National Library of Canada, the Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical Information, the
Department of Supply and Services, SlS, SDC and Lockheed, to name only a few.

Bibliographic Common Interest Group (BCIG)

The Bibliographic Common Interest Group's overall objective in the iNet trial is to test and
: evaluate the application of computer/comnunications technology to the library environment. To

this end a number of projects have been defined for the trial.

Bibliographic Interest Group Projects

1) Systems Interfaces

2) Directories supporting access to network resources

3) Derivation of bibliographic data from network connected hosts

4) Use of electronic messaging for Interlibrary lending procedures and administrative
communications

5) Creation and dissemination of videotex databases

6) Use of information provider databases for information retrieval (alphanumeric and videotex)

7) Prototype bibliographic file transfer

System Interfaces

The objective of this project is to test the connection of the following BCIG computer systems to

INet.

The DORIS system, developed by the National Library of Canada and CISTI resides on an IB4 3032.
This included the operational testing of an X.25 asynchronous terminal protocol converter to

enable ASCII terminal access to the system. CAN/OLE (Canadian Online Enquiry) and CAN/SID
(Canadian Scientific Numeric Databases) reside on an I3 3033 and support DATAPAC 3101 access.
CATSUP (Catalogue Support), is an online library catalogue database operated by Carleton

University on a Honeywell 66. The University of Wsterloo's library circulation system CAi
(Community Access Module) resides on a GEAC minicomputer as does the University of Guelph's SAM
(Remote Access Module) system. Finally, the Universitd du Qulbec's VAX-11/780 DEC minicomputer

supports the RADADUQ (Banque de donnies i sccis direct do I'Univrelti du Quibec) online

catalogue.

L>'.
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The project established early on that diverse hardware and operating systems can be connected to
ilet.

Directories

The creation, maintenance and utilization of bilingual electronic directories allows participants
to asess the extent and type of information that is required to support the use of information
applications within an open network envronment. Typically a service will require the following
details to be included in a directory:

a) Abbreviated name of Service Provider

b) Full name of Service Provider

c) Organization responsible for service or database

d) User specific notes respecting service or database

e) Scope and content of service or database

I f) Coverage and update cycle

S) Service hours, costs

h) Contact

i) Descriptors, subject headings or keywords required to permit access to the application via the
Public Directories

Derivation of Bibliographic Dets

This project to designed to assess the usefulness of different databases for library catalogue
support operations by enabling users to access bibliographic records maintalned in unlllngual or
bilingual catalogue support systems. Time and cost comparisons between iNet-derived
bibliographic data, versus original cataloguing or existing data derivation methods, are being
carried out.

Use of Electronic Messaging for Interlibrary Lending Procedures

During the ilet trial BCIG participants will utilize the electronic messaging capabilities of
ENVOY 100 to assess the potential of new telecommunications services to improve the process of
transmitting and processing interlibrary loan requests. The ENVOY 100 scripting capability has
been utilized to prompt a user for specific data elements corresponding to the item requested.
type of material (Is. journal article, book, conference, report, etc.) and type of transaction
(i@. loan, photocopy, locations). Even though this service is an important part of the iNet
trial it should be pointed out that CISTI at this time receives over 2,000 requests per month or
10 of its total volume via the ENVOY 100 system. This is an early indication that transmission
of interlibrary loan data via scripted, electronic messaging systems will be an established
transmission mode. Since machine-readable data is being sent, electronic messaging systems, such
as IVOY 100, can be readily adapted for post-processing by library-owned computer systems for
the purpose of automatic csll-umbering, management information, statistical analysis of
collection use and automatic routing to designated stack points.

Creation and Diesemnation of Videotex Detabese.

The purpose of this project is to determine the feasibility of utilizing evolving videotex
technology as a mans for electronic publishing to enhance the service capabilities of
participating institutions. As an example, the Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical
Information, in cooperation with the Division of Building Research of NRC, has created an
English/French videotex database on the subject of Building ksearch and Technology dealing with
such popular topics as energy conservation, construction methods and building materials.

An interactive document ordering feature allows a user to place a request for the full text of
the publication. In addition, an online opinion survey capability has been implemented to gather
input on the usefulness of the databas and to obtain suggestion for enhancements in both scope
and general presentation. CIETI's CAN/SlD program applies TELIDON technology for the display of
molecular structures.

Io



Use of Information Provider Databases for Information Retrieval

The INet resources facilitate access to the publicly available host systems and databases of
other Common Interest Groups and to those of the participating comercial information providers.
At present, these systems must be accessed individually through a multi-step, target-system
specific, logon procedure. Since iNet facilitates automatic connection to any host attached to
the network, it will be determined whether iNet can provide simplified and faster access for a
user wishing to utilize a wide variety of bibliographic and non-bibliographic databases and
Information services. Through teasting of selected systems and predetermined search strategies
both inside and outside INet, both consumers and providers of information can determine the
impact on cost and productivity by allowing a user to interact with computer systems via
intelligent networks.

Prototype Bibliographic File Transfer

iNet is being tested in the Open Systems Interconnection context (Buchinaki, 1980). Developments
now utderway at the National Library of Canada will permit, by July 1983, the prototype transfer
of CAN/MAIC rer-ords between bOBIS and four connected library computer systems using Ifet as the
transport vehicle. The same concept will be tested between the library-owned systems of the
Universiti du Qudbec and Carleton University. File transfer, which need not be restricted to
cataloguing data, is an important step in achieving access to and exchange of data in a
nation-wide Canadian information network.

INet Phase II

Subject to regulatory approval, the ilet Phase II Market Trial will commence in Jul-, 1983.
Scheduled to last approximately one year this phase will introduce and test a rate structure
based on the utilization of the value-added features and communications services provided to the
user by INet, and charges to information providers for connection to the network and its service
facilities. A significant enhancement will be the introduction, as an option, of Accounts
Receivable Management whereby the TCTS will provide a customer with one consolidated statement of
expenditures, including those incurred with the Information providers and. for a fee, manage all
accounts receivable and reimburse the IP's for services rendered to iNet users.

The present user population of 400 trialists will be expanded to approximately 1600. Recruitment
will include industry segments not previously represented. The addition of new information
providers will continae and marketing will be targeted to specific application groups such as
librarians, financial analysts, economic analysts, media and public relations, scientific
researchers, general administrators, executives and last but not least the emerging home and
personal computer user.

Conclusion

Although a formal assessment of the trial by the Bibliographic Common Interest Group will not be
completed before November 1983, it can be stated that iNet has successfully implemented the
concept of providing an information user with a single point of access to network resources
residing in a great variety of host computer systems. Value-added services such as electronic
mail, Public Directories, automatic authentication and logon, and many other iNet features
provide a reliable path betwen Information users and information providers.

The long-term viability and acceptance of intelligent gateway networks will greatly depend on the
rapid development and implementation of improved user interface capabilities such as enhanced
directories format and content, comon, user-friendly comand languages and computer assisted
learning and help functions.
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SHARING COMMAND LANGUAGES AND SOFTWARE

LANGAGES DE CONMANDE ET LOGICIELS PARTAGES
i Monsieur Pierre BUFFET

TELESYSTEMES-QUESTEL
40, rue du Cherche Midi075006 PARIS - FRANCEO Rdsu__

/ I. - INTRODUCTION

Le besoin en matiire de portabilite de logiciel de recherche documentaire et de compatibilit6 de langages
d'interrogation est apparu h la suite

- de l'utilisation en r6seau des serveurs,
- de l'utilisation d'ordjnateurs non compatibles, en particulier dans le cadre des travaux entre le Centre

de Documentation de l'Armement (CEDOCAR) et TELESYSTEMES-QUESTEL.

Ceci a conduit 4 la ddfinition et l'dcriture d'un nouveau logiciel : QUESTEL PLUS.

II. - LANGAGES D'INTERROGATION

La presence sur le mime serveur de plusieurs applications (recherche documentaire, recherche structurale
en Chimie, ...), la multiplicitd des langages (DIALOG, ORBIT, STAIRS, ...) et lea tentatives de normali-

sation (Common Command Language de La C.C.E.), ont permis la d~finition d'une structure de logiciel

rendant indpendants le langage propre de gestion et de comnunication et un ou plusieurs langages externes

tels que : QUESTEL-anglais, QUESTEL-francais, CCL, Videotex. Cette notion peut tre 6tendue h l'dchange
d'information entre sites serveurs et concentrateurs intelligents ("gateways").

III. - LOGICIEL PORTABLE

Pour assurer la portabilit6 du logiciel, deux techniques compl6menta;res ont 6t retenues
- l'emploi d'un langage portable de haut niveau,
- Ia localisation prdcise des interfaces avec le systime d'exploitation et le syst~me d'entr~es-sorties.

111.1 Langage de ddveloppement

A 6t6 retenu CPL/1, sous ensemble de PL/1, car il bdndficie sur de nombreuses machines de compila-
teurs de qualit6 (ni PASCAL, ni ADA n'ont pu ktre choisis A l'6poque).

111.2 Interfaces systimes

Pour rester portable, le logiciel ne doit pas faire directement appel aux fonctions des systbmes

d'exploitation et d'entrdes-sorties, mais doit faire appel A des fonctions standard, regroup~es
en deux bibliothiques d'interfaces spdcifiques sur chaque ordinateur. Seuls ces modules sont

Cr44crits.

111.3 Portabilit6

II a 6t6 possible d'obtenir lea chiffres de 90 % du logiciel en langage portable, et 10 % en
modules spicifiques.

I. - INTRODUCTION

The concept of automated information delivery is relatively new. Roughly speaking, during the sixties, the
major problems to be solved were to produce automated catalogues in libraries ; and to photocompose
bulletins, or to generate large indexes in abstracting and indexing services.

One of the first services available through the computer was that of selective dissemination of informa-
tion - SDI -.

Then, late in the sixties, two major technical host computers - namely LIS, LOCKHEED Information Services
from LMSC, LOCKHEED Missile and Space Company, and ORBIT Search Service from SDC, System Development Cor-
poration - appeared in the United States. One host computer was installed in Europe in the context of
ESRO, the European Space Research Organization, because of the relationships of this organization with the
NASA.

At this time, a user, librarian or information scientist, had to learn two languages, RECON and ORBIT, to
access the major international data bases, in particular in Engineering and related disciplines. Later,
nay vendors gave worldwide online access to new files, e.g. BRS (Bibliographic Retrieval Services) in the
States, and the EURONET Hosts in Europe, representing ten online services, offering access to hundreds
of databases (1). This paper will try to explore soe solutions for simplifying this access in terms of
cosind languages. The concept of portable software will also be examined, as providing the opportunity
to share the sam language on various computers.
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II. - THE SCENE IN THE EIGHTIES

It is commonly accepted that a user is accessing more and more different online services, six being esti-

mated as an "average". Even if it can be considered that there exist families of search languages
(e.g. RECON with DOE/RECON, NASA/RECON, DIALOG, ESA/QUEST, ORBIT with SDC/ORBIT and NLM/ELHILL, STAIRS 5 .

with BRS/STAIRS), the customer is in trouble when he wants to access more and more factual data banks

attached to dedicated softwares.

To try to understand the different facets of the problems which can be encountered, it can be interesting

to list the various actors of the information industry.

II.1. The kind of information to be accessed

There are collections of numeric and/or textual information processed by publishers or organizations in

computer readable form. Apart from numeric and bibliographic files, that will remain important, for
instance when large disciplines such as chemistry are considered, full text (e.g. for technical reports),

drawings (e.g. for Patent material or for chemical structures with CAS ONLINE and DARC Systems), and

images (technological data) must be foreseen. These representations of information will be processed

and distributed using new technologies. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Automation Master Plan for

the period 1983-1990 (2), is an excellent example of what should be a paperless integrated system. The

logical consequence is an impact on the software capabilities (new functionalities) and on the organi-
zation of information transfer (role of each intervening party).

11.2. The users

To be able to fit user needs. any system designer must be aware of the basic problem : which information,

for who, through which channel. To help this system designer, categories may be established : users

attached to the discipline or industrial sector they are involved in, to their level of education and to

their mother tongue. Today, most people are able to dial a telephone number, more and more accept the

concept of a terminal, but the keyboard can raise difficulties ; the French electronic directory is a good
example, and there were numerous discussions about the choice of an alphabetic keyboard (instead of AZERTY

or QWERTY) and its adequacy.

11.3. Hardware and software

The impact of the evolution of hardware and software technologies is very important. It must be emphasized

that hardware is moving much faster than software. The first version of RECON is from the second half of

the sixties, more than 15 years old. During this period, the CPU became 10-100 times more powerfull, the
mass storage 10-100 times larger. 50 mips machines are for tomorrow ; some are speaking of 1 000 mips...

The only limit that should be kept in mind is that of a channel rate with a maximum of 10 times : this

will probably influence system architectures in the near future (parallel processors, distributed hardware).

Another problem that shall remain is that of compatibility of equipment, amplified by networking.

11.4. NetworkinR

This is the condition "sine qua non" for having effective access to large databases. The real expansion of
host usage started with the generalized availability of non dedicated networks making the connect time rate

reasonable. As these networks become more and more sophisticated, the influence on retrieval systems
becomes more obvious. This is especially true when Videotex applications are concerned. It is interesting

to see that, for instance, in European countries, the Videotex systems emerged from PTT's organizations
and that, even if the concept of the host remains distinct, there exist more and more intelligence at the

level of the network, in concentrators, in managing centers or in gateways.

11.5. Standardization

The field of information is especially concerned by the concept of exchange, and the consequence is a

strong need for standardization.

This concerns the information itself, its coding, the related tools and all the computerized environment.
For this purpose, several organizations are involved, such as CCITT for telecommunication, ISO (Interna-
tional Standard Organization), especially technical committies TC 97 computer sciences and TC 46 documen-

tation.

Ill. - THE LANGUAGE BARRIER

Language should mean communication interfaces and, in pratice, represents barriers. This well known para-
dox reflects the reality : a language is a compromise between the differences between human beings and

the standard needed for the transfer of information to a maximum number of people. This is true for

natural tongues and this remains true for artificial languages, Each artificial language, especially aNcommand language or a programming language, contains its limits.



Thus, the problem to be solved, both for searching databases and for implementing corresponding softwares,
is to optimize this compromise between the universal language designed for any data, for any user, running
on any hardware, and the highly sophisticated software understood by less than 10 people, ... including
the designer. To be effective, a solution consists of trying to correctly define the information to be
handled (text, numeric, drawings, ...), the functionalities needed to suit the requirements (searching,
displaying, computing, transferring data, ...), the various categories of users who may access the infor-
mation, and last the possible hardwares to be used.

A study, sponsored by the COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY, NETSERV 2(3) whose aims were to analyze
the problems of the European users facing the heterogeneous host of EURONET-DIANE, stated the following

- promote all work on standards,

- encourage the implementation of CCL, Common Language (4) as a standard on the Diane Hosts.

- study the feasability of a "DIANE Concentrator" to assist the user when logging in with menu driven tech-
niques, similar to those used in the Videotex applications.

- study the feasibility of regional services, or regional hosts adapted to local needs, in combination with
normal hosts as they exist today.

- further investigate the possibility of defining an intermediate language describing the possible exchanges
of data between equipments connected to the network (host/host, host/concentrator, host/common service,
common service/concentrator). This should allow :

• common language translation to enable unexperienced users to access information in a different, much
simpler way.

search strategy transfer.

distributed processing (search on host 1, compute on host 2, edit on host 3).

* videotex handling in general.

electronic mail and computerized conferencing interfaces, e.g. for database production.

The broad conclusion is that on a network, a variety of users accessing a variety of data must be accepted.

IV. - THE TELESYSTEMES EXPERIENCE : THE QUESTEL PLUS COMPROMISE

--QUESTEL-PLUS 0is the new product developed by TELESYSTEMES in collaboration with INFORMATECH (Canada).
The need for a portable retrieval softwaci initially occurred in a network environment with different com-
puters, especially for INFORMATECH (portability on IBM) and for CEDOCAR, the French Centre de Documentation
de l'Armement (portability on Honeywell Bull - DPS 7 hardware).

IV. .UESTEL PLUS IS A LANGUAGE

The presence of several packages on the same host (bibliographic retrieval, substructural search
in chemistry), the variety of search languages available (DIALOG, OPBIT, STAIRS, ...), the attempts
for standardization (CCL of CEC), the evolution towards dir *ibuted resources, led TELESYSTEMES
to define a software architecture making independant the internal language for management and
communications, and one or several external, user oriented, languages for searching.

Today there exist or will exist soon :

- QUESTEL-English, QUESTEL-French, QUESTEL-German

- VIDEOTEX-French, VIDEOTEX-English

- QUESTEL-SYDONI, CCL

amongst which VIDEOTEX-French and QUESTEL-SYDONI correspond to very different search languages.
For the first, the handling of function keys and of tree structure is real, for the second, a set
of macros was developped.

Besides, when new fonctionalities are added, the implementation is simpler. An example it the
extension of the simple SHOW comma nd for displaying hits on-line to 3 commands

- standard SHOW command for displaying a list.

- BROWSE facilities on answer lists or external devices (images or drawings linked to answers).

- ZOOM command for displaying accurate passages (3, 4 or more lines), sentences or paragraphs
within lengthy documents (the relevant words can be highlighted).

Another example is the possibility of extracting subfiles from a search, for downloading or for
* Lprocessing by other systems. This capability is, in some respects, an extension of the present
e. DARC QUESTEL interface.L



IV.2. 2UESTEL-PLUS IS A PORTABLE SOFTJARE

Two complementary techniques are mandatory for making sure of the portability, i.e. to transfer
the software on a different hardware at a reasonable cost. These two techniques are : the use of

an appropriate portable high-level language for developing the programs on one hand, and a clear
idantification of interfaces with both the operating system and the I/O devices on the other
hand.

IV.2.i. Use of a portable high level language

The basic principle is that the compiling is done in 2 different steps. The first consists in

syntactic and semantic analysis, intermediate code generation, printout lists. This phase is
fully independent of the computer kept for implementation. The intermediate language is also
independent.

The Second step is the assembler source code production for the target computer. It is also
possible to keep this phase on any computer using direct assembling on the object machine or
cross assembling on another computer.

IV.2.2. Language selection

The high level language selected is CPL/1 for the following reasons

- this is a subset of PL/I broadly known and used.

- there exist good compilers for producing the target code from the unique source code, espe-
cially on HONEYIELL Mini 6, DPS 7, DPS 8, IBM 43 XX and IBM 30 XX, Dec Vax.

- these compilers are largely disseminated, and consequently well maintained.

- it is not necessary to develop particular compilers.

These reasons explain why neither PASCAL, nor ADA were selected, because at the time of choice
(end of 1980) there were no effective tools for these two languages.

IV.2.3. System-Interface

Any package requires functions of the Operating System and of the I/0 devices. Frequently, these
functions are quite different from one computer to another computer, or even from one version to
another version of an operating system. So, to remain portable, and to be able to follow the
system evolution, a package must not use these functions directly, but must use standard functions
arranged in 2 interface libraries

- LOS (Logical Operating System)

- LAM (Logical Access Method)

These libraries are specific for each computer. They provide the link between the package and the
system, and thus are written in assembler. Only these libraries are to be rewritten when a new
computer is to be installed.

V. - CONCLUSION

, ?QUESTEL PLUS is actually developed today on an IBM mainframe and is installed on IBM (4341-2. 8 Mbytes main
memory, 25 Gbytes disc drives, 3081) and is to be implemented soon on DPS 7/82, 8 Mbytes, 20 Gbytes disc
dirves). The first resilts are very encouraging, especially concerning the efficiency of the package. This
should demonstrate that it is feasible to have a portable system open to distributed techniques, multilin-
gual access, able to manage very large data bases (several million documents in a data base, several
indexes of several million terms each, up to 250 different labelled fields in a document, up to 250 para-
graphs in a field, up to 250 sentences in a paragraph, up to 250 words in a sentence).

It is important when the concepts of gateway, Videotex and host are converging, to have the basic tools
ready for upgrading informstion delivery.
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As indicated in the program abstract, the purpose of this paper is to describe

the utilization of word processing and distributed information systems within
the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD).

SLike most organizations, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) can be
described in terms of purpose or mission, assigned responsibilities, specific
functions, and resources. By definition, the Defense Department is responsible
for providing the military forces needed to preserve peace and protect the
security of the United States and its Allies. Under the President, the
Secretary exercises the direction, authority, and control over t.e Department
which includes OSD, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Military Departments, various
unified and specified Commands as well as several Defense Agencies.

Should this sound very "Military" and unlike civilian industrial organizations,
it should be noted that the OSD is the principal management staff of the
Secretary in the exercise of:

" Policy Definition

" Planning
* Resource Management
* Program Evaluation
* Fiscal Evaluation

Thus, there are in fact certain general management functions that are common to
both OSD and to many "civilian" industrial organizations.

Most of you represent Aerospace industries within NATO countries. It may be
helpful, in order to demonstrate the applicability of our experience with
distributed information systems for management support, to further indicate some
analogies between OSD and the kind of industrial organization and structure that
you are perhaps most familiar with.

The Under Secretary of Defense (Policy) is responsible for integrating DoD plans
and policies with overall national security objectives. Certainly the Aerospace
industries have a market assessment and product planning function that is
integrated with corporate objectives.

Just as the Aerospace industries have Research and Engineering programs, so is
the Under Secretary of Defense (Research & Engineering) within OSD responsible
for defining basic and applied research programs and the management and
evaluation of newly emerging technology.

Aerospace industries have their Budget and Finance Divisions - OSD has an
Assistant Secretary (Comptroller) for exercising financial control. In a
similar way, functions related to Personnel, Supply or Logistics, Health and
Environmental Affairs, Public Information, Program Audit, Quality Assurance, and
Legal Affairs can all be found within OSD and exercised somewhat similar to
industry procedures.

The real common denominator in the management of both military and industrial
programs, however, is "information" - information that is accurate, up-to-date,
specific, yet comprehensive - information that is needed to assess and evaluate
programs and to make better, more informed decisions.

Yet, much of the management or "program" information used by 05D is processed in

much the same way as it was years ago - by typewriters, mail, and couriers.

Program information is assembled at the Military Department, Command, Laboratory
or Agency Level, packaged into neat typewritten reports, and forewarded to the
appropriate counterparts within 00 for review, assessment and revision or
approval. Frequently that information is returned, however, to the Military
Departments, Commands, Laboratories or Agencies for redefinition, reassembly and
repackaging for further review at the OHS and/or Presidential Level. And so a
whole sequence of changes, revisions and reassembly of programc occur - usually
with severe time constraints and shortened due dates.

ILa
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It is this process of information acquisition, exchange and utilization that we
are concerned with and are trying to find ways for simplifying the process while
improving the quality of information available within a given time frame.

Before "reforming" the DoD world, however, we must first "reform" our own OSD
Community, at least as far as management information is concerned. Since much
of the information processed is typed - and retyped, perhaps several times over,
word processing was an obvious candidate for improving the use of information as
a management resource. Thus in the late 70's, use of word processing equipment
became a requirment. Other requirements were defined as well. If a terminal
could be used for word processing, why not data processig as well - and
Electronic Mail, and Graphics, and Financial Modeling. Thus was the concept of
an integrated network of word and data processors defined for OSD.

The principal architect of the system con~cept was a young man named Paul
Tisdale. As the Deputy Director of Computer and Office Automation Resources
(DCOAR) for OSD, Paul conceived the use of standard, off-the-3helf hardware that "
could be used for a wide range of information processing functions - all within
the same unit, terminal or work station. The Director of DCOAR Mr. Charles
Lawson, shared the same views of the future as Paul, and together they proceeded -

to make the necessary decisions and obtain the funding needed to fully implement
the system.

In retrospect, for their foresight, vision, and willingness to make high
risk/high dollar decisions they deserve much credit as pioneers in the use of
word processing and distributed proceasing technology within the Defense
Community.

It was agreed that initial operations would be limited to a prototype system
within OSD's administrative offices - those primarily concerned with personnel,
financial programs, and inventory controls. The concept was to utilise a
combined system that would provide word processing, data processing, graphics,
electronic mail, and financial modeling all within a single system. In
addition, the concept of distributed processing was to be employed - the use of
shared data files and on-site terminal processors with immediate access to
programs, files, data - and results in the form of terminal displays or local,
on-site printer listings. This was intended to bring the results of computer
processing directly to the user who could interact with the system "one-on-one"
without delays, programmers, or other computer middle men or intermediaries.

At the time this was rather radical thinking - far different from the
traditional way of doing things. Until then, most of the OSD staff had received
data processing support from one of our support organizations, the Air Force
Data Services Center (AFDSC). For the most part, that implied time-shared use
of fairly large, complex systems that required a gcd bit of technical
assistance in their use. In some instances, system applications were "batch
processed", the user submitting a job request and subsequently getting a listing
or report of a later time depending on the individual job's priority and how it
compared to other tasks within the job stream.

To be sure, the AFDSC did, and still does, an inordinate amount of data
processing for OSD. Representing a capital investment of over $32 million in
hardware alone for 35 major systems, the Center is one of the largest data
processing centers in the world. Supporting over 6000 registered Air Staff and
OSD users with 1700 terminals, the Center utilises 87,000 magnetic tapes, nearly
1000 disk packs, and 164 billion bytes (characters) of combined memory, disk and
mass storagel This will probably double to 400 billion bytes within the near
future.

OSD utilization of these systems is only 12% of the total: most of the systems
use is by the Air Staff. Yet within that 121, OSD accounts for nearly:

18 million records
4800 computer programs
150 major software systems, and
2,000,000 lines of code

A staff of nearly 100 AFDSC programmer/analysts are used solely by OSD to keep
things running - not to say anything about additional operations support
personnel.

And so the traditional systems supporting OSD, at an annual direct cost of about
$4 million, are fairly extensive, complex, and expensive.

Utilization of distributed processing systems was to be an alternative to
continued, wide-spread use of large-scale, time-shared systems. Of course,

* there would always be use for some large-scale processing - dictated by the size
of the problem or the extent of the system application. But here was a new
concept, a new approach to bring computer and word processing capability
directly to the user for immediate access, use, feedback and reuse.



It was this interactive dialogue between system and user with immediate on-nite
output displays or listings that appeared so desirable. And, of course, the
possibility of using the same device for both word processing and data
processing was highly promising. The availiability of higher level languages
also appeared attractive as a possibility of future users developing their own
programs.

An additional objective, an expected by product of the network, was the
capability to modularly expand, or contract, or change the shape of the network
as workloads dictated. This, in theory, would obviate the need for
time-consuming and costly "system conversions" and "upgrades". As workloads
increased, or new applications were defined, it would be rather straightforward
to merely add an additional processor(s) wherever needed. This would
potentially have significant cost savings over the life of the system, and
substantially support system continuity and software standarization.

The potential for using electronic mail as part of the management review process
waq also a primary objective.

These were some ot the basic considerations and general requirements for
acquisition of a prototype system. Accordingly, a market survey was conducted
which included consideration of reveral systems. Only the Datapoint ARC
(Attached Resource Computer) met all of the minimal requirements.

Initially, a standard configuration included a CRT/Processor and associated
printer equipment. Each processor c7ontained a 128KB or 256KB memory. Each
prockssor in turn was linked to other processors and remote data files by
coaxial cable. Other hardware, called "rims and hubs," acted as specialised
c,immunication links enabling one device to "talk" to another. Data is moved
over the cable at rates of 2.5 million bits per second. The system, which is
"memo" driven, provides the uset with a choice of options or functions to be
performed, and provides access to remote data files and programs which are then
transferred to the piocessor for execution. Remember that the processor is at
the user's desk or office. As results of the processing occur, they may then be
immediatly displayed or listed via the on-site printer.

Over a period of a year, the prototype system expanded to include a broad range
of applications. Some applications were "one-of-a-kind," others were standard
applications that could be shared with may users from different organizations.
Common or standard applications included:

Correspondence Control
Calendar Scheduling
ADPE Inventory Control
Procurement Tracking

Other unique administrative applications included:

Space Management
Personnel Applications
Program Budget Evaluation
Training & Career Development
Manufacturing Technology
Export Case Controls

Perhaps another 30 applications were developed largely of an administrative or
management nature. All of these were unclassified and could share the remote
disk files. But a good bit of OSD's work naturally was classified and demanded
the use of a secure system. As a result, this would impact the equipment
configuration and lead to the development of "local area nets" - the second and
continuing phase of our present system development.

Most of you may know that all electronic equipment carries its own
electromagnetic signature - and as it performs or manipulates data an electronic
pattern is emitted which conceivably could be monitered. For that reason, there
are security standards that electronic equipment must meet if it is to process
classified data.

We are just now concluding a year long competitive process that will award a
contract for modifying and securing Datapoint equipment. First deliveries
aren't expected before December of this year. That configuration will permit
"stand-alone" processing units which may or may not be linked to other units in

ra compartmented "local area net". The stand-alone configuration will include
the CRT/Processor - with 256KB - and eventually 512KB, along with a printer, two
to four satillite "dumb" terminals as well as removeable discs and a tape
cartridge. The tape cartridge can store up to lOMB, and the disk subsystem is
expandible to 100MB. Thus the "secure" system will be able to perform as a
completely self-contained unit or could be linked to other secure units in a



"local net." Of course, with adequate precautions, the secure systems could
also link back into the unclassified net to retrieve information or .,rograms.
More than likely, however, there will be a distinct separation of Lhe systems.

As previously indicated, however, secure Datapoint systems are not yet

operational. Their unavatilability over the past 2 years severely stressed a

number of OSD organizations that had immediate needs for secure word processing

equipment. Staffing and clerical support in OSD has always been restricted -

and there se*:ms always to be more work to go around than available staff to
assist. With the ready availability of word processing equipment commercially,

there was &iqnificant pressure from the OSD staff to immediatly respond to

legitimate needs and to provide secure word processing systems.

At the time the decision to consider some limited diversification of equipment

was considered, a number of factors related to the Datapoint prototype were

taken into account. Comparisons of Datapoints' word processing system with
those of other vendo's who specialised in word processing, indicated a number of

shortcomings. The Datapoint system required extensive use of "codes" rather

Lhdn function keys. This placed an ixtra burden or, the typist for remembering
the codes. Both "Block" and "Line" manipulation was limited, and spelling

errors were not identifiable thru a resident dictionary. It appeared that the
word processing package just wasn't as "user friendly" or as sophisticated in
terms of capabilities as other systems that were prniarily word processors only.

Another factor in consideration at the time was the rate of technology change.
As each new product line was announced by one or another vendor, startling new

capabilities were advanced that made each system more Attractive than its
predicessor. Datapoint also continued its efforts at product improvement, and

now has as new word processing package in "Beta" test due for qeneral release
later this fall or winter. First .ndications of the package are that it

represents a substantial improvement and will be highly comptitive with other
vendor products.

Competition itself, we have always believed, fosters new product devlopment and
the best possible price. Accordingly, a qeneral position was adopted that would

continue to provide for a "standard", "off-the-shelf" word processor/data

processor system, i.e. Datapoint, but also allow for limited diversification
depending on the unique functional requirements of a g-ven office. This has

resulted in a substantial draw down from 8 or 10 vendors being used to
approximately four major ones including Datapoint. The others are Lexitrok,
Xerox and Lanier. The reduction in vendors was due partly to selected vendors'
ability to meet specific functional requirements, and their ability to

immediatly provide secure equipment.

What will the impact be of this diversification? Although we can anticipate

some good from it - responsiveness to unique user needs, continued product
improvement due to competition, ect., we can also anticipate a number of
problems. Even though some OSD suborganizations can operate on an individual

basis without much need on opportunity to "communicate" with each other, most

organizations are mutually dependent - or at least must consult with each other

on a wide range of topics. Thus the introduction of diversified word processing

equipment brings with it a list of "compatibility" problems. None of the
equipment is "compatible" or interchangable, or interconnective. So, of course,

one of our immediate "R&D"tasks is to see how these different systems can be
linked together so they can communicate with each other. With diversification,

of course, we also acquire multiple training problems, and lose some of the

flexibility of being able to readily move clerical support from one assignment
to another. With the acquisition of each vendor's equipment, we also acquire

unique maintenance problems, and the need to provide operational support and

"hand holding" based on different equipment configurations.

From the users point of view, this is the best of all possible worlds, i.e.
he/she has a unique piece of equipment which directly matches their immediate

information needs. From the data processing manager's point of view, life has

become more complicated, albeit with presumably happy customers.

And what of the future? Just briefly, you can say that it will be one of the

most exciting periods in the history of computer technology. OSD will support
and encourage major efforts-in the following areas for potential support of
managers and decision makers- '.,

-r Optical Laser Disc Systems - for storage and
r re-- al-ov [mualWmages, photos. graphs,

*s. cortographic or engineering drawings as well as
textual information.

Broadband Video/DiQital/Voice Communication Nets -

?Ti-roved tele-c-nfie-rnc 1i. TG~mti;-on-exchange
and collective decision making.
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,- Portable Minicomputers - for teleconferencing
rwdie access to data resources, improved
productivity and creativity thru exploiting

one-on-one compute capabilities.

7* Artificial Intell7ience Systems - that will assist in

aWitg alternative, dentify and select
associative patterns or trends, and draw possible
solutions for given problems.

• Special Purpose Cmxuters - for building data files

and enabling direct retrieval of textual or numeric
data.

Natural Languages - use of ordinary, if structured,

language to enable non-technical persons to move
readily use computers.

Of these six technologies, all are being actively persued and will become a

reality within the near future. Two of the technologies are already available,

portable minicomputers and the special purpose computer for retrieval, and are

being used by OSD an operational test environment.

The rate of technology changes forces all of us to be sufficiently flexible that

we can accommodate "change" and exploit it to the fullest. It also has a

commensurate responsibility that we do a certain amount of "missionary" work

among our users and managment staff so that they can understand the new

technology and be prepared to fully use it. For it is only in improved decision

making, individual productivity and creativity, that we can with assurance

say,that technology is the promise of the future and capable of bringing people

together in the cause of a better, more secure and peaceful world.

' I
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Summa ry

446cientific numeric databases (SND) are powerful, relatively new research tools for the scientific
and technical community. This paper Illustrates their use by some practical examples, describes

a the attributes and capabilities of such databases and gives a survey of the activity in this
field. SND permit the direct location, retrieval and the subsequent analysis/manipulation of
evaluated numeric data. Advances in telecommunications and increases in the number and types of
SND produced greatly enhance the likelihood of relevant data being readily available. Although

only 52 of all databases accessible online in North America and Europe are SND, they are growing
in importance and acceptance as more databases are developed and scientists and engineers become
aware of their potential. The National Research Council of Canada is active not only in the

production of SND, involving some international collaboration, but also in their dissemination by
means of a nation-wide online packet-switched network.

I Introduction

To appreciate the power and usefulness of scientific numeric databases (SND) as research tools

for scientists and engineers it is helpful to consider some fairly typical questions which
eight be posed to scientific information personnel:

1. Data are needed on as many compounds as possible in which a pyrrole (C4H5N) ring
appears. Any ligand (X) may be substituted for one of the hydrogen atoms attached to one
of the carbon atoms 2 or 5. In particular, how does that carbon-nItrogen bond length and
the carbon(2)-nitrogen-carbon(5) angle vary with the ligand X?

NH

3
2. The analytical laboratory has an infrared spectrum of an unknown substance. To help

Identify that substance, is there any way they could compare its spectrum to the spectra of
a large number of known compounds? I

3. A measurement of the specific heat of gadolinium oxychloride at 7201 has just been
completed. How does that measured value compare with the best published values at
corresponding temperatures?

Questions 2 and 3 could be answered by manually searching appropriate atlases of spectra and
handbooks respectively, but answered more efficiently by the use of an SND. A scientific
numeric database is the only practical means of tackling question I. These questions will be
considered in more detail In Section III where it will be shown how SND's can be used to solve
these and related problems in a cost-effective manner.

Whereas most scientists and engineers are familiar with the computer as a means of performing
calculations, automating measurements or searching large bibliographic databases, relatively
few are familiar with the computer as a means of access to evaluated scientific date from the
world's literature. By gaining some insight into the capabilities and benefits of SND's,
information specialists can serve as catalysts in bringing about a profitable interaction
between scientists, engineers and scientific numeric databases.

Section II defines some basic terminology and gives soe perspective on SND's in the context
s. of databases in general. Section III illustrates some of the capabilities and benefits of

SND's. Section IV is a brief scan of some recent worldwide advances in the areas of
telecommunications and database development. Section V, a survey of some of the SND activity
in Canada, concludes the paper.

II Definitions

The classification scheme used in the "Directory of Online Databases
"1 

is adapted here to
describe the various types of databases in existence.
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A. Reference/Source Databases

Reference databases are those which refer or point a user to another source, often a .

document, for more details or the complete text. This group may be further broken into two
categories: Bibliographic (containing primarily citations to published information like
journal articles, reports, patents, dissertations, conference proceedings and books) and
Referral (containing primarily references to non-published information sources like
organizations, individuals, audiovisual materials and non-print media). - "

Source databases, containing complete data or the full text of the original source
information, are conveniently categorized as Numeric, Textual-Numeric and Full-Text.
Numeric databases contain original and/or statistically manipulated representations of
data; Textual-Numeric databases contain a mixture of numeric data and related textual
information; Full-Text databases contain records of the complete text.

B. Scientific Numeric Databases

Primarily source databases, scientific numeric databases are an ordered collection of
numbers whose values:

1) correspond to various properties, parameters or attributes of elements, substances or
systems

2) are critically evaluated by experts prior to their being included in the database.

Good scientific numeric databases are therefore much more than mere compilations of
numbers. The important, and expensive, function of review and evaluation, which is not
often found in reference databases, serves to make the data more reliable than those found
in the open literature and more useful because of the rationalization of factors like
uncertainty statements and units of measurement.

Some feeling for the relative abundance of scientific numeric databases may be gained from
the following table (based on entries in reference 1):

Database Type Science/Engineering Other Total
1982 1983 1982 1983 1982- 1983

Source 67 86 630 977 697 1063
Reference 160 198 346 472 506 670

Y203 1733

Thus, in 1983, source databases In the science and engineering disciplines represent only
about 5Z of the total, down somewhat from 5.6Z in 1982. Not all of these science or
engineering source databases would strictly qualify as scientific numeric databases nor, of
course, are databases listed that are under development but not publicly available.

C. Scientific Numeric Database Systems

To avoid confusion, the term scientific numeric database system should be used to describe
a set of one or more scientific numeric databases combined with a suite of computer
programs enabling the scientist or engineer to search the database(s), retrieve items of
interest and manipulate those items in a variety of ways. Using a scientific numeric
database system is therefore much more than electronically flipping through a handbook to
find a specific entry as the next section will illustrate.

III Capabilities and Benefits

The utility and cost effectiveness of scientific numeric database systems (SNDS) can probably
best be illustrated by considering the three questions posed in the Introduction.

To the beat of the author's knowledge there is no practical way to solve question I using
bibliographic reference databases or hardcopy reference tools apart from an incredibly
exhaustive literature search and a great number of manual calculations. With the aid of an
SNDS like the Cambridge Crystallographic Database

2
, however, such a problem may be solved in

one or two hours In a straightforward, systematic way. One need only describe the chemical
connectivity of the pyrrole fragment and ask the system to check that connectivity against the
connectivity of all the compounds In its collection. The output of that search, s listing of
all the compounds containing a pyrrole fragment, may subsequently he operated upon by a
built-in program to execute the required geometric analyses.

Question 2 could be solved in a brute-force way, of course, by manually searching through
compilations and atlases of infrared spectra and looking for one that resembles that of the

unknown at hand. An improvement on that would be a manual system such as, for xsample, the
"Spec-Finder- marketed by the Sadtler Research Laboratories

3
. In this system, the spectrum

isdivided into27 Intervals and the strongest peak or band, if any, in each interval s
codd. An irdex ordered by the strongest peak overall then points the user to the spectra in



that firm's spectra collections most closely matching the unknown. A further improvement is
gained by the use of an SNDS like FIRST-I

4
, SPIR

5
, IRGO

6 
or IRIS

3 
all of which use a

database of spectra compiled by th American Society for Testing and Materials. In these
systems, the spectrum is coded in terms of its peaks, bands and no-band regions and entered
into the computer to form an electronic "mask". This "mask" is then automatically compared
with the large number of spectra (about 140,000) in the database and the user is presented
with a liat of the target compounds having spectra most closely resembling that of the
unknown. In most cases the user must still consult a hardcopy of the known spectrum for
detailed comparison. Nonetheless a considerable amount of time has been saved and the user is
confident that the search has been as exhaustive as currently feasible.

Qtestion 3 could be addressed by consulting handbooks of thermophysical data subject to the
usual constraints of actually finding the must recent volume. Even if that constraint is
overcome and a value for the compound of -nterest is fuund, the probability is quite high that
the cited value will not be at the temperature of interest nor in the appropriate set of
units. By invoking an SNDS like FACT

7
, TBANK

8
, or THERMODATA

9
, for example, a user has

Immediate access to a fairly exhaustive set of the most recent data. More than that, the user
will be able to ask the system to interpolate between the values of 'he specific heat at
various temperatures to give an estimate at the temperature of interest in the appropriate
energy units.

A. Capabilities

Against the background provided by this set of examples, it is now useful to sketch the
range of functions that SNDS's can perform.

I. Retrieve items quickly, exhaustively and accurately from large collections of data.
Retrieve along lines of thought for which compilers could not have foreseen the need for
an index. Retrieve types of information too detailed and tedious for the human mind to
readily handle (eg. the connectivity search described earlier).

2. Manipulate and analyze the data in a variety of ways, for instance:
a) fit curves to quantify relationships
b) interpolate or extrapolate to facilitate comparison of new measurements
c) generate graphs of trends or make statistical comparlons
d) produce plots of molecular geometry

3. Simulate experiments with mathematical models, exploring processes like chemical
reactions theoretically, thereby often obviating the need to perform the actual
experiments or build prototype equipment.

4. rmulste new ideas from observations and statistical inferences on the data
I -mselves. The Cambridge Crystallographic Database is a large body of reliable, basic
data and authors have used it to gain information on the effects of substituents, on
chemical reactivity, on molecular flexibility and Intermolecular forces (see eg. 10, 11
& 12).

B. Benefits

In a paper given before this group in 1981, V. Hampe1
13 

addressed most of the economic
advantages accruing from the use of an SND or SNDS. For the sake of completeness it is
useful to reiterate a few of them here.

The direct savings in time of the scientist, engineer or Information specialist are clear.
Consider some examples:

1) the time and money expended in needlessly measuring some property of a substance which
is already known

2) the effort involved in finding data of interest
3) the labour involved in re-formatting such data for further use or manipulation, not to

mention the exposure to errors involved in keyboarding from hardcopy to magnetic form.

Other factors less easy to quantify but nonetheless of considerable value are the
timeliness of the data (both new and corrected) and the assurance that the data are
generally more reliable than those available in the open literature or in compilations.

In suasry, SNDS can maximize the proportion of time spent by the scientist or engineer in
creative activities and, in fact, may serve as powerful tools in those activities.

t IV Recent Developments

An exhaustive review being beyond the scope of this paper, this section attempts only to scan
some of the relevant advances in telecommunications and database development in order to give
an indication of the state-of-the-art of these information delivery systems.



A. Telecommunications

The perfection and proliferation of public, low cost, packet-switched networks (eg. TY4NET,
TELENET, GE GEISCO in the U.S.A.; UKPSS in the UK; EURONET-DIANE in Europe; DATAPAC in
Canada) has made feasible the accessing of SNDS by at least two distinct schemes:
centralized or "star" (host computer at one node of the network, users may access from any
other node); gateway (several hosts at various nodes but a gateway computer selects and
interfaces with the desired host on behalf of the user). The speed and integrity of hese
networks in general is such that continental boundaries are becoming transparent -- roe
computer on another continent often responds just as well as the one next door.

Typical examples of centralized networks are the Chemical Information System (CIS)
14 

in
the U.S.A., the DARC Pluridata System (DPDS)

15 
in France. the Information System

Karlsruhe (INKA)
16 

in the Federal Republic of Germany and Scientific Numeric Databases
Services (CAN/SND)

5 
in Canada. Common to these services is the goal of "one-stop

shopping" where users can anticipate having all their database needs met simply by moving
from database to database within one host computer.

A practical example of a gateway network is the Intelligent Gateway Network (INet) trial
underway in Canada

1 7
. On the basis of a personal profile maintained in the gateway

computer, users may access a wide variety of hosts simply by entering the name or mnemonic
for the desired host. All the user need do is remember one telephone number, one account
code and one password; the gateway computer makes the necessary telephone connections and
supplies the protocols applicable to the selected host. One of the conclusions of the
Materials Data Workshop

1 8 
held in November, 1982 in Tennessee, U.S.A. was that an

intelligent gateway should be used to make the various hosts and databases comprising the
proposed material properties data system easily and widely available. Ideally, the gateway
computer could automatically select the database appropriate to the user's query as well as
execute the basic connecting functions just described.

B. Databases

A fairly recent inventory of SND in the physical-chemical disciplines has beer compIled by
Hilsenrath

19
. The categories employed in that publication serve as a u ful framework

for listing some of the databases released or nearing release since the compilation was
completed.

I. Identification of Unknown Substances

In the area of infrared spectra, a new component of CIS
14 

called Infrared Search
System (IRSS) features fully digitized spectra, with the potential option of graphical
reproduction at the user's terminal, rather than the so-called "fingerprint-
representations used In the systems mentioned earller

3-6
. The trade-off to he

considered, of course, is the much smaller number of spectra (approximately 3000-5000)
currently available in IRSS.

Two new crystallographic databases will soon be available. The Inorganic Crystal

Structure Database (ICSD)
16 , 

28 and the Metal Data File (MDF)
5 ,2 5

, which have
bibliographic and structural data on the substances suggested by their names, are
complementary to the Cambridge Crystallographiic Database of organic and organometallics
mentioned earlier.

2. Properties of Pure Substances and Mixtures

The database being compiled as part of the program of the Design Institute for Physical
Property Research (DIPPR)

20
,
21 

will contain thermodynamic and physical property data

of industrially important compounds. Current information indicates that members of
DIPPR will have priority access to both hardcopy and magnetic forms. Public release of
the first 200 compounds is anticipated in 1984.

Data on thermophysical, thermoradiative, electronic, electrical, dielectric, optical and
magnetic properties of all materials of scientific and technical interest are being
assembled into a Material Properties Numerical Data System

22 
by the Center for

Information and Numerical Data Analysis and Synthesis (CINDAS) at Purdue University.
Plans call for it to be online and interactive but no release date has been announced.

THERIIO, the NBS Chemical Thermodynamic Database which has recently been released on the
CIS

14
, contains the recommended values for selected thermodynamic properties of about

15,000 inorganic and simple organic (one- and two-carbon atoms) substances. This is an
excellent example of a SND in which the evaluation function has been strongly emphasized.

3) Properties of Materials

Source databases dealing with properties of materials of engineering interest,

especially mechanical properties, have tended to remain small in size and limited in
accessibility. A recent reviw by Westbrook

21
, for example, reported that over 40

such databases have been identified, none of which was publicly available. One major
impediment is that the properties of engineering materials are more complex to quantify
than those of pure substances; universally accepted standard test methods, materials

Plsm
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properties definitions and appraisal procedures are still pending. These and other
problems were discussed at the Materials Data Workshop

18 
mentioned earlier. As an

indication that some progress is being made, however, three databases dealing with steel
and plastics were announced there as being publicly available; a fourth database, on
metals properties, has been recently announced.

Measured Properties of Steel2
3 
contains mechanical properties, long term creep rupture

data, fatigue behaviour, deformation properties and physical characteristics on some 300
grades of steel. References to the relevant literature are also stored. Standard
Properties of Steel

23 
contains standard values of the chemical composition as well as

the mechanical, technological and physical characteristics of approximately 1000 grades
of steel.

A textual-numeric database aystem with property or attribute data but limited analysis
capability, POLYPROBE

24 
contains information about various characteristics of

comercially available plastics. POLYPROBE is meant to be used chiefly as an expedient
means of locating suitable materials rather than as a research tool in predicting
performance or response.

Metals Datafile/1
25 

contains mechanical and physical properties data like tensile
strength, yield point, shear and impact strength, hardness, fatigue life, density,
specific heat, melting temperature and conductivity as well as composition,
specification and designation information. Bibliographic references may also be
retrieved. Like POLYPROBE, this database appears to be primarily a means of locating,
rather than studying, the material of interest.

V Survey of Activity in Canada

Through the CAN/SND office of the Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical Information,
the National Research Council (NRC) encourages and supports SND use and development in
Canada. A national online network has been established, several SNP are nearing completion
and some Interesting database management system applications are being developed.

As mentioned in the previous section, the DATAPAC network of the TransCanada Telephone System
permits anyone in Canada with a terminal and a telecommunication link to access the SND
mounted on the NRC computer in Ottawa. The current access cost of (Cdn) $10.50 per hour is
the same for virtually all users because network charges are distance independent and there
are sufficient network nodes that most users need only make local (ie. time independent)
telephone calls. With added charges for computation, typical coats are (Cdn) $30-$90 per
connect hour. Publicly available since November 1981, the CAN/SND online service currently
has 37 institutions

1 
accounts. Users may interact with the database of their choice in either

English or French. Two databases, infrared spectra (SPIR) and the Cambridge Crystallographic
Database

2 
(CRYSTOR), ;re available at the time of writing. Others planned for the near

future include the MDF and ICSD mentioned earlier as well as the Crystal Data Identification
File

26
, the Powder Diffraction File

26 
and the Facility for Analysis of Chemical

Thermodynamics (FACT)
7
.

The MDF, which contains crystallographic and bibliographic data for metallic structures
determined by diffraction methods, is being developed in the Chemistry Division of the
National Research Council

27
. When completed, the file will contain about 5600 entries for

structures determined from 1913 to the present. An additional 4000 entries, covering 1975 to
the present, describe those metals and alloys for which sufficient data are available to
assign them to known structure groups. Another 800-1000 entries will be added annually as
updates. Initial plans call for the National Research Council to make the MDF available
online in Canada and by magnetic tape lease worldwide except in the Federal Republic of
Germany where the Fachinformationszentrum Energle, Physlk, Mathematik

16 
(FIZ) will be

responsible.

The ZCSD, containing the same types of data as the MDF but for Inorganic compounds, is being
developed through German-Canadian co-operation

2 8
. The University of Bonn produces the major

part of the file with support from the FIZ. McMaster University, under sponsorship of the
National Research Council, produces most of the remainder. With 17,000 entries at present,
the ICSD is about 80% complete. Another 1200 entries are anticipated each year as updates.
FIZ will be making the ICSD available online from Karlsruhe or by magnetic tape lease in all
parts of the world except Canada where the National Research Council will be responsible.

To complement ongoing database efforts, work is also proceeding on the development of search,
retrieval and analysis software. The National Research Council Information System (NIS)

29

has been adapted for interactive use of the Crystal Data Identification File 3u as well as
the NDF and ICSD. In prototype is an application of NIS to the connectivity files of the
Cambridge Crystallographic Database. Preliminary results indicate a saving in execution time
by factors of 10-20 over times required by the connectivity searching program (CONNSER)
supplied by the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre.

VI Conclusion

Given their capabilities and benefits, scientific numeric databases are cost-effective
research tools for scientists and engineers. Developments in telecomunications and increases
in the number and types of databases available, not to mention the impact of personal
computers, are all combining to mke these tools readily accessible on a woridvide scale.

IIms
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SUMMARY

0 -.The efficiency of computer-based information retrieval systems can be substan-
tially improved by presenting the information subject on a television monitor notO only in alphanumeric but also in pictorial form. For systematic retrieval of 4----
specific information, a large information base for alphanumeric and pictorial data

Smust be carefully structured. Special technical equipment for storing and presen-
ting the information must be available, especially when a large number of users
will have access to the information base simultaneously.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that information can be stored in computers. Fur that purpose the in-
formation has to be suitably encoded. The encoded data however is no longer directly pre-
sentable to the user, neither is it possible to read the information directly. To retrieve
a specific information the computer must be addressed in a special language which is dif-
ferent from the spoken language. Therefore, in order to be understood by the computer, the
request has to be translated into computer language. The computer will then retrieve the
information and process the data for the presentation to the user.

The information to be stored need not only be in alphanumeric form, it can also be in
pictorial, e.g., still or moving pictures, or even in acoustical form. Pictorial and acou-
stical information is not normally stored in computers. Such information is stored in spe-
cial devices which are controlled by computers.

Such information systems are only meaningful and economical if the amount of information
is large and if many people will have access to the information pool.

Sophisticated data base strategies must therefore be applied and handled by computers
for a large number of users. This paper focuses on the structuring of the information, the
retrieval strategies and the variety of presentation. Finally, a structure of the underly-
ing technical system will be described.

2. STRUCTURING OF INFORMATION

The basis for establishing an information base, e.g., a library, is the existance of a
large number of documents e.g. in this case books and journals. In the simplest way, every
item will be assigned a number and this number will be contained in a catalogue. If there
is a large number of items, it is nearly impossible to find a specific book because in every
case the user must look through the whole catalogue first to find it. Therefore the libra-
rian will divide the information in a similar way as in large libraries.

There are two types of structuring, one for the expert and another one for the non-expert
user. If the structure is prepared for the latter case of users the person who wants a spe-
cific book, can manage it without the help of the librarian.

I these procedures must be installed in a computer if we want to offer a computer
information system to an inexperienced user.

The easiest way to structure the information base is by introducing a hierarchy. There
is a main table of indexes followed by many others containing .subindexes. This strategy
results in a so-called tree-structure of the information. All information about the struc-
ture of the information base is contained in the index tables.

There are some shortcomings in that strategy. If the user enters the wrong tree of infor-
mation he will never find the correct document despite its availability. The other short-
coming is that the same document can be of interest in many trees of the hierarchical struc-
ture of information. In that case the document must be stored many times.

To avoid these shortcomings a different strategy will be applied. If one identifies a do-
cument only by its relation to other objects, then the relational model can be applied.

In consequence information must not only be stored in the data base as factual data
(these data bases consist of indivisible documents and are called the "unstructured
knowledge"), but there is a need to store the so-called structured knowledge also.

The following parts of knowledge in addition to the factual knowledge must be in-
stalled in the users input analysis. /I/

The database for an interactive service can be organized into seven major areas:



- unstructured knowledge
- structured knowledge
- lexical knowledge ?semantic)
- language knowledge (syntactic)
- user profile knowledge
- dialogue history
- error handling.

The bulk of the database consists of a collection of information units (pages), which
constiture the unstructured knowledge. A page can be a video segment, audio segment, one
or more video stills, some alphanumeric text, or any combination of these. Each page is
considered an indivisible element and is meant to be displayed in its entirety. Another
part of the database is the structured knowledge, analogous to the index of book which
stores the hierarchical and semantic interrelationships between the pages.

3. USER ACCESS TO INFORMATION

Independent of the organization of the collected data - in numerical order, hierarchical
order (tree-structured) or relational order -one also has to think about user access tothe information.

If a user requests an information about a specific item - and if there is no technical
system holding the information - he asks one person about the wanted information; he does
it with his own words and on the background of his own knowledge of the area of informa-
tion. The person who has the information must translate the inquiry into the structure of
an experts' knowledge, but he must keep in mind how detailed the information must be given
and how the information should be presented.

Input
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Language; Input Dialogue
Knowledge Analysis History

Structured

Region ot Error
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All these steps must also be carried out with a computer based data system. If there is
only the factual data (unstructured knowledge) available, all above-mentioned processes
must be carried out by the user. This often leads to the ridiculous fact that the user
only finds the information if he knows where the information is stored. That is the con-
trary of what we want. The user must get assistance to find the correct answer without
knowing the structure of area of knowledge and without knowing cc..puters software.

A powerful man/machine interface must therefore be designed which guides the user
through the data base to find the correct answer without the necessity of looking up in-
formation he is not interested in (information overflow).

In a typical interaction, depicted in Fig. t, the user enters words which attempt
to oefine a subject about which he/she wants information. The system responds by analy-
zing the input in the following stages.

1) Input words are matched to stored dictionary words.
The latter are of two types: lexical (words which refer to objects, properties, relation-
ships, facts, events, procedures, etc., and which are keyed to the pages) and standard
language (prepositions, articles, modifiers and specifiers).

2) Word groups are matched to a phrase dictionary.
Failure of 1) or 2) results in an error message to rephrase all or part of the input.

Success of 2), through the use of the structured knowledge, results in the definition of
a unique region (collection of pages) of the unstructured database.

If the defined region of the database is manageably small, an appropriate sequence of
pages is composed, accessed, and displayed. If it is not, a menu-like summary of the de-
fined region is composed and displayed. An interactive process thus ensues, in which the
defined region is finally reduced to a manageable size. As previously described, this pro-
cess can be modified at any time with special command keys or aborted and new input entered.

The input analysis and output composition processes are, in general, modified by the
dialogue history (e.g., to resolve context ambiguities and prevent repetitious mistakes)
and user profile knowledge (e.g., is the user a novice or expert? what is his/her nativelanguage? etc.).

4. VARIETY OF DATA PRESENTATION

In the past, presentation forms followed the technical development in the telecommuni-
cations technology. First came the telephone, than the telex, than the audio broadcasting
and so on. Before the technical state of the art will be considered, the demands for in-
formation systems from the didactical standpoint should be considered first.

To give an information to someone implies that the person after getting the informa-
tion is familiar with the underlying facts. This can only be attained if the information
will be given in the original form, i.e. one must hear Beethoven's Symphony or one must
see the nebula; a description will only give an incomplete idea of the facts.

Following this, an information system must be able to present the data in non-textual
form, if a textual description proves to be insufficient. Therefore following presenta-
tion forms must be available either exclusively or mixed in random access

- text
- graphic
- still picture
- moving picture
- speech
- sound signals

which then can be used in an interactive dialogue with the information system.

5. TERMINALS AND STORAGE DEVICES

To present all these information forms to the user, a terminal consisting of a visual
display and a pair of loudspeakers is necessary. Since coloured moving pictures should be
shown, a colour TV monitor would be the adequate terminal. The alphanumeric characters to
be displayed should be large enough. There must be a compromise between character display
and the reproduction of moving picutures. The recommendation for viewing conditions for
TV is that the distance from the monitor should be a minimum of four times picture neight
to avoid the visibility of interline and interfield flicker. To display characters and
graphics on a TV monitor, a field memory must be installed in the terminal because signals
for this presentation form are fed to the terminal in off-line form and -- first be pro-
cessed to be displayed on a conventional TV monitor. For that purpose a uecooL, (NTSC,
SECAM, PAL) with component output signals is required. The output signals are en routed
through a mixer to the RBG monitor. The block diagram of the terminal is shown in figure 2.

For addressing the information computer - in addition to the other equipment - a micro-
processor-controlled keyboard must be installed.
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As far as the size of the field memory is concerned there are different levels depen-
• " 'ding on the technical standard which are listed in the following table.



Levels of character/graphic generation Memory field size

alphamosaic (Teletext) 1 KByte
(Teletext extended standard) 2 KByte

alphageometric (Telidon) 50 - 500 KByte

alphaphotographic (addressing of each picture element) 600 KByte

Table 1: Size of the memory for different levels of generating symbols

In the first case only small segments of the total pictures are addressable (mosaic),
in the last case each picture element can be modified seperately.

6. STORAGE DEVICES

For the different presentation forms the signal must be stored on devices which allow
random access, because in a flexible information dialogue it cannot be forseen in what
sequence the different documents are wanted.

In the next table the storage capacity and the transmission rates are listed:

Presentation form storage capacity transmission rate storage device

for random access

Text (one page) I KByte 1,2 - 9,6 Kbit/s

graphic (one page) 2 - 10 KByte 9,6 - 48 Kbit/s ) Magnetic disc

still picture 0,5 MByte 1 Mbit/s

moving picture ) Video disc
sequences 140 Mbit/s

stereo sound I Mbit/s magnetic or
video disc

Table IT: Storage and transmission demands for the different
presentation forms

As pointed out earlier a technical system is only economical if many services are
available for a large number of subscribers. Therefore it is necessary to calculate the
total storage demand for the different presentation forms and for the algorithms necess-
ary for that purpose. For example, there was a multimedial information service for vocat-
ional guidance /2/. In the Table III the parts of the content and the storage requirement
and size of workspace are listed.

Parts of the contents of a multimedial information system Storage requirement

1800 text pages with canned and generated frames 3 MByte

1000 still pictures

5 h film sequences 6 double side
video disc

10 min. acoustical sequences

algorithm 1 MByte

Table III: Amount of intormation to be handled by -n operating
system described below

7. ENTIRE TECHNICAL SYSTEM

To connect the users terminal to the information computer a narrow band and a broad
band transmission system must be available. The computer has a mass storage device for
algorithm and data and handles the storage devices for broad band information (videodisc).

?lo



Figure 3 shows a simplified block diagram of the technical system.
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Blockdiagram of technical system

Figure 3

Not shown and not discussed are the problems and the technical equipment for creating

and modifying service.

CONCLUSION

To establish a multimedial information system the technical components are available
today. Such systems are helpful and economic only, if a large number of subscribers have
access to the information system. To establish a userfriendly information system re-
quires not only the technical equipment to be readily available, but any effort has to
be undertaken to prepare the information in suitable presentation forms and to structure
the area of knowledge to allow a fast straight forward information retrieval of the user.
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SUMMARY

Thmevelopment of large machine-readable bibliographic data bases, functioning ...o_ as union catalogues,
is a remarkable step forward in the evolution of the library and information world. Library networks, like
all co-operative projects, only efficiently function*if the compsing parts are constructed according
generally accepted norms. . the c.ysi ,,'
In this paperethe different aspects of the standardization of bibliographic datae*e discussed.)First the
bibliographic contents part is handled. Cataloguing rules, the Paris Principles, the ISBD, filing rules
and alsosubject indexing are looked at.-Subsequetl)y the more computer-oriented aspects are treated,
namely the content designation and the physical format structure. These concern the MARC It format, UNIMARC,
the UNISIST reference manual and the CCF. A* wel-L the progress made in the library community as-in-the
documentation world is purveyed. Finally a practical application of the standards is presented through the
description of NEWWAVE, which is the on-line cataloguing and information retrieval system developed and
used at the Royal Library in Brussels. *
It is concluded that much important work has been realized in the field of the standardization of biblio-
graphic data, but also that some problems are left for the future.

1. INTRODUCTION

An important step in the information retrieval process is the localization of the library or of the docu-
mentation centre where the publication needed is available. The evolving of important automated union
catalogues, ranging from centralized library networks to computer to computer communication systems,
contribute in an efticient way to achieve this task. The nucleus, around which everything turns, in these
shared projects is the bibliographic information.
The joint development and exploitation of common data is only possible if standardized working methods are
adhered. Normalization procedures have its imperatives on all levels of the systems. In this paper the stan-
dardization of the bibliographic data is discussed. Before tackling this problem a brief historical overview
of the origin of the union catalogue data bases will be given.
The initial attempts of sharing machine-readable catalographic material date from the middle of the sixties.
Indeed, in 1965 the Library of Congress started the design of a format for a standardized machine-readable
catalog card. As will be seen later this project laid the foundations of most subsequent normalization
efforts. In that time the computer technical people already recognised the benefits of the common use of
bibliographic material in large automated systems. The library managers however took a more reserved atti-
tude. The selfcontained politics was a burden on the development of many cooperative projects. Fortunately
this situation did not bloc the progress of the necessary standardization work. Now, nearly twenty years
later, the fear for automation has been removed, the benefits of computerized collaboration are better
understood and also economic factors influence the library management directives. Collection sharing and
information exchange became an urgent need. More and more cooperation programs are initiated, and it has to
be expected that external relations will greatly influence the future of the library comunity.
Being convinced of the need of the standardization of bibliographic data, the origin and the development
of the norms will be discussed in the first part of this paper. The standardization of machine readable
data has many aspects. There is the normalization of the contents of the bibliographic information and also
of the format under which the data have to be exchanged in machine-readable form. The first problem has
to do with cataloguing and with subject indexing systems. The second concerns the codification of the
bibliographic information, namely the content designation, and also the physical structure of the records.
These different subjects will be treated separately in the following points. While discussing the content
designators special attention is paid to separate developments in the documentation community. The last
part of the paper describes the practical application of biblionraphic standards in NEWWAVE, the real-time
cataloguing system of the Royal Library in Brussels.

2. THE CATALOGUING RULES

2.1. THlE CATALOGUING RULES AS A WHOLE

The standardization of cataloguing rules will be discussed in subsequent sections. First the cataloguing
code is looked upon as a whole. Afterwards the parts in which remarkable normalization progress has been
made are highlighted.
A worldwide standard for cataloguing rules as a whole does not exist. It is also unrealistic to think that
in this field acceptable results will be obtained in a near future. The reasons for this unfortunate
situation are obvious although. Cataloguing has a very long tradition and in the past each specific
application had its own rules. Also the geographic location where a code is practiced and the language of
the catalogue are ipportant factors leading to diversification. So a great variety of rules are in use

----
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and it is well known that long lasting habits cannot be changed easily.
On a smaller scale however normalized codes have been developed. A significant example for this are the
AACR (1) (Anglo American Cataloguing Rules), first published in 1967 and prepared by leading organizations -

in the United States of America, Great Britain and Canada. The code is extensively used in the English
speaking countries. The second edition of the AACR, published in 1978 takes into account internationally ,q .
accepted standards as the Paris Principles and the ISBD, which will be discussed in the following points.
Due to its normalization character and also to its thoroughness the AACR were also taken as a starting
point in the elaboration of national standard rules in many other countries. For instance this is the case
for all the Scandinavian countries and also for Belgium.
The obstacles to the standardization of the cataloguing rules as a whole are important. However, for some
well defined parts, the problems have been challenged.

2.2. THE HEADINGS

The headings being the access points to all bibliographic information, are an important part of the catalo-
guing rules. It is not surprising thus that the choice and the form of the headings, were the subject of
the first significant international standardization attempts. In 1961, in IFLA (International Federation of
Library Associations and Institutions) an agreement on the comnon treatment of the headings was reached
and published under the name of the "Paris Principles" (2). We will limit ourselves here to comment on two
important agreements. The first one illustrating the benefits of international cooperation, the second one
proving the difficulties in bringing together irreconcilable realities.
The collocation principle, the interesting one, which affects in a significant way the automation of
catalogues, states that all works of one author are to be found in one place in a catalogue. The same holds
for all editions of one work. The collocation principle is followed in most of the library catalogues.
The other principle has to do with the choice of the entry word of personal names consisting of several
words. The agreement sounds as follows : "the choice of entry word is determined so far as possible by
agreed usage in the country of which the author is a citizen, or, if this is not possible, by agreed usage
in the language which he generally uses". This implies that identical names, of authors with different
citizenship, may be located in very distinct places in the catalogue. The repercussion of this principle
on the library patrons searching in the catalogues needs no comments. Of course this rule does not excite
much enthousiasm in the library community. The AACR for instance do not follow it.
For the moment being another group in IFLA, works on normalized codes for handling corporate bodies. Among
others an international numbering system for authorities is under development.
The controversy over certain of the Paris Principles proves that indeed, normalization work in the field of
cataloguing codes is not a senecure.

2.3. THE DESCRIPTIVE PART

It was only ten years after the statement of the Paris Principles, that important progress has been made in
the standardization of other parts of the cataloguing rules, namely the bibliographic description.
The first ISBD (International Standard Bibliographic Description) (3) also developed by IFLA, was
published in 1974. The purpose of the ISBD rules, as stated in the publication, is threefold, namely

"making records from different sources interchangeable ;
assisting in the interpretation of records across language barriers and
assisting in the conversion of bibliographic records to machine-readable form".

To achieve this aim, the descriptive bibliographic data are divided in well ordered areas and subareas,
separated by a standardized punctuation scheme. There has been a lot of dispute on the choice of this
punctuation. Its complexity and the non-fulfilment of the last objective give rise to a lot of discussions.
Indeed, the possiblility of automatic computer manipulation of the bibliographic data has to be excluded,
since the same punctuation is used with different meanings at distinct places. Also the rigid ISBD-punccu-
ation is a burden when producing non-ISBD output data.
However it has to be noted that the standardized way of presenting the bibliographic descriptions is
experienced as a big step forward in the process of interlibrary collaboration. One has Lo recognise that
the ISBD became an important communication language in the library community all over the world. The general
acceptance of the ISBD is illustrated by the fact that all new cataloguing rules are ISBD based. Also
revision processes of existing rules take into account this new standard. Another vivid example of the
success of the ISBD is the growing importance of the CIP (Cataloguing in Publication) program. Many
publishers, in collaboration with the national bibliographic agencies, print a preliminar ISBD on the verso
of the title page of their works published. Thus libraries acquiring such publications, get at the same
time most of its cataloguing information in the familiar ISBD form.
Finally, and not least, the more standardized way of representing bibliographic data makes its interpre-
tation by the library patrons and the information users more easy.
Notwithstanding its shortcomings the ISBD is an important contribution in the process of the normalization
of cataloguing rules.

2.4. FILING RULES

Wthile IFIA is working on the standardization of the headings and of the descriptive data, the ISO
(International Standard Organization) is concerned with the normalization of filing rules.
Also in this field insurmountable obstacles are encountered. Because of the fundamental differences in the
existing filing rules, the ISO working group could only reach agreement on very general principles.

* Apart from the international normalization efforts, it is interesting to note the evolution of the filing
rules in automated catalogues. In these systems there is a general tendency to move away from classified
or grouped arrangements towards more strictly alphabetical sorts.
These simplified filing rules are warmly accepted by the users, who are not always aware of the complex
structers built in the manual systems.
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3. THE SUBJECT INDEXING SYSTEMS

3.1. SYSTEMATIC CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS

The treatment of the subject indexing problem is split into two parts. First the well established syste-
matic classification systems are briefly commented. Aftwerwards the international evolution in the field
of the alphabetical subject headings is outlined.
In discussing the normalization of systematic classification schemes, two internationally accepted
systems have to be considered namely the Dewey classification (4) and the UDC (Universal decimal
classification) (5). The Dewey classification originated already at the end of last century in the USA.
This indexing system is mostly used in the English speaking countries. The UDC, on the other hand, is
based on Dewey and developed in Belgium in the beginning of this century. The UDC is more internationally
oriented and has most of its adherents in Western Europe.
I do not intend to enlarge on these old generally accepted indexing standards. It is just interesting to
note that these first international norms concern language independent data.
Another point on which I want to draw the attention is the fact that in on-line retrieval systems, the
systematic classification schemes lose of their importance in the advantage of alphabetical subjects.
Indeed, compared with manual systems, on-line searching on numeric data does not give new benefits as is
the case with alphabetical data. The use of single words, truncation techniques and Boolean combinations,
provide the on-line alphabetical subject access with a number of new perspectives.

3.2. ALPHABETICAL SUBJECT HEADINGS

For the alphabetical subject headings no real international standards do exist. In this field the
language barriers are the most important obstacles to international cooperation. One system although,
namely the LCSH (Library of Congress subject headings) (6) gradually gets more followers. The system is
used in many English speaking countries, in South America, in France and also in Belgium. A French trans-
lation has been made in Canada at the University of Laval. In France and in Belgium the national libraries
use this translation in the development of two other versions. In my country, additionally the Dutch
language terms are added. Finally a number of South American countries made a translation into Spanish.
Note that all these translations concern separate versions. Identity can only be obtained partly and this
tf.r many reasons. So, for instance, each language has its own particularities, a one to one translation
is not always possible, or grammar may be different. Another aspect which leads to deviations is the
degree of specificity necessary in certain domains, as for example history. It is obvious that in this
tield the needs of a North American library significantly diverge from these of a library in another
:.,untry.
The future will have to point out if the LCSH will get more success. Anyway the system is becoming a
standard in the on-line data bases within the USA (7). It is also worthwhile to mention that the CIP
pr.,gram, which is most spread in North America, contributes in a considerable way to the international
propagation of the LCSH.
As the proc'ess of the transborder information exchange continues to expand, the necessity for an inter-
nationally accepted alphabetical subject headings system will be felt more and more.

4, CONTENT DESIGNATION

4.1. 4ARC (.achine-readable ataloguing) II

The more computer oriented asp-'ts of the bibliographic standards concern the format definition. Two
jistinct problems have to be considered : the content designation and the physical structure. The content
lesignation part, being related very closely to the contents of the bibliographic data will be handled
first.
In UNIMARC (Universal MARC format) (8). which is discussed in the following point, a content designator
is defined as quoted here : "the means of identifying date elements and/or providing additional infor-
mation about a data element. Content designators consist of tags, indicators and subfield identifiers".
The historical evolution of the standardization work in the field of content designation is chrono-
logically related. First comes the MARC II (9) format, then UNIMARC (a) and in parallel the UNISIST
(United Nations information system in science and technology) (10) format, which has been developed
especially for the abstracting and indexing services, and finally the CCF (Common communications
format) (11), bridging the objectives of the library world at one hand and of the documentation world
at the other hand.
The content designation problem appeared in the early sixties with the development of the first compu-
terized bibliographic files. The Deutsche Bibliothek put the first significant steps into this direction
for the automation of its Bibliography. However, the Library of Congress made a more thoroughly
analysis of the distinct bibliographic elements and thus led the foundations for all future standardi-
zation work. In 1968 the well known MARC II (9) format was published. At that time also many large
libraries all over the world seriously started considering automation. From the beginning most systems
lesigners being aware of the new possibilities of exchange of information, recognized the importance of
content designation standardization. Due to its soundness the MARC II format was taken by most as a
starting point. In the subsequent adaptation processes two distinct tendencies can be distinguished,
namely those emerging from American libraries and those coming from other countries.
The American libraries, while appreciating the general applicability of the codification scheme,
criticiqed the specificity of certain items. Thus while defining an own content designation set each
organization dropped the details judged as being superfluous. Of course the downgrading differed from
system to system.
In the other countries just the reverse situation happened. Marc II being based on the AACR, each
library needed to augment the format with the particularities of its own cataloguing code. This evolution
resulted in an uncontrolled explosion of MARC-"compatible" formats. To name only two mmbers of this
family : KNB (British National Bibliography)-MARC was one of the first followers; INTERMIRC emerged from
the collaboration of a number of West European national agencies. In this last format the modifications
.dded concern some fundamental aspects, namely the processing of mltilingual bibliographic material in
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in a multilingual environment and the treatment of multilevel hierarchical publications.
So far the historical aspects of MARC II. What about the actual situation ? In the USA the library net-
works abandoned their local format limitations and found a comon communication language in the full
MARC II content designators set. In the other countries however the situation remains still confused.
No consensus on the use of a unique exchange format has yet been reached. The most commonly applied
colmunication tools are MARC II and BNB-MARC. A new development nl. the UINMARC (8) may bring a solution
on a longer term.

4.2. IhIMARC

Due to the prosperous proliferation of the MARC family, IFLA recognized already in the beginning of the
seventies, the need of the establishment of an international standard on content designators. The
"Universal MARC format" (UNLMARC) (8) was born in 1977. However, for the moment being, six years later,
only very limited use has been made of this new instrument. Let us try to determine the reasons behind.
First of all, as can be concluded from the previous point, the English speaking countries, which concen-
trate most of the bibliographic exchange traffic, are self-supporting. Also the leading libraries in these
countries, which usually start the application and the promotion of new international standards, because
of the economic crises, did not take any initiaves yet. On the other hand, in the other countries coopera-
tion between di~ffrent aut-mated systems is less developed. Also the UNIMAKRC format, although developed by
dn ineier .rA -. w-,.'g .. Tn.y in a minor way reflects the needs of these last countries.
Compared with MARC II, UNIMARC has completely rearranged the sequence of the bibliographic data. The
MARC 11 tagging scheme is based on the design of a catalogue card. In UNIMARC on the contrary, the infor-
mation is grouped in functional blocs, namely the

identification bloc (ISBN...);
coded information bloc (fixed field data);
descriptive bloc (ISBD);
notes bloc (free text statements);
linking entry bloc (linking related records);
related title bloc (access point titles);
subject analysis bloc (UDC, Library of Congress subject headings...) and
intellectual responsability bloc (authors...).

In view of the enormous processing possibilities of machine-readable records this rearrangement of the
bibliographic information sounds more logical. Note that the descriptive bloc is based on the ISBD, which
did not exist at the time MARC II was developed. Also the linking entry bloc, although not worked out in
a sensible way, forms an important progress.
If the grouping of the bibliographic information in UNIMARC results from a new concept, on the contrary
the definition of the fields, subfields and indicators remains completely MARC II based.
In order to get a complete overview of the bibliographic standardization work it is necessary to also
consider the results elaborated by the documentation centres.

4.3. THE UNIS:ST REFERENCE MANUAL AND THE CCF

Up to now, we have been concentrating on library applications. The abstracting and indexing cormunities
have been intensionally neglected because their bibliographic needs, although similar, impose less res-
tricting recuierements. Norms for libraries can, eventually in simplified form, as well be adopted in
documentary applications. The reverse however is not valid.
Bibliographic standardization projects, in the abstracting and indexing world, started in parallel with the
UNt4ARC development. The UNISIST reference manual (10) sponsored by UNESCO, was first published in 1974.
This work procures, next to MARC II based content designators also cataloguing rules.
Compared with the previously discussed norms, the UNISIST prescriptions are limited to documentary appli-
cations and thus are simpler in concept.
It is interesting to note that the UNISIST reference manual is used in several organizations, however
mostly as a cataloguing code. Ind'eed there was an urgent need of normalized cataloguing rules for treating
documentary information.
In 1978 the existence of two different standards for machine-readable bibliographic descriptions : UNLMARC
end UNISIST was ascertained. The libraries and the other information services met for discussing this
problem. As a conclusion it was decided that none of both formats could be abandoned in the advantage of
the other, the objectives being too disparate. A new communication format, the CCF (Common communication
format) (11), bridging the divergencies of the existing norms had to be developed. The birth of this new
MARC member is foreseen for the end of the year.

5, THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF THE RECORD
The last standardization problem we have to deal with, namely the physical structure of the record is the
one which induced the less controversy.
As well known, each automated system, according to its own particular hard- and software requirements,
processes the bibliographic data in a specific internal format. For exchange purposes however a standard
physical structure, acceptable by all types of hard- and software, is necessary. In this field again, the
Library of Congress effectuated the pioneering work. The MARC II format established both, the content
designators and an exchange structure. The American National Standards Institute upgraded this format in
1971 into a national norm. This formed on its turn the basis of the international ISO standard, ISO 2709
documentation format for bibliographic information exchange on magnetic tape (12), which was first
published in 1973.
For obvious reasons this bibliographic standard was spared of all the difficulties the other standards
went through. On the one hand we have to do here with a pure computer technical matter, no content pro-
blema intervene. At the other hand, MARC I was the only existing exchange format.
Also the report on the use made of the ISO 2709 is very positive. As well the library as the documentation
communities adhere this standard.



6. NEWWAVE : THE ON-LINE CATALOGUING SYSTEM OF THE ROYAL LIBRARY IN BRUSSELS

6.1. GENERAL INFORMATION

The development of NEWWAVE was started at the end of the seventies. The final aim is the realization of an
interactive real-time integrated system with network facilities. Since the beginning of '81 the cataloguing
part combined with extended retrieval possibilities is operational.
One of the interesting features of NEWWAVE is that it takes into account most of the bibliographic
standards. It is indeed a grateful practical example for the demonstration of how normalization prescrip-
tions can be implemented in an operational environment.
In discussing the standardization aspects of NEUWAVE we will start with the computer technical norms, the
more bibliographic aspects are treated afterwards.
To gi.'e an idea of the concept of NEWWAVE ill. 1 gives the logical design of the data base. Three types of
files are provided : the ISBD file, the authority files and the index files. A file for local data will be
added shortly. This will enhance the system to a full shared cataloguing tool. One of the special charac-
teristics ot NEWWAVE is that it provides special technics for linking records. Of course the authority data
are linked with the ISBD records. But is is also possible to link records within the sme file (a.o. linking
a monograph to its series, linking records of multilevel monographs, etc.).
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FILES FILES FILE
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111. 1 NEWNAVE Data Base



6.2. THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF THE FORMAT

The internai format of the NEWWAVE data base is ISO 2709 compatible. Fields, subfield and indicators are
used.
Up to now, neither external data are added to the NEWUAVE data base, nor information is distributed for
external use. However plans do exist for augmenting the bibliographic information with Library of Congress
data and also with Dutch Royal Library data. For this purpose conversion programs from and into the
MARC II format have to be written. No technical problems are expected in this work.
The latest development of NEWWAVE is the implementation of a commercial DBMS (data base management system),
namely SESAM, a product of our hardware constructor SIEMENS. SESAM is a DBMS of the relational type capable
of handling variable field data. For the moment the NEWWAVE bibliographic data base is converted into
SESAM's internal format. In this new format the ISO 2709 compatibility is preserved.

6.3. THE CATALOGUING RULES

6.4.1. The cataloguing rules as a whole

A uniform cataloguing code (13) has been worked out on a national level by the University libraries and the
Royal Library. As a starting point most of the important standardization works, namely the Paris Principles,
the ISBD and the AACR have been taken. The code is established in view of the realization of a computerized
national union catalogue, so the new possibilities of automation have also been considered. As one of the
consequences the authority data rules are handled separate from the descriptive information.

6.4.2. The Paris Principles
....................

The collocation principle of the Paris Principles is met in a very efficient way by using separate
auchority files for the processing of the authors information. In NEWWAVE all bibliographic data concerning
an author are stored in one authority record. This record also contains a link to the ISBD file for each
publication of the author. Apart from the collocation principle the use of authority files has some other
advantages a.o. the bibliographic control on the authority data can be easily effectuated and the repeated
input of identical data can be avoided.
In ill. 2 the screen display of a bilingual corporate body is presented. The first three lines contain
fixed field data. Tag 000 contains the identification number of the record. The tags 110 give the main
heading forms of the corporate body. For French language catalogues the French form is preferred, while for
Dutch language catalogues the English one is chosen. The difference in use is expressed in the first indi-
cator of the tag 110. T-gs 115 contain the imprint forms and tags 800 and 801 the address. One notes that
in NEWWAVE publishers information and authors information is stored in one and the same record. Tag 955
indicates the number of publications in the IS8D file linked with the authority record.
Ill. 2 demonstrates that, even in the case an author has more than one name, the collocation principle is
respected.
Also the Paris Principle concerning the choice of the entry word of a personal name consisting of several
words, has been implemented in an elegant way in NEWWAVE. A compound personal name is introduced once in
the data base. Automatically additional entries are created on each significant part of the name. For this
purpose a special algorithm has been elaborated. So for instance the author Wernher von Braun can be
accessed on the name forms: von Braun, Wernher;and Braun, Wernher von.
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111. 2 : A bilingual corporate body

6.4.3. The ISBD

In NEWWAVE the ISBD is applied. I1. 3 gives the ISBD of a periodical. We will only corment here
1 ,.on the contents of the tags 110 and 270. The other information is taken for granted. Tag 110 contains the

link with the authority record of the editor of the publication. Note that the contents of this linked
authority record is already presented in ill. 2. The ISBD record only contains the record identification

a;number of the authority description. The name headings presented on the screen are automatically taken over
from the authority record. The imprint in tag 270 is handled in the same way. As an example of the appli-
cation of the ISBD punctuation the equal sign separating the bilingual data can be cited.

... .. I
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Ill. 3 : the ISBD of a periodical

In order to prove that the objectives of the libraries and of the information centres can be easily
conciliated in one and the same system, we added in ill. 4 an example of a bibliographic description of an
article. Tags 000, 100 and 245 are the same as for monographs and series. The tag 455 gives the link with
the ISBD record of the periodical already presented in ill. 3. This field also contains the data identi-
fying the location of the article within the periodical. Tag 660 gives the subject information. The
example is part of the KBS (Key to Belgian Science) data base, which contains articles of Belgian scien-
tific periodicals. In this project the TEST (Thesaurus of engineering and scientific terms) is used as
subject indexing tool.
Note that the description of this analytical also demonstrates the capability of NEWWAVE to handle
hierarchical relationships between records within the same file.
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Ill. 4 Bibliographic description of an article

6.4.4. Filing rules

As in most autor'7ted systems, the NEWWAVE filing rules move to alphabetical word by word classificaticn.
The traditional complex grouping arrangements are gradually abandoned. Also the tendency to leave the
dictionary catalogue type in the advantage of separate catalogues accelerates this process. In the new
applications of NEWWAVE separate catalogues are made for personal authors, for corporate authors, for
titles (including uniform titles), for subjects, etc...

6.5. THE SUBJECT INDEXING

In our library a project of translation of the Library of Congress subject headings into Dutch and French
is effectuated. Starting the automation of the subject catalogue it was realized that the existing manual
system was not a good basis. It was necessary to look for another solution. The two main reasons for which
the Library of Congress subject headings were choosen are the following : the increasing use which is made
of this system and also the advantages which are expected from the CIP data.
Up to now aboutl2000 subject headings are added in three languages in the authority file.
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In ill. 5 an example of a subject authority record in the domain of astronautics is given. The tags 650
give the subject headings in the three languages. The original Library of Congress headings are added for
well considered reasons : modifications of the headings by the Library of Congress can be easily managed
in our system; most CIP descriptions will contain English language subject information and also the
original version can be used as a bridge to other language versions. The tags 651 contain the so called
"non retained forms". The tags 704 link the subject record with records containing narrower terms, while
the tag 705 does the same for a broader term. Tag 911 enumerates the sources consulted while establishing
the terminology. Finally the tag 955 indicates the number o; ISBD records linked.

SL S: L: N: T ;-3

TYP: AUT:s EDIT: DAT:UH - NAT: LANG: T :
IO0054991
0E ASTRONAUTICS AND CIVILIZATION
N RUIMTEVAART EN CULTUUR
F ASTRONAUTIQUE ET CIVILISATION51ECVILISATION AND ASTRONAUTICS

E UTER SPACE AND CIVILISATION
E PACE AGE

R¢E PACE POWER
)IN [UITUUR EN RUIMTEVAARTI 48RELIGION AND ASTRONAUTICS = 5ODSDIENST EN RUIMTEVAART = RELIGIO

1401] SPACE COLONIES 
= 

RUIMTEKOLONIES = CULONIES SPATIALES

r PACE LAW = (UIMTEVAARTRECHT = DROIT SPATIAL
[E RO AERONAUTICS AND CIVILIZATION = LUCHTVAART EN CULTUUR = AERONAUT

M ET C ViklION B

I11. 5 : A subject authority record

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

The exchange of machine-readable bibliographic data between all types of information centres is a reality.
The success of cooperation in this field is partly due to the positive results of the international stan-
dardization work in IFLA, ISO and UNESCO.
The norm for the physical exchange format ISO 2709 is well established and generally used, as well in the
library as in the documentation community.
Another bibliographic standard universally accepted is the ISBD. The existence and the further development
of this norm also induced and simplified many other uniformization efforts in cataloguing and in content
designation. Moreover it has to be expected that the ISBD will continue to be a focal point in the esta-
blishment of future standards.
The normalization of headings, by means of internationally exchangeable authority files, although still in
its very beginning phase, moves into the good direction. Cooperation will be successfull in this field if
one accepts the existence, in parallel, of more than one uniform heading, each form being determined by
different cataloguing rules and practices. Experiences with the processing of multilingual material in our
library learn that such solutions function well. It has also to be expected that the controversy around
existing norms, as for instance some of the Paris Principles, will disappear once international standard
authority files come into existence.
An important problem in the field of bibliographic norms remains unresolved, namely the standardization
of the content designators. Two different international formats exist : UNIMARC and UNISIST. A third format,
the CCF, is in development. Relying on the actual situation, an extended use of none of these formats can
be predicted for the near future. Additionally some competition exists between the library and the infor-
mation and abstracting communities, concerning the content designators of the common bibliographic data. In
spite of these problems, means to overcome the divergencies do exist. The cooperation between both parties
has to be organized. On the one hand the responsibilities for data creation have to be strictly defined and
,n the other hand adequate schemes for bringing together related information have to be worked out. Con-
,erning the distribution of the tasks, each community should concentrate on its own field of specialization
the libraries on authorities, serials, monographs etc. and the documentalists on articles, reports,
theses etc. In a second phase, the dispersed and separately created data have to be joined in order to get
complete bibliographic information. This can be obtained by the elaboration of efficient techniques for
linking together bibliographic records of different type. None of the existing exchange formats offers a
workable solution to tLi.s problem. In the Royal Library in Brussels some experience has been gained in this
field. Different types or links between related records have been implemented. Finally an agreement has to
he obtained on the use of the same set of content designators. Spending more time on the definition of the
elements of this set makes no sense. It is not possible to define a format taking into consideration all the
particular requirements.
In the standardization of filing rules many difficulties are encountered. It has to be noted however that
the unbridgeable gaps of today may narrow tomorrow. Partly due to automation, a progressive simplification
of the filing rules is ascertained.
Concerning the subject indexings it has to be retained that the systematic classification loses ground in

__ __ __ _ _ __ -



the on-line accessible bibliographic data bases. For the alphabetical subject headings no international
normalized system does exist. However it is interesting to note the growing success of the Library of
Congress subject headings. The predominance of one system can only be beneficial to the bibliographic
information world.
Finally, although not being a project of bibliographic standardiration, the CIP program has to be
mentioned in this conclusion. The CIP information being distributed world-wide, together with the publi-
cations, is the promoter by excellence of the bibliographic standards.
This overview shows that some problems of normalization are left for the future, and also that none of
them seems to be unsurmountable.
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1. Introduction

Ink i.l The original title of this paper was, "he oManagement of Information Services to the Defence
Community - The British Approach". I felt that this was too wide, in that the management of information

_ services covers a very wide range of topics and too narrow, since there is no inherent difference (in the
UK at least) between Defence and other information services, apart from the problem of security. For
these reasons I have decided to change the title to the one given above.

1.2 I must make it clear at the outset that most of what follows has been taken from other people's
work. To quote Lehrer (i), "Let no one's work evade your eyes, but plagiaris, plagiarise, plagiarise".
If I have been guilty of misinterpretation of methods or results, I apologia. unreservedly. If you wish
to follow up any of the ideas mentioned, it is essential to read the references.

1.3 I searched the Aslib catalogue for books, reports and periodical articles on interesting applica-
tions of management techniques to information services and libraries, which have been published in Britain
or written by British authors, and I should like to express by sincere thanks to the staff of Aslib's
library, who were all extremely helpful. I havw also searched the last 8 years of 'Aslib Proceedings' and
carried out an on-line search of the LISA (Library and Information Science Abstracts) files. Thus this
short review is undoubtedly not wholly comprehensive, but is certainly idiosyncratic. I hope that some
of it will be new and will be of value to you. Moat of the work I have cited comes from libraries.
particularly academic and public ones, rather than from information services, because there seems to be
little written by staff in the latter in this area. Nearly all the references are to British authors,
but a few from the USA have inevitably crept in, such as the first and last and the seminal paper byVnnovar Bush (33) •

1.4 In this paper, I have triedpto take a logical approach, from planning a new system, through

measurement and evaluation, to the application of different techniques for improvement of a system,
finishing with the more esoteric ones. - The aim throughout has been to give the flavour of a technique
rather than a detailed description.

1.5 I thank the Ministry of Defence for giving me permission to publish this paper, but nothing in
it is to be construed as official Ministry of Defence or UK Government policy.

2. Planning a new system

2.1 Leitch in Section 11 of the A(ARD Manual of Documentation Practices (2) includes
an approach to this problem, mostly taken from Mason's work (3). She first describes how a weighting
technique ay be used to determine the most appropriate location for a company information centre. A use
factor, e.g. on a scale of 1-6, is assigned to each section of the company and multiplied by the number of
staff in that section. For each possible location of the centre, the full weight is applied for staff at
the ma location and half the weight for all others, and the products are sused. The location that gives
the largest sum is then chomen, all other factors being equal. In practice, use of a library or informa-
tion centre dies sway rapidly with distance, as has been shown in a number of studies, e.g. (4), and
perhaps the weighting factor of a half should be replaced by a graded one varying according to distance.

2.2 Leitch treats most of the other aspects of planning a new centre in a more subjective manner but
she does show the use of a proximity table (Fig 1) to help in chooeing the relative locations of the
various activities within a centre.

3. Measurement and evaluation

3.1 valunation of an information service's activities is aecessary on two counts?

(i) to determine how they can be improved,

and (ii) to demonstrate to management the value of the service.

3.2 Measurement is a necessary first step and Cloke (5) makes the very valid point that the
statistics should be relevant to the enquiry. She gives as an example of the importance of taking
masurements at appropriate times a situation in which chil4ren from a nearby school fill a mobile library
for a short time when they come out of school and points out that it would be useless to determine slot':
times by measuring only the hourly issue rate. This could of course be applied in other fields.

Aslib was formerly the Association of Special Libraries and Information Bureaux but is now simply the

Asociation for Information Management! It is a professional body whose aim is to promote better manage-
sent of Information as a resource. To do this it carries out research, provides& conmmtancy service, runs
courses and conferences, publishes professional journals and books and answers enquiries on information
management and librarianship.



For example, I know a research establishment where most of the scientists gathered for coffee and tea

breaks in a room adjacent to the library at 10.15 a.m. and 3.15 p.m. As a result, there was a fairly

heavy load on the library at those times, even though the hourly issue rate was relatively low.

3.3 Urquhart (6) describe* a very simple and cheap method of measuring reader's failure to find

items in a library# which would be applicable to other information services. Bundles of slips were dis-
tributed throughout the library and hung on shelves so that users could record the basic details of missing
documents. To supplement and check the accuracy of this, a series of interviews with readers leaving the

library at peak times were held. The results were used in at least 3 ways, viz to enable the librarian to
establish priorities, to help in planning changes in procedures, and to strengthen cases for increased

funding.

3.4 The main object of evaluation, of course, is to improve the service to users. If information

and library science was a true science one would carry out experiments by making a hypothesis and testing
it in a controlled environment so that the results would be repeatable by other researchers. This is

rather difficult in the information field, as pointed out by Mackenzie (7). Not only is it impossible to
control an environment in which we are dealing with people (whose attitudes may change according to the

state of the weather and what their spouse/lover/parent said or didn't say at breakfast) but it would be
totally impoesible to justify an experiment in which one group of researchers was denied access to an
information service in order to measure the effect on the quality of their work, whilst others continued
to use it. Moreover, it is important to beware of the 'Hawthorne effect' (8), which says that we cannot

overtly study a group of people without affecting their performance. The rest of this paper aims to out-

line other techniques which can be used to suggest areas of improvement.

3.5 The first such technique is "illuminative evaluation". It is exemplified by Fig 2, taken with
modifications from ref. 9 which describes an application to information work. This says that none of the

steps is in itself likely to be new to people introducing new information services or modifying existing
ones, but that systematic application of the model should provide the means for effective assessment of an
innovatory programe. I ask myself, however, whether this is any different from the normal practice of

good managers as exemplified by Fig 3, which was dravn up by a syndicate of which I was a member during a
maagemoent course 10 years ago.

3.6 A truly different approach is the budgetary game technique described by Parker (10). As he

points out, one of the problems with asking people what services they would like is that their answers are
often qualitative and not quantitative. Although this can be partly solved by using ranking methods or

supplying a range of possible answers they may still be able to act "like a millionaire on a spending
spree". Parker suggests using a budgetary game in which a wide cross-section of users is given a limited
budget and told the costs of the various services. Two examples are given. Th. first was an assessment of

University 'support services' in which the players were told the current cost of each service and that they
had to reduce the overall cost by 20%. The outcome (shown in Fig 4) was that computing services were
thought to warrant 20% more expenditure, the main library (who were conducting the experiment) a 10% cut,
and department libraries a 4% cut. Other services were all within the range of 3% to 4% cuts with
accomodation suffering the worst. It should be noted that any services between the 0 line and the -20
line were actually being proposed for an increase fn the proportions of resources devoted to them.
Needle"s to say, these overall figures hide large differences in users' opinions. For instance, professors
budgeted twice as much on secretarial support as any other grade did.

3.7 The same approach was also used to assess the relative values of information services, divided

into 3 classes:

passive - the user knows what is wanted and the service supplies it

active - SDI services, standard distributions and circulations

interactive - on-line systems, open access libraries, etc.

Each service had 3 levels, valued at 1, 2 and 3 monetary units, and the players had a budget of 5 units.
Interactive services proved to be the most desirable, and active ones the least. In addition to using
their budgets players were asked to say how they rated the services at present, what options they would
choose if not subject to a budget, and whet improvements they had in mind for the services they thought

warranted more expenditure.

. Coat Effectiveness and Cost Benefits

4.1 Coat effectiveness is essentially the ability to provide the moset effective service or a range
of services for the least cost, and cost benefit analysis is concerned with assessing the monetary alue of
a ervice in relation to its cost. Much has been written on the former but there has been very little

attempt to 'grasp the nettle' of cost benefits, which (to mix my metaphors thoroughly) is a very thorny

subject beset with pitfalls.

4.2 One of the earliest studies of this topic in the UK was ref 11, which reviewed previous work and

concluded that no really satisfactory coat/benefit study had then been carried out. It said that some use-

ful work had been done using interview/queetionnaire methods, demand analysis, and objective assessment in

terme of time savings, but no investigations had really faced up to the problem of assessing the value of
extra information to a firm or to society.

4.3 Moat studies have been attempts to determine what potential users are willing to pay for proposed

services or Improvements in existing ones. At least one company in the UK has taken the decision that users

mst pay for information services and that the information service should be like every other department in
the company and asks a profit - or at least break even. This they had managed to do for 12 years by 1979

(ref 12), but it does appear from the description that the service is rather minimal as the infotation
staff are unwilling to risk spending money unless they are sure it can be recouped.
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4. Magoon describes two approaches to measuring cost effectiveness. In the first (13) he advocates
identifying the information centre's objectives and finding the current cost of meeting those objectives.
This should then be compared with the cost to the comrpany if the information centre did not exist and the
objectives had to be net in other ways. He did this in an industrial company and showed a benefit of 11%L
The detailed analysis of jobe he had had to carry out revealed that one post could be cut and this raised
the benefit to 134*. However, I believe that some of the benefits are rather specious. For instance.
he counted the number of references identified as relevant by the recipients of a current awareness
bulletin, asemd that all these item would have been requested by the scientists if the bulletin had not
been produced, and estimated the cost of the corresponding enquiries. In another instance, he assumed
that work currently being done by the information unit could be Jone by another department but would take
twice as long and use staff at a higher salary. I find this very difficult to accept.

4.5 Mageon's later paper (14) in concerned with comparing the effectiveness of on-line systems and
manual searching, a topic that has received exhaustive study in the last few years, mostly by making a
comparison of precision and recall or other measures and/or costs for the same search carried out in
different ways. Magoon took part in a study (15) which appears to have measured coats only and to have
ignored the quality of the output from the searches. In ref 14 he describes how a model of the costs was
produced and programed on a Commodore PET micro-computer. The advantage of doing this is that it enables
hypothetical situations to be evaluated easily and sensitivity analysis to be performed, e.g. to determine
the effect of using research scientists to carry out the searches instead of information officers.

4.6 Blick (16) describes how he evaluates aspects of his information services. For instance, by
keeping a record of which items in the informtion bulletin are requested he has a measure of how up to
date the information centre is in its knowledge of research in progress. By interviewing 10% of the
scientists receiving the bulletin to detersin* how many vital or important ites" it contained and what the
scientists would have had to do to obtain the information from other sources, he was able to convince his

management that the cost of scientists' time saved by the bulletin was over 3 times the cost of producing
it. Another approach he used was to punch edge-notched cards when carrying out a search, to indicate the
topic, which sources were used for the search, and whether they produced any relevant references. From
this it was possible to identify abstracts journals that were not needed or even to indicate clearly that
the cost of nose of the more expensive ones was not excessive in relation to their value. Incidentally,
I suppose edge-notched cards would be abandoned now in favour of a micro-computer but they are a very
efficient and simple tool to use in the appropriate circumstances, and do not require programing, which is
always error-prone.

4.7 The point that Blick made about the necese.!v monitoring how up to date is the information
centre's knowledge is reinforced strongly by Vickers ho urges the information service to endeavour to
persuade management to inform them of changes in policy, priorities and interests so that they can antici-
pate new needs instead of reacting to them only when the user suddenly demands information on a new topic -
by yesterdayl He says that the senior information officer must have access to the documents that give
this information and should preferably participate in the meetings where changes are discussed. Griffin
(12) makes exactly the ese point, stating that because the head of information is part of the small group
cdAcerned with the company's forward planning they are able not only to react to new requirements but also
to make unsolicited offers of information for which there my be only s latent or incipient need .t the time
of the offer.

4.8 Another approach to the assessment of new services is that known as BASYC (Benefit Assessment for
Systems Change). This was described in a full report (18), with an appendix giving a fictitious example of
how to apply the technique (19) and in a number of shorter papers such as ref 20. The technique was origin-
ally developed during a study for the UK Trustee Savings Banks on the value of investing in on-line terminals
in all branches, and it was later applied to library research under British Library sponsorship.

4.9 It is a method of coat-benefit-snalysis which seeks to ssess the worth of alternative policies for
achieving stated objectives, without insisting on monetary valuations of the benefits of the policies.
'Goals' are proposed which will provide benefit to at least some of the groups of people who will be
concerned in the systems change, e.g. users and staff. The goals are ranked and weighted and a short list
of up to three is formed for each group. Next, 2 or 3 strategies are defined and their effects on the goals
measured, objectively where possible, both for the current situation and for optimistic and pessimistic
assessments of the future. The process can be repeated 2 or 3 times to refine the weights and measures,
having first identified the areas which are most sensitive to these figures and thus in need of more
accurate estimates.

4.10 This is essentially a mathematical approach to decisions that are normally taken 'by the seat of
the pants'. Whether or not it in any better, I leave to your judgement. It has been used in Derbyshire,
once to match stocks of books and other item to the community needs of a specific branch library, and
secondly to improve the service and change the allocation of funds at a library in a smll town. The
latter required 4 BASYC cycles.

5. Organigtioas and Methods (0L)

5.1 This is perhaps the earliest of the standard management techniques for office-besed work, having
evolved from work study as practised on the factory floor. I found little on this topic but two oamples
are worth giving.

5.2 Cloke (5) claim that when one London borough was merged with 2 others to form an area with over
2W,000 inhabitants, 06d helped considerably in the concomitant library reorganisetion. She suggests that
the first step in any method study i to take the whole task and break it into its component parts and

rcommends using the symbol@ shown in rig 5 to produce a flow chart, e.g. as in rig 6. This example is
from public library work, but the principle could be applied to any information service. The staff concerned

should be asked to keep fairly simple work diaries eo that proportions of time for different tanks can be
determined, and the movements required should be Inveetigted since they are often very time-consuming.

ofe:t1'ma
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5.3 Having established the procedure one must examine it critically, by asking:

Why is it done? Who does it?

Where is it done? How is it done?

When is it done? Who supervises it?

and considering all possible alternatives to each answer.

5.4 Another equally valid question is "If it is changed, what is the effect on other processes"?
Tis is particularly important in the use of computers, where a minor 'improvement' in one program may sean
that another, possibly on a different computer, receives information in a form that it does not expect and
cannot handle. It is even worse when the system makes an attempt to handle wrong data and produces
unacceptable results which are not noticed until disaster occurs.

5.5 The above description applies mainly to the °'H in OLM, but a similar approach can be used to
review the organisation of the service. Brown (21) describes an unusual organisation structure used in
the county of Cambridgeshire. There is a small headquarters unit in Huntingdon, the geographical centre
of the area, and 4 divisional H s in the cities of Cambridge and Peterborough and the towns of Huntingdon
and March. Each division has an Assistant County Librarian (ACL) in charge and they, together with the
County Librarian, his Deputy and other senior staff at Headquarters, form a Senior Management Team. Each
ACL has a Professional Services Teas (PST) comprising the staff responsible for circulation, information,
children's libraries and schools within his areal and County Specialist Teas are formed from these and
their opposite numbers in the other divisions. They each meet formally 4 times a year under the chairman-
ship of the Deputy County Librarian.

5.6 The edvantages of this are said to be:

(i) that senior staff are involved in developing county-wide policies and problem-solving
from a base of practical experience at divisional level rather than from the remote viewpoint
of a county subject specialist at H( ; and

(ii) that there are two routes to the Senior Management Team. Problems can come up either
through a divisional PST, or if there are internal differences of opinion within the division
they can be raised within the County Specialist Team, thus providing a fail-safe mechanism.

5.7 Although this system was devised for public libraries, I believe it too could be used equally
well by an industrial concern, with (say) 4 separate sites each with its own information centre.

5.8 The Library of Congress is also using a matrix management structure in its current project to
determine whether optical disc technology can be used for information preservation. In this case, staff
from a number of departments are also assigned to specific project groups and are carrying out their old
jobe and work on the diac project. Thin is a further extension of the concept and could lead to a clash
of priorities, I suspect.

6. PERT/CPA

6.1 Programe Evaluation and Review Technique and Critical Path Analysie are similar procedures for
scheduling work logically in a complex project. They help to ensure that no tasks are ignored, and should
enable changes to be made when things go wrong. They also enable the user to determine what are the
critical activities that must be completed on time if the overall project is to be finished to schedule and
how much 'slack' is available elsewhere. A general term for this type of procedure is 'Network analysis'
and an introduction is given in ref 22.

6.2 Clake (5) gives a brief description of the technique am actually applied to the adaptation of a
building and subsequent removal of a library headquarters to it (Fig 8). It is clear here that the
critical path is 1 - 2 - 3. Another point to note is that activity 1 - 2, 'adapt the building' which is
scheduled for 24 w ks actually comprises a number of subsidiary activities and may well have been the
subject of a similar network diagram by the contractors. DRIC is scheduled to move to Glasgow in 1986 and
we intend to draw up a network to cover this transfer.

7. Management by Objectives (MbO)

7.1 A general introduction to MbO is given in ref 23. The first stages of MbO are: firstly to
clarify the objectives of the organisation; secondly to formulate strategic plans for meeting those
objects; thirdly to formulate tactical plans as part of the strategic plans; and fourthly to draw-,up
detailed plans and agree objectives with individual managers. The manager. analyme the key tasks within
their units and show for each key task the performance standard by which the work is to be measured. This
should be quantitative if possible although in the information field great care has to be taken over this
point. For example, I receive an 8DI printout each month which contains perhaps 20 Items. I find it very
useful, but if the number of items increased to 200 I would not value it 10 times as much. In fact my
assessment of its value would diminish greatly as I would probably not read itt

7.2 The final stages of MbO are to apre what level of output is required and to monitor performance.
It is essential that the objectives are not imposed from above but are agreed in discusmion by the staff
concerned, at all levels.

7.3 Reference 24 suggests potential use of MbO t libraries or information services, and an actual

application is described in reference 25. This report, by lull City Libraries, says that Nb 4oe clarify
what one is trying to achieve, does enable one to set priorities, to allocate the scarce resources of time
and mone, accordingly, and mesure - albeit crudely - with what degree of success the aim are being fWlfllled.



7.4 The report starts with a list of the services provided and the general programmes to whos ful-
filment they contribute, e.g. the playgroup collection loan service contributes to the special groups
a rvico. Then there is a general atatement of objectives, e.g. to provide suitable books for bulk loan
to children in play groups (I should have thought it would be to the playgroup leaders). Fimally, the
objectives for each professional member of staff and each specialist department are listed, from the Chief
Librarian down.

7.5 The Chief Librarian's objectives are not quantified, but are qualitative, such as "to Manage and
deploy resources an effectively and econmically as possible, by reviewing the effectiveness of services,
reviewing expenditure, controlling coats and reviewing performance". Other posts have use quantified and
some qualitative targets. For example the Senior Librarian, Lending Services has, inter alia, "to super-
vise all aspects of the Lending Tean activity by regular team meetings (52 p.s.), by receiving regular
reports and discussing then with the teas (12 reports), and by visiting service points to meet specialist
librarians on their own ground (12 visits)". The performance measures given are (for the meetings)
bensfits, (for the reports) action arising, (for the visitO results.

7.6 The report finishes with a description of the community served, some 300,000 in all, including
the churches, sports clubs, schools, colleges and university and even a note of the numbers of TV licences,
for black and whiteand colour, 133,019 and 1571 respectively - it's quite an old report. This description
allows other library services to compare the level of service they provide to their comnities with that
provided by Hull.

8. Planning Programing and Budgeting Systems (PPBS)

8.1 Mason (26) said in 1972 that there was then no acceptablt method for measuring or even estimating
the value of information supplied, that a method for demonstrating cost-effectiveness was the next best thing
and that in PPBS we had the necessary techniques. PPBM in designed to analyse expenditure in relation to
purpose and to relate it to results achieved. Thus it follows naturailly from MbO, and where MbO is being
applied the information manager will already hasve defined his unit's objectives.

8.2 The questions to be posed are:

a. What are the objectives of the organisation?

b. What activities contribute to those objectives?

c. What resources are devoted to each of those activities?

d. What is actually being achieved?

e. How should the resources best be used in future?

8.3 The basic difference between PPBS and more traditional budgeting is that expenditure is related
to the purpose for which it is being spent rather than to the resources. Thus, for instance, instead of
saying how much was spent on salaries, how such on materials and how much on depreciation of machines, etc.
the coat of a specific unit such as photocopying is calculated per so and than allocated to the functions
it serves such as technical enquiries, distribution of reports, etc. In this way the true cost of each
output can be estimated.

8.4 Mason gives a list of possible activities in an information centre (but it should be noted that
he is an academic and does not run an information service for a company), as shown in Fig 9a, 9b. as then
specifies the objective and procedures for each activity, as in Fig 9b.

805 The next stop is to calculate for each activity the costs of each element, including materials
and staff time. For staff costs, it is sufficiently accurate to use an average salary for the grade and
estimtes by the staff of the percentage of time they are involved in each of the activities. It should be
possible to crose-check the salaries and costa of materials, etc. against the unit's total coats in these
are as shown in a traditional balance sheet or budget. It is a moot point whether overheads such as
heat, light, rent, rates should be added. I believe they should.

8.6 This approach will show senior management the true coat of each activity and will also enable
them to see the true savings that should arise when the level of a service is reduced or it is cut out
entirely. Another use is to enable possible alternative services to be compared, both in respect of the
cost to the information service and probable coats to the users, although the latter my be difficult to
&a.

9. Oserstional Research (OR)

9.1 The definition of operational research given by the Operational Research Society of the United
Kingdom can be uumrised as:

"the application of methods of science to complex problem, the distinctive approach being to
develop a scientific model of the system, incorporating factors such as chance and risk, with
which to predict the outcome of alternative decisions. The purpose is to help management
determine its policy and actions scientifically".

It must be stressed that it is necessary to validate the model carefully or totally incorrect
results wmy occur. Two books on the application of OR to libraries are refs. 27 and 28. Both were
published in the USA but one is written by two Britons and the other is edited by three Britons and can-
tas many British articles, so I fol justified in quoting from them.

Wono 
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9.2 An early example of the application of OR to libraries was given by Urquhart (29) when he
assumed a Poisson distribution for the demand for periodicals and used it to compare the concepts of a
national lending library for serials and a number of regional centres. It showed quite conclusively
that the former would require far fewer copies to ensure a 95% availability on demand. This work was
used as the basis for setting up the National Lending Library at Boston Spa (now the British Library
Lending Division) and determining how many copies of each periodical should be held.

9.3 A more recent application has been described by Hindle (30), where the aim was to increase the
availability of books in a university library. Two measures of availability were used: satisfaction

level (S), the proportion of demands which could be satisfied immediately; and collection bias (B), the
proportion of the most popular 10% of the library's stock which were off the shelves at a given time.
At the time the study was undertaken the library issued nearly all books until the end of term but limited
the amber of books anyone could hold at one time. This appeared to work well; there were few com-
plainta and it did not require much effort in the library. However a survey showed that S was 60% and
B 45%, and the Librarian aid that these figuree were unsatisfactory and should ideally be 80% and
20% respectively.

9.4 After discussions with other university libraries it appeared that books were generally held
until the end of the loan period and not then renewed, whether the period was 1 week or a whole term. On
this basis a computer model of the loans system was built, assuming a Poisson distribution of requests, and
this was used to analyse various different policies. The one finally adopted, which seemed to be a new

concept, was to determine loan periods by popularity. Some 10% of the collection generated 70* of the
loans and these were restricted to a one-week loan period, the remainder being available until the end of
term as before. The model suggested that this would give S . 86 and B = 8%, and the implications in terms

of staff cost were not considered excessive.

9.5 The results have been very encouraging. Total issues almost doubled, although the student
population rose by only 25%, and there are hardly any extra renewals. It appears that greater availability
has resulted in much greater use of the library, a very nositive gain. Prediction of future use of each

book was based on an analysis of past use and this has been found to be successful. The Centre for
Library and Information Management at Loughborough is now working on a means of predicting in advance the

level of book use. A report will be issued jointly with the City of London Polytechnica soon (30A).

9.6 Theoretical uses of OR in libraries are given in ref 27. The example on p.52 is an application
of queuing theory. If on average 15 customers come to an enquiry desk per hour and the service time
averages out at 2 minutes then the probability of a queue is only 1/2 and the average time a customer
spanda in a queue is 2 minutes, assuming a Poisson arrival pattern. If the numbers arriving increase by
one half to 22.5 per hour, the average queuing time trebles to 6 minutes, but if the service time increases
by one half to 3 minutes, the average queuing time increases more than four times to 9 minutes, showing
that queuing time is much more sensitive to increases in service time than is arrival rate. However, it

should be noted that the queuing time become infinite if either the rate of arrival or the service time
doubles.

9.7 Linear programing and related techniques such as integer and dynamic programing also have a
place in the analysis of information services. A theoretical example of the use of linear programing is
given in Rof 27, p.5 8 et seq. It relates to an information centre that produces two types of current
awareness service and wishes to maximise its profits. The arguments are in fact flawed but the principle
is clearly described, as is the graphical method of solution.

9.8 Two other theoretical and somewhat unrealistic examples are given on p. 6 7. Both have only two
variables and so are amenable to a graphical solution. If there are more than 2 variables, non-graphical
techniques are needed to solve linear equations, but manual and computerised methods can both be used.

9.9 Ref 2? also diecusses the use of decision theory with the aid of an example relating to hypo-
thetical maintenance agreements for machinery (see p. 8 6 ). It suggests various ways of making a decision,
most of which give different results, but leaves it to the manager to decide which to use. The use of
mathematisal rigour in this sort of situation tends to leave one with the foeling that an intuitive approach
sight have been as good.

9.10 A very valid point made at the end of this reference is to tackle a simple problem first to
evaluate OR and learn more about its application to a library or information unit. But it must be a mean-
ingful problem so that the impact of the technique and its success or otherwise can be identified.

9.11 Arms (31) describes earlier work by Morley which considers two services with marginal costs

C1 , C2 and benefits B1 , B2 . In general it will be possible to establish C1 and C2 as for PPBS, but B1 and

B 2will be intangible. However, if we assume C 1/B I C/B 2  then by decroaing the amout of service2

and honce C 2 the money moved can be used to increased C and thus increase the total benefit, a process

which could of course be carried on (in theory, at least) until C 2 was given up. The benefit then would

be B # KB2 (where K (> 1) in the ratio of C /B 2 to CI/B 1 ). Thus if the overall service is to give the

maximm benefit in relation to costs the ratio of costs to benefits mot be the same for each subsidiary

service.

9.12 From this we are able to mks statements about services or aspects of services with equal costs
and say that running them in their present way is equivalent to assuming that their benefits are equal.
For instance it might imply that tho value of one is e of a current awarenes bulletin is equivalet to
that of 20 on-line searches. Presenting inplioatins such a this to mnaager my help them to make
better us. of their resources.



10. Expert Syasms

10.1 This topic, which is Passionately supported by some scientists, such s Professor Michio at
Ldinburgh, and equally as passionately denounced by others aa being of no real value, in a branch of

artificial intelligence. One of the best-known expert systems, KYCIN developed at Stanford University
and used at a local hospital to diagnose infectious diseases and recommend prescriptions, in essentially

an aid to physicians. It assumes specific diagnosee, than asks about the patient's symptomas and physical
condition, until it can determine with a fair degree of certainty what he is auffering from. Another

well-known system, allegedly in commercial use, is PROSPECTOR which acts as a consultant geologist in

mineral prospecting. Bigger and Coupland's bibliography (32) is a good introduction to the subject and

its diversity. An expert system in perhaps the technique moat likely to produce a 'KDW1', an discussed

by Vannevar Bush (33).

10.2 Davies (34) has written a short description of expert systems and refers to other authors who

have suggested their use an an aid to helping on-line searching or the use of on-line catalogues. He is

sceptical about these possibilities and coments that it is not obvious that it would generally be quicker
to get answers from a machine than from a librarian. But if the librarian were not available, perhaps an
expert system would be of value. Davies quotes another author, who han suggested that the use of expert
systems in tax law retrieval system say start soon.

11. System Dynamics

This is a computer-based technique for simulating complex interacting systems. It first came to
popular notice with studies by the 'Club of Rome' on the future of the world (35). Coyle of Bradford

University (36) has given a good introduction to the technique and Hseltine (37) has suggested applications
to the information world. A fuller report is given in ref 38. Heseltine says there are two main purposes:

to clarify the structures and operations of a system; and to suggest ways of improving its behaviour.

Although the second is important, it in often the first that yields the most useful results.

11.2 The basis of system dynamics is an 'influence diagram' which shows all the variables in the

system and connects them by arrows indicating the direction of influence or causation, but not the actual

flow of materials. Other aspects to be included are: 'feed back' where the output from one item influences

an input to the system, e.g.'waiting time for a search' influences 'number of users'; and 'control loops',
where the present state of an item is compared with the desirable state and discrepancies load to an
adjustment of another item, e.g. if the search capacity is too little, more staff time may be allocated to

searching. Fig 10 is an example of an influence diagram for the financial aspects of an on-line search

service. Feedback is shown by dashed lines and control by danhed/dotted lines.

11.3 Hseltine says there is no reason in principle why system dynamics should not be used to model a

total library or information service, and it would provide valuable insights into its operation. He

stresses the importance of long-term planning in this context.

11.4 Feedback and control are modelled by means of mathematical equations so that a complete simu-
lation of the system can be performed on a computer. An important aspect of system dynamics is to ensure

that the policies are 'robust', i.e. that the system will perform in the same manner, although the actual

numerical values may be different, no matter what shocks are delivered from outside.

11.5 If the system doesn't behave in this way, we are entering the realm of Catastrophe Theory (39),
which is not so much a management technique as a means of understanding why some systems show sudden and
dramatic changes in behaviour, as when a crowd suddenly becomes a rioting mob. I have found no reference

to this topic in the information field but I believe that it may have some application. For instance if
staffing is not increased at a sufficiently fast rate to match rises in demand, a service may collapse
completely. And the sme is true in present economic circumstances if staffing or funding is reduced at
a considerably quicker rate than the fall in demand.

12. Simulation Models and Game

12.1 Simulation models are very useful, if constructed with sufficient detail, for enabling a manager
to make changes in his service, e.g. number of staff or types of service, and observe their effect, with-
out having any effect on the user. But care aust be taken to validate the model thoroughly on present

procedures and attempt to ensure that it has been constructed carefully so that it really does reflect what

is likely to happen in real life. A model of this kind was built by Thomas (40). It attempted to simu-

late a wide range of libraries and incorporates such features as volume of items processed, loan periods,
recall policies, frequency and duration of tasks, lunch breaks, shift work, annual leave, staff sickness
and movement of staff and their replacement. Management information provided included histograms showing
the utilisation of the time of each library assistant, queue statistics, time spent on issue counter work,

tables showing the length of time various transactions had been in the system and the time elapsed in each
of selection, ordering, receipt and processing. It was even detailed enough to show the average contents
of each trolley of booksl The model was validated on an actual library and was of help to the Librarian
when he had to decide how to replace an experienced member of staff who had left.

12.2 The model described by Hindle (30) has been developed further into a gaing tool for educating
librarians (41). The aim is to teach them the effects of different loan periods and duplication policies.
As well as the features mentioned in ref. 30 it now includes obsolescence of books and provision for

purchase of new ones, and can run several years into the future. It includes an increase in the amount of

use made by each library user as performance improves. Performance measures given are total cost, number

of issues, availability of requested items, collection bins and document exposure. The last is a negative
exponential distribution which says that if a book is borrowed for 1000 hours the amount of use (exposure)
will be about 5 hours and if the loan period is doubled the exposure will be 54 hours, beyond which it does

not rise. This is an artificial measure but is probably based an reality since most use of text books is

shortly after they are borrowed and just before they are returnedl

~~t~jim_
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12.3 Moat of the characteristics of the model are variables and can be changed to simulate different
situations, and up to 10 people can participate interactively at one time. Other game. that have been
developed by Lancaster University ore a book processing game and an inter-library loan game.

12.4 A different sort of game is that described by Chapman (42), in which library staff play roles,
both as caricatures of library staff and as difficult customers. This helps to train the jtaff to be
sensitive to people and situatins, and stimulates discussion of possible improvements both in their
attitudes and in the services provided by the library. The use of role-playing should ensure that no
individuals believe they are being specifically criticised.

12.5 A combination of simulation and role-playing has been described by Guy (43). It started an an
attempt to use the moving of Salisbury City Library to a new building as the basis of a management gaae.
After criticism that it was already out-dated because of local government reorganisation, a fictional
simulation was developed. It is now much more flexible and allows tutors to design their own problems.
The essence is that by playing roleSin syndicates, solving problems, and listening to others' solutions,
the students learn about management, decision-making and inter-person and group communication.

1. Delphi Techniques

13.1 I have found only one reference to use of this technique, which is essentially a method of making
predictions using a number of experts; Kennington (44) used it to predict future changes of direction in
the public library field. Twenty four professionals who had achieved a high level of success in the library
or information field, or were thought to have the potential to do so, were selected by a vote by members
of the Public Libraries Research Group. They were then asked to make statements about the future. Some
400 were submitted, which were reduced to 250 by removal of duplicates. Each member of the assessing team
was then asked to may whether he agreed or disagreed with each statement in turn, and if the former, approx-
imately when he thought the change would start, when it would be taken up by half the number of libraries,
and when it would be virtually complete.

13.2 The team were actually given 3 possibilities to choose from: basically agree; basically disagree;
ould not happen before 2005; three answers which are not mutually exclusive. However, despite this

potential difficulty all the teams managed to decide on only one answer to each statement, possibly with
different interpretations of the meaning of the answers.

13 3 The statements covered a wide range of topics. Examples are "Collaboration among various kinds
of library will be extended" (result 24, 0, O), "Reading for entertainment will disappear" (1, 22, 1) and
"Facsimile will be used between libraries and callers with equipment. Personal callers will still be
welcome, but most contacts will be by telephone" (8, 7, 8). The last is actually 3 statements, not one,
which may account for the spread of responses.

13.4 There are no conclusions in the paper and I do not believe the results will help public libraries
such in their future planning.

13.5 This was not a true Delphi experiment since there are normally 3 or 4 rounds, with each respondent
being told the ranges of responses from the others or that he can change his views if he wishes. I have
grave doubts about the value of Delphi generally and would welcome examples where its predictions have later
been confirmed.

14. Bradford's Law

14.1 Bradford's Law was first enunciated in 1934 (45). It has two formulations which have since been
shown to differ. The theoretical one ia,"If scientific journals are arranged in order of decreasing pro-
ductivity of articles on a given subjects they may be divided into a nucleus of periodicals more particularly
devoted to the subject and several groups or zones containing the same number of articles as the nucleus,
when the number of periodicals in the nucleus and succeeding zones will be an 1 : a % a2 : .... ". The
graphical formulation was a plot of the cumulative total number of articles R(n) against the logarithm of
the number of periodicals (log n). which was very nearly a straight line, after an initial curve. The
two formulations can be shown to be equivalent to:

R(A) a j log (m/ # 1)

R(n) . k log (xvt)

respectively, where j A k and a A t. Wilkinson (46) has tested the formulations on 4 different topics and
concluded that the graphical formulation most closely fits the observations.

14.2 Brookes (47) has suggested an interesting use of the 'Law' to predict the number of periodicals
required to cover a given fraction of a subject area or of a search, or to determine which periodicals an
information service should subscribe to and which it should obtain from a national service for individual
articles am required. He used the graphical formulation.

14.3 To finish with an article from the USA, Drott (48) has carried out a considerable study of the
accuracy of the law and confirmed that all the searches investigated fitted the graphical formulation very
closely, with very strong correlations between k and the total number of articles retrieved and t and the
number of journal titles retrieved. So the theoretical uses proposed by Brookes my have some practical
value.

ma1
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15.1 This paper has covered a wide field very sketchily, because of limitations of time (to prepare it)

and space (to be a reasonable length). It has attempted Ao give a flavour of work in the last 10 year. in

the UK. -- One aspect has been noticeable. ' Most of the theoretical studies 4a" bee)carried out by

academics or Alib staff and the practical applications described have mostly been in the public library

field. . IF havw found very little from governmental or industrial sources. Why?

Copyright Q Controller HMO , London, 1983.
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MANAGEMENT OF AEROSPACE CONTRACT DOCUMENTATION BY INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT

OD by
Edrick G. Coppock

Director, Data Processing Civision

Technical Information Center, U. S. Department of Energy
P. 0. Box 62

Oak Ridge, TN 37831-9962

= The paper reviews methods of documenting and tracking contract requirements and
,,deliverables from the inception of a project through its completion. One specific sys-

tem, the Technical Information Monitoring System, will bediscussed in detail. Emphasis
is placed on the tracking of deliverables in the form of technical reporting require-
ments for research and development contracts for the U. S. Department of Energy. In
addition, the paper concentrates on the application of new technologies to improve pro-
ductivity and reduce overlap in energy research and development and to enhance contract
documentation and accelerate the dissemination of contractor research and development
reports and technical information.-

The primary mission of the U. S. Department of Energy's Technical Information
Center is to collect, organize, and disseminate as appropriate the results of
Department-funded research and development in all technical areas including defense,
nuclear, and other energy-related fields. We accomplish this mission largely through
the computerized processing of descriptions of Research in Progress and through the pro-
cessing and announcement of technical reports that are published as a result of research
and development projects.

Although we are a part of the Department of Energy, over 57% of our budget is
defense oriented. In addition, in 1982 approximately 20% of the unclassified and virtu-
ally 100% of the classified citations processed at the Technical Information Center were
defense related. As a result, we have many technical information interests in common
with the AGARD Technical Information Panel.

To understand the management controls on contract documentation, we must examine
the contracting process. In the Department of Energy, the two basic types of contracts
are the single, or nonintegrated, contracts and the integrated contracts. Each con-
tracting system is covered by a separate set of rules, regulations, and authorities.
Integrated contracts are the large umbrella contracts that the Department negotiates
with corporations, primarily for the operation of government-owned national laboratory
facilities, national museums, and research centers. The integrated contracts are nor-
mally mission oriented with several layers of tasks and subtasks defined for each
project within the mission. On the other hand, nonintegrated contracts normally are in
one specific research area and are limited In scope.

The nonintegrated contracts require two forms that are directly related to contract
documentation. The first, "Notice of Energy RD&D Project" (Appendix A), reports on
research, development, and demonstration projects in progress and is sent directly to
the Technical Information Center to be included in the Research in Progress Data Base.
The second form is "Reporting Requirements Checklist" (Appendix B), which details all
deliverables required by the contract, including technical information reporting
requirements. Deliverables Include all tangible items that must be dolivered to the
Government as a result of the contract work. In the case of research, most deliverables
are in the form of technical reports. This form, listing deliverables required, is sent
to Department Headquarters where it is entered into the Procurement and Assistance Data
System, a data base containing administrative information about all Department con-
tracts.

Under an integrated contract, each task is reported through the program official
who administers that particular part of the contract. Each project supervisor must sub-
mit annually a Field Task Proposal (Appendix C) that details the scope and funding of
the task. The Field Task Proposals are sent to the Headquarters Program Manager vi., the
Technical Information Center, where the information is captured and entered into the
Research in Progress Data Base.

In addition to the Research in Progress Data Base, the Technical Information Center
maintains several other data bases that are related to contract documentation. Among
the most important of these data bases are the Contract Number Authority, the Reports
Holding File, and the Tracking, Resources, Analysis, and Control System.

The Contract Number Authority is a data base of all Department of Energy research
and development contracts. The authority is updated monthly by tape from the Headquar-
ters Procurement an

4 
Assistance Data System. This information supplements other data

input at the Technical Information Center which are related to the receipt of deliver-
ables in the form of technical reporting requirements. Currently, we are tracking over
20 000 research and development contracts in the Contract Number Authority. The actual



data base is broken into three related files containing a total of 57 separate data
fields. Representative fields include the following data elements:

Contract Number Corporate Name - "
Award Date Corporate Civision
Award Amount Corporate Address
Description Dunn and Bradstreet Number
Technical Representative Several Phone Numbers
Award Administrator Reporting Requirements
Senior Investigator Last Date of Change
Project Manager Reporting Requirements Met

The present Contract Number Authority is the third generation of this data base.
The first version was a combination of Fortran and Assembler; the second was a Data Base,'
Management System interfaced into Assembler; and the present version is on a Data Base
Management System in its entirety. I

The Reports Holding File is a data base of all reports held by the Technical Infor-
mation Center which were received after 1976. This is a second generation data base
designed entirely on a Data Base Management System and searchable by practically every
data field. The original version was written in Fortran and could be searched only by
the report number.

The Reports Holding File currently contains information on almost 300 000 reports,
the majority of which are Department of Energy reports published as a deliverable on a
Department research and development contract. Owing to the physical size of the data
base, the data base is broken into four identical files. Each entry in the data base
contains 24 fields. A representative sample of the data elements in each field is as
follows:

Report Number Availability of Report
Contract Number Number of Copies Received

Department of Energy Accession Number Classification
Date of Report Origin

The Tracking, Resources, Analysis, and Control System--known more simply as the
Report Tracking System--is a combination of human interfacing, hardware technology, and
computer data bases. This system permits Department contract officers and management to
obtain data instantaneously on any technical information contract deliverable. Also,
the system permits the computer to produce management control and documentation reports
giving the location of any deliverable for a technical information contract, provided
the deliverable is in the Technical Information Center processing cycle.

The basic concept of the Report Tracking System is to assign a unique Department of
Energy accession number to each report deliverable and to use this number to track the
deliverable through the system. When each contract deliverable arrives at the Technical
Information Center, we put the document in a folder with a label that is coded in the
universal optical recognition format. At the same time, we establish which of several
standard routes this particular document will follow. Then, the document moves from one
processing station to another (potentially 20 different functions), and the location of
the document is tracked as follows. At each station a bar-code reader consisting of a
ruby wand and an asynchronous ASCII character generator transmits the code on the label
to the host computer through a multiplexer. The multiplexer generates a time stamp and
a station identifier that is passed to the host computer along with the information gen-
erated by the bar code reader. Software in the host computer generates a data base
record that is updated to the Document Tracking Data Base. From this update procedure,
several important determinations can be made concerning the status of the document being
tracked. The first determination is the real-time location of the document. Since a

predetermineo standard route is already associated with the document, we can also deter-
mine whether the document is staying on its assigned route and whether any stations have
been missed.

Although each of the preceding systems is a stand-alone entity within itself, the
systems use common terminology and syntax and have been designed to interrelate with
other systems so that control of contract documentation is integrated into the overall
Technical Information Center technical information management function. The name we
have applied to this concept is the Department of Energy Technical Information Monitor-
ing System. I would emphasize that the monitoring system itself is not a data base or
even a stand-alone system. It is rather a concept of the relationship and the integra-
tion of the individual data systems of the Technical Information Center which make moni-
toring of technical information contracts a reality. The integration of this concept
with other services at the Technical Information Center makes possible several extremely
useful functions for the Department. First, by periodically examining the technical
information reporting requirements for contracts which are in the Contract Number
Authority, we can determine the deliverables that are due at the Technical Information
Center. In turn, if we examine the type of deliverable, i.e., monthly, annual, or final
technical report or Notice of Research and Development in Progress, the software enables
us to check the Reports Holding File and the Research in Progress files and to determine

delinquent deliverables for each contract. In addition, checking the Contract Number
Authority for the responsible program manager gives us the proper official to be noti-
fied of the delinquencies. Appendix D shows a typical delinquent report.



Another tool of the monitoring system is an online query program that permits pro-
gram managers to query the data bases from several perspectives: to establish which
reports have been printed from each contract; to determine which contract produced a
specific report; or to obtain any other information concerning contract documentation
that will be useful to the project manager. Appendix E shows a typical terminal session
in the query system.

By designing an Interrelated set of data bases and files for contract documenta-
tion, we have gained several other fringe benefits for our main processing system. The
technical results of research and development projects can be bibliographically
described, abstracted, and indexed and ultimately can be announced through the
Department's technical abstract journals and also made available for online searching on
the Department's Bibliographic Energy Data Base, which contains the world's largest col-
lection of citations of international energy research and development. Several controls
can be placed on the data processing cycle to ensure accuracy of the data before they
are released to the user community. For example, each contract number in the biblio-
graphic stream is validated against the Contract Number Authority. Each Department
accession number and report number is validated against the Report Tracking System. In
addition, the design cf the Contract Documentation System has permitted us to design an
Incremental Input System for the bibliographic data which permits a relational defini-
tion of the bibliographic data to information in several of the Technical Information
Monitoring files. As a result we make significantly more efficient use of personnel,
obtain more accurate data, and virtually eliminate the redundant keying that inevitably
creeps into a complex data processing system.

Now that we have examined the management of contract documentation from the govern-
ment perspective, we need to review the management of contract documentation from the
industry perspective.

The Technical Information Center's responsibility related to the management of con-
tract documentation by industry is the oversight and appraisal of contractor and Depart-
ment technical information functions. The primary objective of this program is to
ensure that the Department's technical information is being documented, collected, con-
trolled, and disseminated in a manner that enhances the Department's multibillion dollar
annual research and development effort. The primary appraisal methods are onsite
reviews and statistical comparisons of the information products of the organizations
performing work for the Department. The various automated systems previously discussed
provide an abundance of statistical data that benefit the appraisal, contract manage-
ment, and program management by the responsible Department officials.

From the contractor's perspective, contract documentation and contract management
are major efforts because of the previously mentioned reporting systems for contractor
information and the fact that a great deal of the contractor's efforts is performed
under subcontract. Accordingly, the Department's contractors utilize many of the same
technologies used by the Technical Information Center. Online contract management and
technical information data bases are commonplace at major contractor sites.

Most contractors maintain a separate staff organization to manage the contract
administration function. The contract organization is normally closely aligned with the
financial :rganization(s) and uses many of the same information systems, i.e., finan-
cial, planning, production statistics, etc. Since technical information is the primary
deliverable under a research type contract, the technical information function is
usually performed by a completely separate organization consisting of a technical infor-
mation department and associated library. After the contract management staff has exe-
cuted the contractual agreements and has incorporated the appropriate technical informa-
tion reporting requirements, the technical information department is responsible for
ensuring that technical information systems and procedures are followed within the
organization and that the contractual requirements pertaining to technical information
are satisfied.

Another essential function of the contractors' technical information departments is
the operation of the technical libraries. The libraries form the nucleus of the flow of
research and development information among researchers of the same organization and
serve as the primary interface with the centralized technical information system of the
Department. The Technical Information Center's data bases are normally accessed through
the libraries of the research contractors, and many of the technologies applied at the
Technical Information Center are developed in coordination with the libraries.

The high technology systems that have been developed not only provide a sound basis
for the appraisal of the Department's technical information function but also provide
contractors with the mechanisms to manage their own contract and technical information
functions.

In summary, by careful planning of contract administration and by taking advantage
of hardware and software innovations, the Department of Energy has been able to imple-
ment a system that answers both the needs of local management for monitoring all aspects
of processing technical information contract deliverables and the needs of Headquarters
program management to properly monitor all technical information aspects of contracts.
In addition, by careful consideration of the relationship between the contract documen-
tation and bibliographic processing, we have been able to design a truly integrated Sys-
tem with significant savings in manpower and money.
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1040 NOTICE OF ENERGY RD&D PROJECT
APPROVED FOR USE BY RAmOI
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1 Descriptive title of work

2.Pefrming organizati control number 3.___Contr___act or gparnw rn
Work status Q) New QD Continuing [J Terminated

4 Contracto's principal investigatoriprofect manager and adordress ware 10orc is perore
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C Research organization
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D. Location where the work is being performed
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6. Supporting organization
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B. Technical monitor (Last, irst M11___________________ C. Phone: FTS -_______

o Address (If different from DOE Hqs.)
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E Administrative monitor (Last, First, MH)_________________

7 Project schedule
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(owt YON) oie) (yW

SFunding in thousands of dollars (Funds represent buidget obligations for operaing In beis GCFAWsri

B
C

D For DOE protects, enter budgetin and reporting classification codse___________________
E Interagency agreement I(Specify funding agency)
F Agency in-house efor (Check if applicable) []
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expected product. Cluentify where possible),

*1,



10. List the five most descriptive publications in the last Yeaw that are available to the public which have resultted from t6,e
Progect (lease give a comiplete bibliographic citation Use additional sheets if necessary).

11General technology categories (Enter applicable code of codas from instructional.

WM ED I] M [] WW1IEE WED E]

12. Type of research activity (Check applicable activities)

A []Basi research H. Mathematical model develolpmrerrt

Ba. Applied research I.[ Data analysisiassessimenits

C ]i.oaoy sca R&D J. []nformation systemns management

0 El]Technology development K. Policy analysi

E Field study L.[ Socioeconomic

F [Pilot planit scale R&D M. [Other (specify)

Gi ]Full Scale demonstration N. ]Not appliable

13 keywords (Please list 5 kieywords)

14 IS this research project solely an ANAL YTICALJPAPER STUDY?
(Non experimental, paper and pencil. compifl analysis, etc.). YES-__ NO____

15 Respondent's Name: __________________ Phone No. Ow________ ae:______

Street. ______________

City: ________________ Stiae Zip:_______ ______
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APPENDIX D

STATUS FILE

Showing Reporting Requirements (By Code)

and

Required Reports That Have NOT Been
Received by TIC
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APPENDIX E

R RNBNCN

WELCOME . . .
to the Technical Information Center's Reports Holdings File, "TIC's RHF"

. . . . .PLEASE .......
follow directions on your screen carefully

TYPE "X" any time for an EXIT

OPTION SEARCH ELEMENT

F FORMAT of Reports Holdings File
H H E L P
1 Last seven digits of Contract No.
2 DE number (accession number, Bar-Code number)
3 Report Number

4 PARTIAL search - please be patient I
X EXIT from this program

TYPE OPTION .... I

TYPE Magic-7 last digits of Contract No... ET41900

CONTRACT NUMBERS FOUND= I

CURRENT CN= ACO9-79ET41900

Would you like to see full contract information ? (Y or N): Y

ACO9-79ET41900 REP REQMTS: AK
CONTRACTOR: ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL PATENT OF : SR

AL ENERGY SYSTEMS GRO AWARD TYPE: U
CANOGA PARK CA 91304 AWARD DATE: 9/13/1979

AWARD ADM : R. D. SIMPSON AWARD AMT : 3462082
TECH REP : W. B. WILSON COMP DATE : 9/30/1981
SR INVEST : DR. A. MARTIN CLOSE OUT : 12/81
PROJ MGR : T. B. HINDMAN
TITLE : DEVELOPMENT OF TAILORED CRYSTALLINE CERAMICS FOR GEOLOGIC
STORAGE OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Above is the full Contract information

Would you like to see all reports in our "holdings" file 7 (Y or N): Y

SEARCHING .......

18 REPORT(s) FOUND under Contract Number: ACO9-79ET41900

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--1 REPPC: T/O0/80
DENO : DE REPDT: 04/80 SOURC: NTIS PC A02/MF AO

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--1O REPPC: T/04/82
DENO : DE82020264 REPDT: 04/82 SOURC: NTIS PC AO2/MF A01

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--12 REPPC: T/09/81
DENO : DE82012506 REPDT: 09/81 SOURC: NTIS PC A04/MF A01

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--13 REPPC: T/03/82
DENO : DE82013288 REPDT: 03/82 SOURC: NTIS PC A03/MF AO

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--14 REPPC: T/03/82
DENO : DE82013246 REPDT: 03/82 SOURC: NTIS PC A02/MF A01

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--16 REPPC: T/02/82
DENO : DE83007885 REPDT: 02/83 SOURC: NTIS PC A04/MF A01

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--17 REPPC: T/02/83
DENO : DE83006235 REPDT: 02/83 SOURC: NTIS PC A07/MF A01
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TYPE "M" to continue, OPTION NUMBER for next search,
or REPORT NUMBER for FULL format... M

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--18 REPPC: T/02/83
DENO : DE83007892 REPDT: 02/83 SOURC: NTIS PC A06/MF AO

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--2 REPPC: T/O0/8O
DENO : DE81011139 REPDT: 12/80 SOURC: NTIS PC A03/MF A01

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--3 REPPC: T/00/81
DENO : DE81013031 REPDT: 02/81 SOURC: NTIS PC A03/MF A01

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--4 REPPC: T/O0/81
DENO : DE81015979 REPDT: 03/81 SOURC: NTIS PC A03/MF A01

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--5 REPPC: T/00/81
DENO : DE81030154 REPDT: 08/81 SOURC: NTIS PC A03/MF A01

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--6 REPPC: T/O0/81
DENO : DE81030153 REPDT: 08/81 SOURC: NTIS PC A05/MF A01

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--7 RFPPC: T/00/81
DENO : DE81028554 REPDT: 06/81 SOURC: NTIS PC A03/MF A01

TYPE "M" to continue, OPTION NUMBER for next search,
or REPORT NUMBER for FULL format... M

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--8 REPPC: T/00/81
DENO : DE81028502 REPDT: 07/81 SOURC: NTIS PC A04/MF A01

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--9 REPPC: T/00/81
DENO : DE81026067 REPDT: 07/81 SOURC: NTIS PC A03/MF AO

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--T1 REPPC: Q/4Q/79
DENO : DE REPDT: 02/80 SOURC: NTIS PC A02/MF A01

REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--T2 REPPC: Q/lQ/80
DENO : DE REPDT: 05/80 SOURC: NTIS PC A03/MF AOl

TYPE "M" to continue, OPTION NUMBER for next search,
or REPORT NUMBER for FULL format... DOE/ET/41900--16

1. REPNO: DOE/ET/41900--16 8. REPDT: 02/83
2. CNTR ACO9-79ET41900 9. REPPC: T/02/83
3. DENO : DE83007885 10. SOURC: NTIS PC AO4/MF A01
4. ENTDT: 3-14-1983 11. DSTCD: 24
5. CLASS: U 12. AVLCD: 1
6. CATNO: 70 13. COPRE: 323
7. ANNCM: ERA;EDB;INIS 14. DRWNO: 1233

TYPE "R" to return to menu, or optior NUMBER for next search .... 4

TYPE "DE" for partial DE number, "RN" for partial report number... RN

TYPE partial report number... DOETIC7000

3: RNs found that begin with: DOETIC7000

SORTING .......

REPNO: DOE/TIC--7000 Rev 4 REPPC: X/10/79
DENO : DE REPDT: 10/79 SOURC: NTIS N/P

REPNO: DOE/TIC--7O0O-R5 REPPC: X/03/81
DENO : DE81012130 REPDT: 03/81 SOURC: NTIS PC A99/MF A01

REPNO: DOE/TIC--7OOO-R5 App. REPPC: X/O0/81
DENO : DE82005770 REPDT: 10/81 SOURC: NTIS PC A11/MF AO

TYPE "NM" to continue, OPTION NUMBER for next search,
or REPORT NUMBER for FULL format... F

TYPE "R" to return to menu, or option NUMBER for next search .... F

TYPE "R" to return to menu, or option NUMBER for next search .... X

AT.



YOUR SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS ARE WELCOME

PLEASE CONTACT MICKEY MOORE, DATA PROCESSING DIV. AT TIC - FTS 626-1138

PLEASE TYPE "K/F" AND A CARRIAGE RETURN

BEFORE YOU DISCONNECT YOUR PHONE LINE TO TIC III

END OF EXECUTION
CPU TIME: 1.61 ELAPSED TIME: 3:46.80
EXIT

y

em . . .. . |.. l 1 1 11 me i . -- ,... - -



OCompuer-basod conforenclng
0Jacob Palme, Senior Researcher

Stockholm University Computing Centre - QZ

Box 27322, S-102 54 Stockholm, Sweden

MAbstract:tComputer conferencing is a more powerful communication medium

than electronic mail. The important difference is that computer conferen-
cing provides structping facilities on the data base of text documents, by

0putting text items into conferences and sub-discussinq s within a confe-

rence. This structuring will be essential to allow users to control and

m order the large information flow which will occur in the future.

Computerized conferencing

will probably start to play

a major role in the eighties

in furthering regional and

international cooperation.

A computerized teleconfe- : -

r enc ing system can be seen

as ,soirthing hal fway bet- Ot

ween a conference and a very 4

rapidly published news-

letter. The system can be

used by hundreds of people
at diverse geographical

locations. Each user must

have access to a simple com-

puter terminal; a typical

user sits at 'ihis terminal

once or twice a day.

The system has a data base, consisting of a large number of text messages.

Each such text message can contain any text written in ordinary human

language which the author wants to put there. There are two main kinds of

messages: the first, called a letter, is a message from one user to a

single or a number of other users. The second type, called a conference

entry is stored in one of several computerized conferences. A number of

users are members of the computerized cor.ference. Each member normally

reads all that is written in the conference and also can freely write

messages into the conference, which are then made available to all the

other members of the conference.

The computer remembers which messages each user has already seen. When

users connect to the system, they will get all their new letters and all

the new entries in the conferences they are members of. They can directly

write their own messages, which will then immediately be stored in the

database.

It is important to note that rarely do al1 members of a computerized con-

ference sit at their terminal at the same time, conducting an ordinary

meeting but with written instead of vocal communication. Instead, a typi-

cal user connects once or twice a day at times suitable to this user, gets

all news and writes any comments or new messages into the system. Thus,

the system is in a way more similar to a very rapidly published newsletter

than to a conference.

Some advantoges with computer conferenclng

You can take part in many on-going conferences using much less time

than for face-to-face meetings.

You can read and write at times suitable to yourself, when you have

free time, or something to say or to ask for.

4..1-...01 m mmm~la l . --.----- - -



Communication can go on every day over several months or years, which

means that you must not wait for the next scheduled meeting to take .

up a problem. This also means that you can, if you wish, wait a day or
two with a reply to look up facts or consider the matter.

You can skip messages of less interest and use the computer to help%

you select or search for what you want to read.

You can get a large group of people to look at a proposal or a .

question and get their comments within a day or two.

Because you save the time and cost of travel much more intense and
close cooperation is possible across geographical distances. Because
everyone can connect at a time of their own choice, communication'
across time zones is made more easy.

People with different mother tongues often find it easier to under-

stand each other by written than by spoken language.

Computerized conferencing seems to work well in groups of fifty or a
hundred participants, while it is well known that face-to-face
meetings can be cumbersome with more than about seven participants.

Computerized conferencing should not be seen as a replacement for all
face-to-face meetings, since experience with existing systems shows that
most of the communication is of a new kind which would not have taken
place at all if this tool had not been available. There are of course
certain tasks, for example those including complex negotiations, where

the fast and immediate interaction of face-to-face meetings is essential.

Examples of computerized teleconferences:

Exchange of experience between people with similar tasks but placed
in different locations, for example exchange of experience between
users of a common computer system or application including contacts
with the developers and maintainers of the software.

Collection of comments and ideas on suggestions and proposals from a
geographically distributed group of people; for example, obtaining
comments on a proposed change in the characteristics of a product

from its users.

Contacts in groups working toward a common goal but spread at

different locations, for example, the members of a standards
committee.

Getting answers to questions by posing them to a group of people
well-informed in the subject area of the question, for example, how
to find a product with particular desired characteristics.

Contacts between sales offices in many different countries and the
main office. Computer conferencinq is usually much cheaper than

telex.

Computer Conferencing is more
then Electronic Mail

All good computer conferencing systems are also good electronic mail
systems. But computer conferencing systems provide something more:

The receivers of information have better facilities for controlling
the communication process and avoid the problems with information
overload which occur with all large electronic mail systems.

Computer conferencing helps to establish communication between
people who are distant geographically or organizationally.

Sociological studies show that such people are more successful.
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Computer conferencing gives a communication which is both very fast
and efficient and also psychologically well suited to communication
even in larger groups than are suitable for face-to-face meetings.

Functional differences between
computer conferencing and electronic mail

Both electronic mail and computer conferencing is based on humans entering
messages from computer terminals. Similar to both systems is also that the
people communicating are rarely using the system at the same moment of
time. This is an important difference from face-to-face meetings, where
everyone has to meet at the same time.

In a pure electronic mail system, the sender of a messages enters from
his/her terminal the names of those who are to receive the message. This
facility is also present in computer conferencing systems. But messages in
computer conferencing systems can also be sent to conferences. Messages

sent to a conference are made available to (but not forced upon) all
members of the conference. Conferences can be open (public) which means
that anyone interested in the subject of the conference can join, or they
can be closed, which means that the organizers of the conference decide
who can take part in the conference.

Users of a computer conference system connect regularly, e.g. once a day to
the system. They then read new letters to them and new messages in the
conferences in which they participate.

For every user who is a member of a conference, the system keeps a counter
of how far this user has read in the list of messages in this conference.
The user is shown only new messages when connecting to the system. Users
can however review old messages if they wish to do so.

Environment Data base Relocation
protection handl ing planning
group group group

What Peter Jonsen What Mary Smith
has seen has seen

This figure shows the main principles of the news control facility in a
computer conference system. In the figure, Peter Jonsen is a member of the

first and second conference, and Mary Smith is a member of the second and
third conference. There is a pointer in the data base for each person and
each conference of which this person is a member. This pointer shows how

far that person has read. Thus, users can enter the system at different
times, and the system can show each user what is new to that user. If a
user has been away for a few days, s/he will not miss anything. The number

of entries below the marker will simply be larger than if a user connects
more often.



Distribution of control

There are at least three parties involved in a communication process: The

sender of a message, the receiver of a message and the organization using
the communication system. More control for one of these three parties may

mean less control for the other parties. A good computer conference system
tries to achieve a balance of control between them. There is reason to

believe that this will give a better communication process than a system
where the communication process is too much controlled by one of the
parties.

In a system where the communication process is too much controlled by the

sender of the information, problems with information overload will for

example often occur. This is the case with most electronic mail systems,
where the sender of a message has almost all the control, deciding which
people are to read the message sent.

All control with - Balance of control - All control with
the sender the receiver

Electronic Computer conferencing Typical information

Mail system system retrieval system

This balance of control is achieved in the following way:

The sender of a message in a conference system can tell the system the
names of one or more people who are to receive a message. In this case, the

sender has full control of the receiver list. The receivers can send the
message along to other people, but this is still a control from the
sender, since the receiver now acts as a new sender.

92 % of all messages read in the COM computer conference system are
however conference notices, not personally addressed letters. In this

case, control is distributed between the sender, the receiver and the

organizer. The sender decides to which conferences the message is sent.

The organizer can remove messages from a conference which do not belong to
the subject of the conference. For open conferences, the receiver decides
which conferences to join. For closed meetings, the organizer decides who
are allowed to participate, but a conference participant can always
withdraw from a closed conference. The receiver decides the priorityin
which different conferences are to e read.

More communication between distant people

This table shows how much of the communication in a large research insti-

tute using the COM computer conference system which went between people
who were close and distant in the organization.

Using the Using the con-
mail facility ference facility

Communication between people
within one department 77 % 38 1

Communicatin b-tween people

in different departments 23 % 62 %

These result shows that there is a difference between who communicates

with whom using the mail and the conference facility in the system. The
mail facility gives more communication between people who are close
geographically or organizationally and who know each other well. The

conference facility gives more communication between people who are far

away and do not know each other. Th reason for this is that the sender of
a conference entry need not know the names of all the people who are to
receive the entry.
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This is important because sociological studies show that people who have
many contacts at larger organizational and geographical distances are

more successful. They tend to be less conservative, they will easier
accept new ideas and they are less prone to get stuck with bad or

suboptimal solutions to their problems.

Larger groups work better

The figure below shows an important difference between computer conferen-

cing and ordinary face-to-face meetings. The figure illustrates a group of

12 people communicating.

Conference s fstem: Longer writing time but shorter reading time

Writing Reading Total time

3.6 min. 11 times 0.47 = 5.2 minutes. 3.6 + 5.2 = 11.2 minutes.

Ordinaryweetn: You talk faster than you write, but you listen

slower than you read:

rI I I I I I

Total time for talking and listening: 12 times 1.7 = 20.4 minutes.

Communication through a computer conference system is thus more efficient

with time. If the time and cost of travel is included, the conference

system is of course even more efficient. Studies on the COM computer

conference system shows that if the same communication which takes place

in COM would be performed through face-to-face meetings, the cost would be
more than ten t imes larger. This estimate incIudes both travel costs,

computer system costs and the value of the time of the people who use the

system.

The reason why the reading time is shorter in the conference system is not
only because people read faster than they listen, hut also because a

conference system allows every participant to decide how much time to

spend on each message. You can read carefully items of importance and skip

items with information you already know or which is of no interest to you.

This difference is not only an efficiency factor. It is also important

psychologically. With twelve participants, is in tho example above, every

person uses about a third of his/her time gi ting information and about two

thirds of the time receiving information, in the computer conference

system. In an ordinary face-to-face meeting, they would on average talk 8

% of the time and listen 92 % of the time. Communication works psychologi-
cally better with computer conferencing, because you are not forced to be

a passive listener as much as in face-to-face meetings. This also means

that computer conferences can work well even in group sizes of 30-100

people which would be very difficult to manage in face-to-face meetings.

The marginal cost of letting one person more take part in the communica-

tion is much lower with comptiter conferencing than with face-to-face

meetings. This makes it economically possible to have larger group sizes,

which means that more people can contribute with ideas and thus improves

the quality of the result.
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Distribution lists

Some electronic mail systems have distribution lists. You can send a
message to a distribution list, and it will then be sent to all people on
the distribution list. Note that this is not at all the same thing as

computer conferencing. Much use of such distribution lists will cause
severe information overload problems, while computer conference systems
provide a way of solving this problem. The importance with computer
conferencing is not only that messages can be sent to a group of people,

but also that the receivers can decide which conference to take part in,

and in which order to read news in d ltat .t conferences.

The CO anid PORTACOI systems

CON and PORTACOM T M  are two functionally similar computer conferencing

systems. Basic principles of CON and PORTACOM is to base the systems on a
very general-purpose basic data base structure. On top of this general-
purpose data base structure is built a user interface which is designed to

be both very easy to use for the beginner and very powerful for the

advanced user at the same time.

The data base consists of one area storing entry texts, one area storing

users and conferences, and one area storing links between the texts, users

and conferences. A text can be sent to any number of users or conferences

by establishing links between the text and the receivers, a user can

become a member of a conference by establishing a link between the user

and the conference.

The user interface uses a combination of menus and commands. Novice users

are guided by menus, but any command to the system can actually be given

at any menu, and the menu alternatives are actually only a selection of
the system commands. In this way, the system is easy to use for beginners

because of the menus, hut powerful for the advanced users since any

command can be given at any time.

Where is COM used?

At QZ, we have two large CON systems running, one with a Swedish-language

and one with an English-language data base. The Swedish-language system
has when this is written (April 1983) about 1000 users taking part in
about 300 active conferences. The English-language system has about 400

active users from more than 10 countries or three continents. The inter-

nationl user take part in about 60 activo conferences. CON ani PORTACOM

systems are also installed at about 20 other computer sites in Europe and
Amer ica.

CON was originally developed for the DECsystem-l0 and DECsystem-20
computers. PORTACOM is a portable version of COM, written in rascal. and
its development is financed jointly by nine E' ropean countries. PORTACOM
will be available on the following computer models: Norsk Data Nord-100,
Digital Vax-Il/VMS, IBM/370, Univac 1100, Burroughs 7P00, Siemens B-2000
and Control Data Cyber. Implementations on 32- bit micros are also

planned.
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The GILT project
The GILT project is a Joint European project to develop a standard for the
interconnection of computer-based message systems. Most other standards
for the interconnection of computer-based message systems are only
designed for interconnecting mail systems, and usually only provide two
functions, a SEND-MAIL and a NAME-SERVER function. GILT is designed for
the interconnection of both mail and conference systems. In addition the
the above fuctions, GILT will define many more functions, for example the
establishment of a parallel conference at several computer sites with
automatic exchange of messages and the facility for one system to read
messages from the data base of another system.
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AUTOMATED DOCUMENT REQUEST AND DELIVERY SYSTEMS
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

Stuart Ede0Head of Records
British Library Lending Division

Boston Spa, Wetherby
West Yorkshire LS23 7BQ

United Kingdom

iY
U-4There are already in use in the UK a variety of methods for the telecommunication of

requests: through direct terminal-to-computer and computer-to-computer links or via
information retrieval database systems. These are described with particular reference to
the British Library Lending Division's Automated Request Transmission (ART) services.
Possible extensions of these services are also outlined. A rapid document delivery

~service based on facsimile transmission between British Library sites has been in
operation for some time, and the results of a pilot service to international users
employing more advanced equipment are reported. The increasing provision of satellite
links and developments in digital optical recording (DOR) discs and electronic publishing
are stimulating the planning of more revolutionary electronic document delivery systems.
Factors affecting the provision of such services are discussed as a prelude to a review
of a number of UK and European initiatives.

1. INTRODUCTION

Papers presented at past AGARD TIP symposia, and in particular those of Lancaster(l)
and Hampel(2) have identified the technological developments that will stimulate radical
changes in the patterns of information transfer. This paper is intended to serve as a
progress report on the realization of elements of the new information chain by using as
examples automated document request and delivery systems in the UK.

The highly centralized nature of the interlending system in the UK inevitably means
that particular reference must be made to the British Library Lending Division. It is
hoped the Division needs little introduction. Its loan/photocopy services have been
described by Norton(3) at a previous AGARD TIP symposium. Its comprehensive collection
of serials covering research activity across the world, its English language monograph
acquisition programme and its enormous stock -" unclassified report literature enable it
to satisfy a very high proportion of its users' needs worldwide. The defence and
aerospace community is a valued and important sector of its user base. Concentrating on
the UK and the Lending Division will not unnecessarily restrict the scope of the paper.
The increasingly international dimension of information transfer means that European and
North American initiatives will also be drawn in as they impinge upon the UK.

* One of the major advantages of electronic document delivery is speed, and obtaining
documents speedily requires not only rapid delivery but the rapid transmission of
requests. A description of the Lending Division's Automated Request Transmission (ART)
services together with possible future developments therefore precedes a discussion of
the factors affecting electronic document delivery and an overview of some current
initiatives in this field. But between these two main topics the application of a.1 older
but still developing technology, facsimile transmission, is presented.

2. AUTOMATED REQUEST TRANSMISSION

Requests transmitted by means other than mail now account for nearly a quarter of all
a requests received by the Lending Division. These requests come via:
* I

* Telex

DOCLINE

Database services

DIALOG DIALORDER
SDC ORBIT ORBDOC
ESA-IRS PRIMORDIAL
BLAISELINE ADRS

ARTTeI

Over telephone networks
Over packet switched networks

Figure 1 shows the relative proportions of these for the 1982/3 financial year. Telex
still accounts for the largest number of requests, but a rapidly Increasing proportion
are now being received via database services and ARTTel. The handling of Telex requests
by the Lending Division has been computerized since the mid-1970s, but, since the syxtem
also forms the basis for the ARTTel service, It is best described in that context.



DOCLINE was developed during the first half of the last decade to take requests from
agents in overseas countries. Under this system users' requests are stored on the agent's.,...
computer in a ready-to-print format, and at daily intervals Lending Division staff dial
up the computer from a printer terminal. Requests are printed directly onto continuous
stationery photocopy forms similar to the normal postal forms to which the Lending
Division document retrieval processes are geared. Organizations using this method of
request transmission are the National Library of Medicine and Centre for Research
Libraries in the USA and Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden, all of which act
for groups of libraries.

Requesting via database services has shown a very rapid growth over the past year,
as links have been established with the major systems. It can be expected to rise still 
faster when, it is hoped, the facility can be offered in the UK. This is anticipated in
1984 when a deposit accounting system similar to that provided for overseas users can be
introduced to operate in parallel with the prepaid form accounting which has been the
mainstay of interlending in the UK for the last two decades. Users of services such as
DIALOG find it particularly convenient to be able to turn references retrieved from
database searches into document requests without having to rekey the citations. This is
shown schematically in Figure 2. Requests not retrieved from databases can also be keyed
in, but, if there are large numbers of such requests then it should be more economic to
use ARTTel.

In this context it is interesting to note that a survey (4) conducted in 1982 showed
that for only 11% of all requests on the Lending Division was the source of reference an
information retrieval database system. Even conventional abstracting and indexing

publications, though the largest single category, still accounted for only 26%. Citations
in journal articles or books (25% and 19% respectively) were the other main sources
reported. While there is clearly potential for considerable growth in the use of
database services and probably in associated automated document requesting as well, it is
obvious that there will have to be continuing provision for direct requesting services
such as ARTTel.

Since its launch as a pilot scheme in the Autumn of 1981 ARTTel has shown remarkable
growth, despite the fact that until now it has only been available over the telephone
network. By dialling up the ART minicomputer a user can transmit requests from his
terminal, microcomputer, minicomputer or mainframe. Two modes of transmission are
supported: interactive for terminal-to-computer link, and block mode transmission of files
of requests stored, say, on the user's microcomputer. Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of
ARTTel. Requests are sent in a predefined format in which the bibliographic citation
must conform to a maximum of 11 lines of 40 characters each to allow it to be printed
onto a continuous stationery form resembling the Lending Division postal form. The
despatch address is extracted from the address database on the ART minicomputer which
controls the format checking and printing of requests as well as the incoming lines.

The growth of this service is probably due to two factors: the increasing availability
of terminals and microcumputers in libraries, and the fact that even over the telephone
network the transmission costs can be cheaper than Telex. Some calculations done in 1982
showed that the transmission cost per request could be reduced by a factor of three over
Telex. The ARTTel service is expected to really accelerate in growth when, before the end
of the year the ART minicomputer is connected to the UK Packet Switched Service (and
thence to packet switched networks across the world). Then transmission costs per
request will fall by an order of magnitude over Telex. Further advantages will be higher
quality transmission and the ability to connect devices of differing baud rates.

An interesting extension of this service will be the provision of microcomputer
software to libraries to assist their internal administration of tasks associated with
interlending, such as keeping track of borrowers, recalls, etc. The Lending Division has
awarded a grant to Leicester Polytechnic to find a suitable microcomputer database package
that could form the core of such a system. A further potential application would be the
use of the microcomputer to search remote databases, retrieve references, store them
locally while the user's own stock is checked and then transmit requests for items not
available locally to the Lending Division via ARTTel.

One alternative to mail on the periphery of automated document requesting, but which
is nonetheless relevant, is the Division's Urgent Action Service. This is being offered
initially in the UK, whereby users can telephone the Division and receive personal
attention and an immediate response as to the availability of the item required. Unlike
the other methods of automated document requesting the Lending Division does impose an
extra charge in this case to cover the personal service. The service, which is still very
ne% has proved very popular for that occasional request that is very urgent and for which
the user is prepared to pay extra. It is hoped to offer this service abroad when
sufficient experience has been gained with the pilot scheme in the UK Facsimile
transmission of the document is also intended to be offered as an option.

Possible lines of development for the Lending Division's ART service include in the
medium term receipt of requests via Prestel, the UK public viewdata system, and over
private viewdata networks, though it should be noted that investigations into the
provision of such links are still at a very early stage. The Dvi sion will also be
hoping to draw on the BL Science Reference Library's experience with its recently
announced electronic mail service, whereby it will accept patent requests via British
Telecom Gold.
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3. FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

Facsimile transmission is a technology that has been used to good effect by the
Japanese and the newspaper industry for some considerable time now. The British Library,
too, has several years of experience using Group 2 machines for transmitting documents
from the Lending Division at Boston Spa in Yorkshire to readers in the main reading roo,
of the Science Reference Library in London. Requests are sent either by telephone or by
fax. By and large transmission of the documents has to be slow to achieve acceptable
quality, and dedicated lines are eminently preferable to dial-up connection which is
expensive and prone to quality problems.

The increasing availability of the more advanced Group 3 machines and an expression
of interest by Chalmers University of Technology, the DOCLINE agent for a group of Swedish
libraries, prompted the setting up this year of a three month experiment to explore the
possibility of facsimile transmission as an alternative to mail for the despatch of
documents. The results show that it is still expensive, at approximately £1 per page to
transmit to Sweden, even over packet switched networks. It is also labour intensive in
that photocopies have to be produced first in order to feed the single sheet scanner, and
up to I in 4 pages need to be retransmitted. However, quality is acceptable, and it is
thought that, as with the Urgent Action Service, users will be prepared to pay for the
occasional urgent item. Planning for this service is proceeding currently.

4. ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DELIVERY

Before examining the factors that may affect the growth of electronic document
delivery and reviewing existing services and plans for new ones, it is advisable to
understand what is meant by the term. Because it covers a multitude of variations, any
attempt at a standard definition would have to be so all encompassing as to be meaningless.
It is best therefore to try to visualize the components of a system by example. Figure 4
represents in greatly simplified form an idealized system which makes use of several of
the newer technologies heralded as the most likely components of electronic document
delivery services of the future.

Thus there is a large store of documents held on a jukebox of digital optical
recording (DOR) discs. There are other technologies which might be used instead, such as
videomicrographics or conventional magnetic discs that are used for existing full text
retrieval systems, but DOR is generaly thought to offer the most potential for cost
effective, very high density storage of documents, especially those that comprise both
text and graphics.

Requests could be received by the document supply centre in any of the ways described

earlier. The desired item would be located on the DOR store by indexes to the document
collection mounted on a computer. These indexes would enable the supplier (or the user
if he is allowed access) to translate bibliographic citations (or article numbers from
information retrieval systems) into an address in the store.

Once retrieved the document would be transmitted by satellite to the requester's
ground station. Satellites will offer the high speed, wide bandwith telecommunications
necessary for the transmission of graphics or facsimile images of text which require
large volumes of bits to represent them. The integrated services digital networks (ISDNs)
being planned by several of the world's PTTs could also be used for the transmission of
documents. Moving down the scale, existing packet switched or telephone networks are
being used currently for retrieval from full text databases mounted on magnetic disc
stores, but here speed of transmission is a limiting factor. At the low technology end
of the distribution spectrum the ADONIS project (of which more later) in its initial
phase would have relied upon a network of distribution centres, each with its set of DOR
discs, which would print documents on demand for despatch to requesters by mail or
transport scheme. In this case much of the speed advantage would have been lost. A
further variant would be the sale of DOR discs to user libraries, but this then becomes
more an alternative form of publishing than electronic document delivery.

The last main component is the user's ground station and means of obtaining hard copy.
Here laser printing could offer fast, high definition printing. The cost of laser
printers is falling rapidly. An optional facility might be the ability to view a
document in part on a VDU to assess its relevance before requesting the full text from
the supplier.

An element in the electronic document delivery chain that deserves equal attention is
how the documents are reduced to electronic form in the first place. A longer term
possibility is that output from publishers' computer typesetting processes can be loaded
directly onto DOR discs. This Is attractive In that the text can be recorded in character
encoded form which is much more compact than a facsimile image. Graphics would have to be
stored in facsimile form alongside the text. However, the variety, complexity and
idiosynchracies of computer typesetting system may pose a serious obstacle to this goal.

Of more Immediate application is the facsimile imaging of both text and graphics. Print
on paper is a form of publishing that is likely to continue for some considerable time to
come, If not indefinitely. This will form the source document from which laser or charge
coupled device (CCD) scanners will produce the digitized image. The disadvantage of most
present day scanners is that they cannot readily take bound documents. Journal issues or
reports have therefore to be cut up or photocopied before scanning.
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A scanner being developed for the British Library will overcome this. The Library
needed a device to produce digitized images for:

- conservation on DOR discs of items prone to decay
(including the image enhancement and extraction of
watermarks)

provision of copies to readers

-electronic document delivery

Image capture had to be achieved rapidly, at high resolution and without damage to
bindings. The solution was a scanner that holds the book open 800 and has a head that
under fine motor control lowers onto the book and then scans both open pages using a CCD
mechanism. Resolution is 300 lines per inch, retaining detail down to 6 point type.
The scanner is currently being prepared for production, a prototype having been
successfully demonstrated.

A further option on the electronic document delivery model being considered is
whether digitization of hard copy source documents should take place on receipt by the
document delivery centre, or as requests are received. Which is chosen depends largely
upon the spread of requests over the collection, the demand for loan of the original
journal, the costs of scanning and, to a lesser extent, the costs of storage. It is
probable that only core lists of documents that account for a significant proportion of
demand will be digitized on receipt.

Having outlined by example what constitutes electronic document delivery it is now

possible to review the factors that will affect its growth.

5. FACTORS AFFECTING GROWTH

It is the intention to concentrate upon the user viewpoint when examining the factors
affecting the potential growth of electronic document delivery systems, because as the
consumer he is the ultimate arbiter of what will and will not succeed. A checklist of
factors that will determine his use of electronic document delivery systems might be:

Convenience/success

Speed
Cost
Quality
Compatibility of systems

A survey of user needs(S) conducted primarily in the UK showed that the most popular
features of such services would be the ability to:

- obtain a comprehensive range of documents from a single
source

- view the document directly on a terminal

- order via a terminal

- check availability and price of documents

The first feature suggests that electronic document delivery services should ideally
either be associated with existing conventional document supply services or at least be
able to offer a comprehensive service for a well-defined subject area. This underlines
the convenience factor in the checklist. Clearly a high success rate for requests is an
unspoken but essential requirement.

It is interesting to note with regard to speed that, while the survey showed that 67%
of librarians mentioned delay in delivery as a cause of difficulty with existing
interlending services, end users were on the whole satisfied with the timeliness of
documentation services they received. However, a high proportion (82) did think it
would be worth paying extra for the rapid delivery of an important document. This
suggests that electronic document delivery must be competitive with conventional
interlibrary supply in terms of cost, quality and convenience of use before it really
establishes itself. Speed alone is not enough, other than for a small number of urgent.
requests.

Compatibility of systems is almost a prerequisite. Unless the sitg 1e source
requirement is met, the user will inevitably want to access a variety of systems ideally
using one set of equipment. This either means sophisticated multi-access terminals or a
degree of standardization between document delivery systems. This could io a problem in
that the way of transmitting text may be as facsimile image or encoded characters, and,
especially if input from computer typesetting systems is used, the character sets and
encoding thereof may also vary.

Other factors besides those seen by the user will also affect the growth of electronic
document delivery systems. One set of issues is copyright and the whole delicate balance
between publishing, document supply and library acquisitions. Comerciel and technical
factors are tending to blur the distinction between publishing and interlendIng,
especially with the concept of on-demand publishing and the desire of publishers to



receive revenue from the copying of their documents. However, this topic could be the
subject of a complete paper by Itself. In recent articles Line(6) and Russon(7) explore
this spider's web of interactions.

6. CURRENT INITIATIVES

One of the main purposes of this paper is to chart the progress made towards
electronic document delivery systems. The most concrete progress has been made in the
area of full text retrieval from conventional database systems. Besides the well-known
Head Data Central full text legal files (LEXIS) and news files (NEXIS), recent examples
are Elsevier's IRCS Medical Science journal(8) mounted on Bibliographic Retrieval Services
(BRS) and the recently announced mounting on BRS of a quarter of a million pages from 18
titles published by the American Chemical Society (ACS)(9). Coverage of the ACS file
extends back to 1973, and access costs between $70 and $85 per hour plus communications
charges. The major drawback of using conventional database services is that they are
essentially limited to text only. Per gamon have found a way round this with the VIDEO
PATSEARCH service(lO). Here details of patents are available on-line from the Pergamon
Infoline database system, and graphics are distributed on videodiscs for use on specially
developed terminals.

There are in addition a few electronic mail applications within automated offices and
the forthcoming facsimile transmission service of the British Library Lending Division.
However, as yet there are no operational schemes that take full advantage of the
technologies exemplified in the schematic representation of electronic document deliveryused in this paper. Nevertheless there has been a tremendous amount of planning activity.

Unfortunately one of the most well publicized schemes, ADONIS, is currently shelved.
The consortium of Scientific, Technical and Medical (STM) publishers that are involved in
the project found the economics to be unfavourable at the present time, but, of course,1 ' this situation could change rapidly. The ADONIS project would entail the consortium,
probably acting for other publishers as well, recording their STM journals on DOR discs
by scanning guillotined pages in facsimile mode. These discs would be distributed under
licence to document delivery centres, such as the British Library Lending Division in the

* LUK. The centres would then print articles by LASER printer in response to requests
received from user libraries. Initially the copies, which would contain both text and
half tone graphics, would be transmitted by mail or van scheme, but the use of satellite
transmission was envisaged for a later stage.

A project to which there is a much firmer commitment is the UK Government sponsored
Project Hermes(ll,12). This is due to begin operation at the beginning of 1984 and will
be based on British Telecom's Teletex service, which will also come into operation at
that time. A number of publishers, information providers and other organizations such as
the British Library are currently discussing participation in the project. The initial
phase, which will last about a year, will provide electronic mailing of documents between
one site and another, automatic document delivery (for the regular delivery of electronic
newsletters, contents lists of journals and books etc) and ordering and delivery
facilities for specified documents. Equipment for the first phase can consist of word
processors, Teletex teleprinters or electronic typewriters with storage and one line
display facilities. "Black box" adaptors will be available to interface equipment to the
Teletex network. Documents will be character encoded. Projected transmission costs are
Sp or less per page with considerably cheaper rates for overnight transmission.

Should this first phase be successful, later phases of the project will provide
connection to information retrieval database systems and extension to cover facsimile
transmission from large stores of data possibly on DOR discs. The latter extension will
depend upon the enhancement of the CCITT convention to allow embedded graphic material to
be transmitted and printed using facsimile techniques. The limitations of Teletex with
regard to transmitting the large volumes of bits required to reprisent graphical
Information (at least an order of magnitude greater than for encoded characters) will
mean that the quality, speed and cost of transmission will have to be closely monitored.

The problems of integrating text and graphics are the subject of Project Universe(13).
This is a cooperative research programme involving a number of industrial and academic
organizations, British Telecom and the UK Government. In essence the project involves
IIterfacing a number of local area networks (based on the Cambridge Ring) via satellite
(the Orbital Test Satellite). At present these local area networks support modified BEC
microcomputers with high resolution graphics facilities and colour printers, but in the
future it is intended to connect a variety of equipment including facsimile and teletex
devices. The team is in fact working towards multimedia documents which may include voice
alongside text and graphics.

The Commission of the European Comunities (CEC) has a considerable interest in
electronic document delivery, which can be said to have begun with the ARTEMIS report(14).
Earlier this year at an international electronic publishing conference(IS), Jointly
organized by the CEC and the International Electronic Publishing Research Centre, the
results of studies into some of the problem areas were presented and discussed. These
studies'concerned user needs, the definition and coding of standard character sets, the
use of computer typesetting input as the source of digitized material, the distribution
of electronic documents and the development of user terminals toreceive them. In
addition the CEC has invited proposals for projects in electronic publishing and
document delivery. A number of proposals have now been selected to be pursued to the
,next stage. CEC involvement is also anticipated in the APOLLO Project( 1), in which the

European Space Agency will be a central participant. The precise area of application of



the project is still under discussion, but it will centre around use of the European

Communications Satellite for the transmission of documents.

7. CONCLUSION

Clearly there is a great deal of activity which should come to fruition over the next
few years. The list of initiatives covered is not exhaustive; Indeed there are a variety
of projects in electronic publishing such as the British Library sponsored BLEND-LINC
project(17) which may impact on document delivery systems in the future. However, it is
hoped that the extent and pace of progress has been demonstrated. It will be an area of
vigorous development, keeping track of which will be both difficult and fascinating.

What is essential is that the users' needs are borne very much in mind. Copyright
considerations and too great a preoccupation with commercial advantage should not be
allowed to distort or fragment document delivery systems to the detriment of the
efficient retrieval of information by the user. An effective information chain is
crucial not only to high technology research, such as in the defence and aerospace fields,
but to the economic well-being of the community in general.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

on the Symposium on "The Application of Now Technologies to Improve the Delivery of
Aerospace and Defence Information" held in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, on 14-15 September,
1983.

Session I: In this Session a number of recent developments in computer-systems, their
probles and difficulties were discussed.

The first paper, QOpen Systems Interconnection", drew attention to the use of common
computer communication for the exchange of information-data among various users, a rather
complex subject to be solved.

The second speaker described the *iNet Gateway Trialm, a specific example of open system
interconnection, in which the information-user is served by a single point of access into
a great variety of computer systems.

*Sharing Command Languages and Software" was the theme of the third speaker. He finished
his very interesting and clear presentation with the Queastel plus compromise", a possible
answer to the need for portable retrieval software for use in a network environment with
different computers.

This Session closed with the presentation of "Use of Distributed Information Systems by
* L the office of the Secretary of Defense, USA". The speaker pointed out a great number of

common and unique administrative applications and concluded his presentation with his view
of the future.

The second speaker, Mr Wolters, a Canadian, was very much appreciated by the audience;
*the discussion after his presentation was the highlight of this Session. In general, the

discussions could have been better.

* A rating for Session I would be 'very good' for the general level of papers, and the
effectiveness of speakers presenting their papers. Paper 1 was a bit too detailed for
the audience, but essential to explain the problem.

Session II: This Session, devoted to "Data Base Developments" was a rather technical one,
with three presentations devoted to Scientific Numeric Data Bases, Graphic and Visual
presentation of Data and Standardization of Bibliographic Data.

The first paper, dealing with a modern problem, seems to have been the most attractive and
raised several questions. The second, dealing with the simulation of a multimedia-system,
was perhaps difficult, and the third paper, dealing with a cla.sical topic, occasioned
more modest audience participation.

The general feeling is that this Session was an interesting one, of reasonable interest to
the audience.

Session III: Mr Hart's paper on management techniques was interesting, well delivered, and
o ed managemnt principles and policy considerations which were pertinent to the

audience. It was not too detailed, and it was because of this that it elicited excellent
audience participation. It sems that people are interested in learning new ways and means
to get the job done.

r Coppock's paper on contract managment was interesting and well delivered. It presented
the basics of a good management tool, and the detail it contained was sufficient to describe
the technique. Audience participation was excellent.

Dr Palms's paper on computer conferencing was pertinent to the Session, but was perhaps too
detailed for some of the audience. His accent presented some difficulty In understanding
and, perhaps in consequence, audience participation was poor.

Mr Moes paper on document request and delivery systems was pertinent to the Session but was
too detailed, and went deeply into library functions. r Bde's delivery of the paper was
very good, and if his paper h%d been more general, addressing techniques only, the audience
participation would perhaps h. -e been better than it was.

All the papers prer -4a4 i iessLon III were pertinent to the Session, and to the overall
theme of the Symposium. Tnwre was a good mix of persons presenting paperst three nations
were represented.

Overall rating for Session III would be 'very good to excellent' for coverage of the subject,
'good' for audience participation, 'very good' for delivery of papers.
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The Forum Discussion: Questions and audience interest can be grouped in the following
categories:

- The progress of new technology and its impact on the scientific and technical
information community

- The cost and value of information
- The difficulty in maintaining a comprehensive technical report acquisition service.

The discussion was characterized by a high level of audience involvement. Equally
important, the speakers, all well qualified, were available to participate in the
discussions, and assisted in chanelling the discussion in a most productive fashion.

Based on the audience interest in this Forum session it is recommended that they continue
to be a part of TIP Specialists' Meetings. The transcription of the Forum Discussion from
tape to text copy will provide the necessary details of this very valuable part of the
Ottawa Meeting.

Participants: There were 113 persons present at this Symposium, comprising 21 Panel
Members, 0ISpeakers, 25 non-Canadian and 57 Canadian participants. The attendance was
about 75% of the enrolment list. Curious was the small number of European participants,
4 in total, Speakers and Panel Members not included.

The majority of the audience were librarians, technical information specialists and
managers. There was a small number of scientists present.

Arrangements: The physical arrangements were extremely good and the meeting was
effectively organized. Sufficient time and space was made available to allow attendees
to have productive discussions with one another and with the Speakers.

The Session Chairmen were very effective in managing the flow of presentations, and the
subsequent discussions.

Generally, most Speakers did a good job in presenting their topics; the effective use of
slides and the overhead projector helped to make the talks more interesting and easy to
follow.

Language was no problem and the interpretation arrangements were quite satisfactory.

Consensus of Opinion: The overall rating for the entire meeting would be 'very good',
coverage of the subject matter and delivery of papers included. There was a good mix of
persons presenting papers (seven nations were represented). Audience participation was a
little disappointing. This conclusion is made with the kindly cooperation of the Session
Chairmen, the Chair-persons of the Forum Discussion and in agreement with the 31 completed
questionnaires and forms submitted by members of the audience.

Recommendations: Distribution of the Preprints in advance of the Symposium would be
helpful to give participants a chance to read the papers and prepare any questions they
may wish to address to the speakers.

The meeting was not sufficiently well focussed on specific topics and, in consequence,
tended to 'ramble' a little. The information transfer to the audience was therefore lese
than optimal. Consideration should be given to a clearer definition of topics (such as
hardware and software; security; management; etc.,) in structuring future meetings.

Continuation of the inclusion of a Forum Discussion session at future TIP meetings is
recommended.

Ir E Grutzmacher
1983 TIP Meeting Director
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